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Abstract 
This dissertation argues that the literary and cultural history of nineteenth-

century Paris must be re-envisaged in the context of fashion as a spatial and embodied 

practice. While existing scholarship has focused on the role of fashion in emerging 

consumer culture, I focus instead on how clothing mediated bodily and urban 

knowledge. With the rise of department stores, the fashion press, and textile innovations 

in mid-nineteenth-century France, fashion became synonymous with the modern urban 

experience. Concomitantly with the emergence of the modern fashion system, the city of 

Paris was itself refashioned through vast urbanization projects. This metropolitan 

redesign created new points of intersection between the dressed body and the city. I 

argue that writers during the Second Empire and early Third Republic reframed fashion 

as a form of embodied space. Balancing close readings of canonical texts, Charles 

Baudelaire’s “À une passante” and Marcel Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu, for 

example, with lesser known works, including Gustave Flaubert’s Le Château des cœurs 

and Stéphane Mallarmé’s journal La Dernière mode, alongside fashion journals and 

physical garments themselves, I propose that the fashioned body was inextricably 

tethered to conceptions of urban space in the nineteenth-century French cultural 

imaginary.  
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1. Introduction  
Torn seams. Frayed edges. Discolored silk. These are the visible traces of wear 

that appear on the bodice pictured below, worn in Paris sometime around 1898. Over a 

century old, this floral-patterned mint green garment still contains vestiges of the body it 

once clothed. Tears in the interior lining of the bodice suggest the wearer repeatedly 

sported the ensemble. Discoloration on the sleeve’s seam suggests a perspiration stain, 

perhaps left by the wearer during her many promenades in the parks of Paris.  

 

Figure 1: Bodice by Mlles Delaporte, circa 1898. Fashion Institute of Design 
and Merchandising (FIDM) Museum. 
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The traces that this silk chine taffeta bodice contain of the body that once inhabited it 

suggest the somatic and spatial dimensions of fashion. Folds, seams, and fabrics reveal 

the stories of the wearer’s past and her environment. Take, for instance, the garment 

label. A thick-ribbed, cream-colored ribbon wraps around the interior waist of this 

bodice with the words “Mlles Delaporte” and “10 rue de Lécluse Paris-Batignolles” 

appearing in gilded letters. 

 

Figure 2: Petersham label on bodice by Mlles Delaporte. FIDM Museum. 

Today, labels usually appear as stiff pieces of fabric placed at the nape of the neck. In 

late nineteenth-century women’s clothing, labels often took the form of a petersham 

label, a ribbon of cream-colored fabric that wrapped around the waist of a garment that 

provided the name and address of the shop from which the garment originated. These 
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labels, like the one in the Delaporte bodice, offer textual clues that connect clothing to a 

network of urban spaces and bodies.  

The heart of the Parisian fashion industry was located around the rue de la Paix, 

in the center of the city. But this garment originates from a shop that was not even part 

of Paris until 1861. That year, Napoléon III annexed Batignolles, a suburb of Paris 

located northwest of the Seine. Almost immediately after its incorporation, Batignolles 

was radically restructured by Baron Haussmann’s boulevard and train station 

construction projects (Herbert 63). A reminder of the expansion of land, commerce and 

people that resulted from Haussmannization, Batignolles was a space in flux. Home to 

the working classes that had been displaced by Haussmann’s urban redesign, 

Batignolles was also the hub of a thriving artistic community, including the “Batignolles 

group” that included artists like Édouard Manet and Frédéric Bazille, who were known 

for their depictions of fashionable crowds. The Café Guerbois, their favorite local 

gathering spot, was just a brisk three-minute walk from the Delaporte shop. The bodice 

label’s address allows us to situate the garment within a space and time of Paris where 

the spectacle of urban life started to center on the circulation of fashioned bodies.  

Labels can also shed light on a city’s social histories. Given that museums and 

monographs on nineteenth-century fashion provide no information on the Delaporte 

shop, one might be tempted to assume its couturiers were unremarkable. And yet, 

archival research provides us with traces of the shop’s existence, allowing us to piece 
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together a rare, but important, story of female entrepreneurship in fin de siècle France. 

The “Mlles Delaporte” referenced on the label were in fact two sisters, Jeanne and 

Eugène Delaporte. In 1889, before they had opened their own shop and while still 

employed as shop assistants in a couture shop in the rue de Rome, the sisters were 

awarded the Prix Barbet-Batifol by the city of Paris, a prize of 10,000 francs given to a 

young woman of lower economic standing, from eighteen to thirty years of age, who 

wished to establish her own business.1 News of the award was widely covered by 

Parisian newspapers, from Le Temps to Le Petit parisien to Le matin. In an interview in Le 

Petit journal, Jeanne Delaporte said she intended to start her own clothing business with 

the prize money (“Prix Barbet-Batifol”). Indeed, the gown testifies to the establishment 

of their very own maison de couture. The garments created by these two sisters reveal a 

level of high craftsmanship on par with the creations of more famous male couturiers 

like Worth or Pingat.  

There is yet another neglected story lurking within the folds of the label and 

bodice—the corporeality of clothing. By referring to the fixed location of the maison de 

couture, as well as being in constant contact with the wearer’s body, these labels are a 

                                                        

1 Upon her death, Madame Barbet-Batifol arranged monetary funds for the distribution of this prize. These 
were the stipulations for the award: “à condition que ces 10,000 francs seraient annuellement attribués à une 
jeune ouvrière célibataire qui, par sa capacité et sa bonne conduite, soit en état de s’établir et ne manque à 
cet effet que de l’argent nécessaire” (“La Journée à Paris” 3). From the years 1885 to 1889, the awardees all 
worked in the clothing industry.  
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reminder of the somatic dimension of fashion. The wearer of this afternoon gown, for 

instance, would have circulated in the city’s parks or boulevards, her waist clothed in 

the cartographic text of the dress. Rather than simply identifying the maker of the 

garment, the label evidences a topography of fashion that was in a sense activated by 

wrapping around the wearer as she moved around the city. The label’s textual clues 

connect the garment to an entire network of places, spaces, and bodies. 

My efforts to reimagine the corporeal contexts of material objects like this bodice 

take inspiration from an unlikely source. In a brief but illuminating moment in Charles 

Baudelaire’s foundational 1863 essay on modernity “Le Peintre de la vie moderne,” he 

describes flipping through fashion plates from the turn of the nineteenth century. These 

engravings depict women in the loose-fitting, flowing gowns and shawls fashionable 

during the time. To some of his contemporaries, he remarks, these drawings might 

provoke laughter. He counters that these engravings encapsulate a double nature and 

can embody either the “beau” or the “laid” (791). But in order to gauge their beauty, he 

argues, one must imagine them clothed on the flesh of the body:  

Les femmes qui étaient revêtues de ces costumes ressemblaient plus ou moins aux unes 
ou aux autres, selon le degré de poésie ou de vulgarité dont elles étaient marquées. La 
matière vivante rendait ondoyant ce qui nous semble trop rigide. L’imagination du 
spectateur peut encore aujourd’hui faire marcher et frémir cette tunique et ce schall. (791) 
 

 In other words, the two-dimensional engravings obscure the embodied nature of 

fashion. The “matière vivante,” the living, animate flesh of the clothed body is missing 

from these images. Baudelaire tries to reanimate them by evoking the sensual 
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implications of the clothed, mobile body. He urges the viewer to imagine the rustling of 

the shawl or dress. This brief moment, a prelude to Baudelaire’s famous definition of 

beauty embodying both the “éternel” and the “relatif,” highlights how the flesh of the 

body lends animacy and vitality to static images of fashion (791).  

In an article for Le Figaro published in 1911, novelist and poet Marie de Régnier, 

writing under her usual pen name of Gérard d’Houville, describes attending an 

exhibition on clothing at the Art décoratifs and, like Baudelaire, specifically evokes the 

corporeality of these displayed garments:  

Il y a dans toute robe neuve je ne sais quoi de toujours inachevé; la femme qui la portera, 
au gré de sa grâce, de sa fantaisie ou de sa personnalité involontaire, lui donnera ce qui 
lui manque encore. C’est pourquoi nous ressentons un inexplicable attrait en face des 
robes déjà portées […] je veux le croire, si jolies, de ces mousselines, de ces linons 
d’antan, de ces fourreaux Directoire, de ces chantillys second Empire, de ces exotiques 
écharpes d’Inde ou de Perse, de ces anciennes robes de Chine et du Japon, qui gardent 
dans leurs plis inaccoutumés je ne sais quel reflet d’un geste deux fois lointain. 
(D’Houville 1) 
 

Régnier emphasizes connections between body and clothing. The “inexplicable attrait” 

she describes in worn clothing is the trace of the wearer’s presence. In evoking the traces 

of the body, the “geste” in these garments, Régnier echoes Baudelaire’s reflection on the 

corporeality of clothing.  

Like Baudelaire’s engravings, the dresses that lie “rigide” in museums lack the 

flesh of the body to render them “alive.” But what if by bringing together nineteenth-

century garments and the texts and visual productions that describe them, and 

contemporary studies that conceptualize embodiment, we could construct a new 
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understanding of how clothing shaped the urban experience of nineteenth-century Paris 

and how fashion itself was shaped by the city? In L’Invention du quotidien, Michel de 

Certeau describes the way we construct narratives of places as a “cobbling together:” 

“Les récits des lieux sont des bricolages. Ils sont faits avec de débris de monde” (161). 

Through the paradigm of the “quotidien,” de Certeau stresses how objects and their 

traces can provide insights into the history of the everyday. De Certeau’s reference to 

bricolage resonates with the work of the literary or fashion scholar who strings together 

traces or “débris” in the form of material objects like gowns, ephemera, or textual 

documents to reconstruct stories of the past.  

In the following chapters, I explore the spatial network of fashion in nineteenth-

century Paris, one that was characterized by the circulating dressed body. Just as one 

cannot imagine the city without its infrastructure, one cannot conceive of the city 

without the circulation of clothed bodies. For too long garments and their histories have 

been confined to the realm of material culture, displayed in exhibitions or abstracted in 

form as a product of capitalist production. In tracing the somatic dimensions of fashion 

in nineteenth-century literary and visual production within the context of a burgeoning 

fashion industry and a perpetually transforming city, I offer a different story of 

nineteenth-century Paris. I argue that clothing, serving as a material threshold between 

the corporeal “I” and the exterior environment, tethered the fashioned body to 
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conceptions of urban space and its navigation in the late nineteenth-century French 

cultural imaginary.  

1.1 Structuring the Nineteenth-Century Fashion Industry 

Fashion cemented its association with Paris in the nineteenth century.2 A 

combination of factors contributed to the birth of modern fashion during this period: 

technological progress, urban redesign, innovative designers, a new class of consumers, 

and a culture of spectacle and commodity. In Les Dessus et les dessous de la bourgeoisie, 

historian Philippe Perrot traces the expansion of clothing markets and the rise of the 

bourgeoisie as fashion consumers in the early decades of the nineteenth century.3 The 

Industrial Revolution at the end of the eighteenth century introduced more efficient 

textile technologies that allowed for mass production of clothing. As production models 

changed, so too did the distribution of sartorial goods. Before the eighteenth century, 

clothes were sold in regulated guilds that were specific to a certain trade: one had to 

visit a draper, a tailor, and a mercer in order to have a garment made (Perrot 69). The 

fancy goods stores or magasins de nouveauté of the Restoration and July Monarchy 

periods streamlined the shopping process by offering the possibility of purchasing the 

                                                        

2 Paris had been synonymous with fashion since the seventeenth century with the rise of the luxury trade 
industry. See Joan DeJean’s chapter “Capitale de la mode” in How Paris Became Paris. However, the 
structural shifts of the 1800s intensified the city’s ties to the clothing industry. 
3 For an insightful discussion on the emergence of the fashion market and how the bourgeoisie shaped 
sartorial codes in the first half of the nineteenth-century, see Philippe Perrot’s chapter “Ravitaillement 
traditionnel et essor de la confection.”  
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components of an outfit in one commercial space. The majority of these stores did not 

survive into the Second Empire when they were supplanted by the grand magasin or 

department store. Emerging in the mid-nineteenth century, a time coinciding with 

Haussmannization, an emerging credit system, and an expanding textile market in 

France, the department store would soon become a defining element of the fashion 

industry and Parisian geography. Le Bon marché, the first department store, which 

opened in 1852, was the product of the entrepreneurial acumen of Aristide Boucicaut, a 

businessman whose philosophy and methods inspired Émile Zola’s depiction of Octave 

Mouret in the 1883 department store novel Au Bonheur des dames. Both Michael B. 

Miller’s The Bon Marché (1981) and Rachel Bowlby’s Just Looking (1985) highlight the role 

department stores played in the development of urban modernity. Almost 

simultaneously with the development of the department store, the haute couture industry 

was born in the 1860s with Charles Frederick Worth at its helm. While the couture 

industry was predicated on made-to-measure garments, in opposition to the ready-to-

wear model on which the grand magasin operated, I show in my third chapter that the 

lines between confection and couture were more porous than we might expect. 

The rise of the department store transformed consumer habits. Standardized 

fashions and reduced prices meant that “la mobilité sociale se traduit par une mobilité 

du signe qui n’est plus nécessairement indexée sur elle” (Perrot 158). With mass 

consumption came what Rosamund Williams terms the “democratization of luxury.” 
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Williams turns to the writings of Georges d’Avenel and his series of essays from 1902, 

entitled “Le Mécanisme de la vie moderne,” in which he considers on the effects that 

mass consumption had on social classes. Whereas before, notes d’Avenel, only the 

wealthy could eat on porcelain plates, now any member of society could afford cheap 

porcelain plates. The same applied to clothing. Consumers had the option of paying a 

fraction of the cost for synthetically produced silk as opposed to spending much more 

on silk from Lyon (Williams 94-95).  

An expanding labor force enabled this mass production and consumption. For all 

the Worths and Boucicauts of the fashion industry, there were the Delaportes. Women 

played a critical part in the Parisian clothing industry although their work often took 

place behind the scenes, in the factories, the sewing ateliers, their homes. The labor force 

for the garment industry was overwhelmingly comprised of women and by 1906, there 

were an estimated 1,360,000 female workers employed in the clothing industry in Paris 

(Tamboukou 4). Given their poor working conditions and limited political voice, it is not 

surprising that the seamstresses in the garment industry were one of the first women’s 

groups to unionize, culminating in a massive strike in 1917 in which 31,000 seamstresses 

walked out of their jobs to demand better working and pay conditions (Bass-Krueger, 

“From the ‘union parfaite’” 29). While the social labor histories of the Parisian garment 
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trade lie outside the scope of my work, it is important to keep in mind this gendered 

division of labor that continues to inform the fashion industry today.4  

The advent of mass consumption, haute couture and Haussmann’s Paris in the 

1860s intensified the interactions between fashion and the city. Fashion historian Agnès 

Rocamora notes the intimate and essentially indivisible relationship between fashion 

and the city, describing the “construction of the Parisian geography as a geography of 

fashion, and that of the city as a fashion city” (40). Fashion had already informed the 

city’s geography in the early nineteenth century. Perrot observes that commercial spaces 

in Paris during the Restoration and the July Monarchy embodied socio-economic 

hierarchies with respect to the Parisian topography: expensive clothing could be found 

along the Rue de Richelieu, acceptable clothing could be bought near rue Saint-Denis 

and the Palais Royal, while the lowest quality of goods, home of second-hand ‘fripperie’ 

sellers, could be found at the Temple markets (Perrot 77-81). Popular July Monarchy 

journalist Delphine de Girardin observed these inextricable links between fashion and 

the geography of Paris when she described the cartographic timetable of Parisian trends: 

“la Chaussée-d’Antin propose, le faubourg Saint-Honoré adopte, le faubourg Saint-

Germain consacre, le Marais exécute et enterre” (Girardin 451). When Balzac wrote in 

                                                        

4 For informative and thorough analyses of women garment workers in the nineteenth century and early 
twentieth century, see Judith G. Coffin’s The Politics of Women’s Work: The Paris Garment Trades, 1750-1915 
and Maria Tamboukou’s Gendering the Memory of Work: Women Workers’ Narratives. For more on eighteenth-
century female garment workers, see Clare Haru Crowston’s Fabricating Women: The Seamstresses of Old 
Regime France, 1675-1791.  
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the 1830s that the rue de la Paix “manque certainement de la majesté qui règne dans la 

rue Royale,” he was referring to a time when fashionable mercers and dressmakers 

congregated around the rue Royale and rue Richelieu area (Ferragus 7). Not long after 

Balzac’s death, this would shift westward with the rue de la Paix usurping the rue 

Royale as the center of Parisian elegance and luxury. The street’s proximity to the 

Louvre, the Tuileries gardens, as well as high-end jewelry stores and hotels bolstered the 

area’s reputation as the paradigm of fashion and luxury. An illustrated Le Figaro 

supplement on “la grande couture parisienne” from 1897 emphasizes the sprawling 

spatial network of the fashion industry: “la rue de la Paix rayonnerait-elle de sa 

réputation d’aujourd’hui, si elle ne s’était trouvée au point de bifurcation de toute une 

série de formidables courants économiques, rubans et dentelles, soieries et lainages, 

mousseline et passementeries” (Plantel 1). This description underscores the extent to 

which the rue de la Paix was a veritable crossroads of the fashion industry.5 By the end 

of the nineteenth century, the fashion industry extended across the city. In his 1899 text 

on the Parisian clothing industry Les Minutes parisiennes, Georges Montorgueil describes 

the fashion geography of the city through an extended sartorial metaphor:  

La mode parisienne distribue la cité. Elle assigne aux grandes couturières (Robes et 
manteaux) aux modistes en renom, la ceinture qui va de la Bourse à la Madeleine, par 

                                                        

5 The geography of fashion continues to shape the topography of Paris. In the 1930s the nucleus of the 
couture industry migrated to the Avenue Montaigne area. However, the divide between Left and Right 
Bank fashion that Perrot alluded to continued into the twentieth century. Pierre Bourdieu and Yvette 
Delsaute dedicated an article in 1975, “Le couturier et sa griffe: contribution à une théorie de la magie,” to 
the geographical and social divides of the post-war Parisian fashion industry.  
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l’itinéraire des grands boulevards. Elle a déterminé que la fleur et la plume se tiendraient 
du Caire au Sentier; la lingerie et l’apprêt (faux-cols et manchettes) vers le faubourg 
Poissonnière; le cartonnage faubourg Saint-Denis; le brunissage rue Chapon; la bijouterie 
rue du Temple; la casquette aux Archives. (46) 
 

Rather than exist in one concentrated area, each component of the fashion industry 

inhabits its own space in the city. 

The sartorial topography of Paris was not only shaped by the commercial spaces 

of clothing production and consumption, but also by new sites of spectacle.6 In the last 

half of the nineteenth century, the city turned into a veritable fashion show. As clothing 

became more accessible, fashionable crowds needed spaces to display their attire. The 

influx of cafés, restaurants, shops, parks and boulevards enabled the public to enjoy the 

exterior space of the city more than ever before. Promenades down the boulevards, 

strolls in the Tuileries gardens, or carriage rides to the Bois de Boulogne were just some 

of the leisurely urban activities where the elegant crowds went to see and be seen. We 

might recall Renée and Maxime in Zola’s 1871 novel La Curée, who gallivant around the 

                                                        

6 Scholarship on the structural, aesthetic and social changes of late nineteenth-century Paris informs my 
discussion of urban space. David Harvey, Christopher Prendergast, and Priscilla Ferguson have provided 
invaluable texts that have elucidated the complex economic, political, aesthetic, and sociological 
ramifications of Haussmannization. The city has also been examined as a site spectacle production and 
entertainment. Vanessa Schwartz’s Spectacular Realities: Early Mass Culture and Fin-de-Siècle Paris as well as 
Maurice Samuels’ The Spectacular Past: Popular History and the Novel in Nineteenth-Century France both 
unravel the relationships between popular culture, literature, and spectacle in nineteenth-century Paris. 
Sharon Marcus’ Apartment Stories: City and Home in Nineteenth-Century Paris and London has also shed light 
on the interior spaces that informed the Parisian urban experience. This grouping of scholars is only a 
partial sampling of critics who have explored the overlap of modernity and nineteenth-century Paris. A few 
more examples of scholarly studies on the city of Paris include David Jordan’s detailed overview of Baron 
Haussmann’s urban redesigns in Transforming Paris: The life and labors of Baron Haussmann and Mary Gluck’s 
Popular Bohemia in which she explores the intersection of modernity and bohemian culture in nineteenth-
century Paris. 
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boulevards, parks, and restaurants of Haussmannized Paris. As Sima Godfrey put it 

succinctly, “[i]n nineteenth-century France, perhaps more than at any previous time, the 

movement of social bodies in space—both public and private—was mediated by 

fashion” (143).  

1.2 Fashion in Literature and the Press 

Industrialization of the textile industry coupled with the expansion of 

department stores and the press rendered fashion a potent and dominant feature of 

everyday urban life, one that also informed the period’s aesthetics. Literary genres like 

the novel, with its focus on realism, relied on clothing as a critical element of 

description.7 Take for instance a canonical writer like Gustave Flaubert. His literary texts 

explore diverse dimensions of fashion, from its links with exoticism in Salammbô to the 

sensual colors and shapes that clothing can produce in L’Éducation sentimentale to the 

physical spaces of fashion production in his play Le Château des cœurs, the subject of my 

third chapter. Émile Zola favored the exploration of fashion’s two chief modes of fashion 

production, mass consumption embodied by the department store and the haute couture 

industry in the form of the Worth-inspired Worms atelier in La Curée. Writers and artists 

seized on the temporal qualities of fashion, its ephemerality and perpetual search for the 

                                                        

7 The literary relationship between clothing and the novel was not limited to France. We see a similar degree 
of attention paid to clothing in Victorian fiction. See Rosy Aindow’s Dress and Identity in British Literary 
Culture, 1870-1914.  
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new, as a metaphor for modernity. Charles Baudelaire’s articulation of modernity 

through the prism of fashion in his 1863 essay “Le Peintre de la vie moderne” found 

expression in various media, from painting to fiction. To understand the relationship 

between fashion and literature fully, however, we must also look at the expansion of the 

fashion press and how it shaped the way writers engaged with fashion.   

Daniel Roche, in his 1989 text La Culture des apparences, traces the origins of the 

fashion journal to the eighteenth century when Parisian sartorial codes were 

disseminated to other parts of the country and the world (187). Although the readership 

was exclusively the nobility, the fashion press would develop a more democratic 

readership, along with more sophisticated visual appearances and contents in the 

nineteenth century. Fashion journals like La Mode, Le Petit Courrier des Dames and Le 

Follet emerged in the 1820s and 1830s (Sullerot 126). In fact, Balzac published his Traité de 

la vie élégante in 1830 in La Mode, an essay in which he theorizes fashion in a post-1789 

society. It was this text, one that delved into all aspects of fashionable life, that Barbey 

d’Aurevilly credited with starting the French literary engagement with fashion. In an 

article for the newspaper Pays from June 1853, d’Aurevilly declared that Balzac’s Traité 

“inaugurerait peut-être dans la littérature française du dix-neuvième siècle un genre 

particulier de littérature qui a son nom depuis longtemps en Angleterre (la littérature 

fashionable ou de high life).” Balzac followed the Traité with Théorie de la demarche in 

1833, which ushered in a wave of essays and articles on fashion in the century, from 
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Delphine de Girardin’s Lettres parisiennes to Barbey d’Aurevilly’s articles on fashion 

(Fortassier 57). Forty years later, Mallarmé would aestheticize the fashion press in a 

journal of his own creation, La Dernière mode, the subject of my fourth chapter.  

1.3 Theorizing Fashion 

As fashion took root in the physical, social, and symbolic structures of the city, a 

group of cultural critics would emerge, chiefly from the domains of economics, 

sociology, and anthropology, who theorized the emergence of fashion and its 

implications for society. The mass consumption of clothing and accessories rendered 

fashion a potent symbol of Marx’s commodity fetish. The proliferation of sartorial goods 

masked the labor involved rendering these objects fetishes. The “spectacle of the 

commodity” that David Harvey describes as the glorification of commodified objects 

and bodies in Second Empire France was refracted through and by the fashion industry 

(217).   

While Marx focuses on how these commodities were made, American economist 

Thorstein Veblen would argue that the commodification of goods altered patterns of 

consumption. In his 1899 book Theory of the Leisure Class, Veblen develops the theory of 

conspicuous consumption in which the elite, or the “leisure class,” purchase goods of 

little to no practical in order to display their wealth and maintain their status in society. 

He states that “expenditure on dress” offers the most illustrative example of this 

principle of conspicuous consumption (Veblen 111). We can see Veblen’s theory of 
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conspicuous consumption in late nineteenth-century novels. Renée Saccard in Emile 

Zola’s La Curée, for example, appears in social settings drenched in expensive jewelry 

and designer gowns in order to show off her husband’s wealth. In last two decades, 

however, scholars have questioned Veblen’s theories, especially with regard to gender. 

Both Joanne Entwistle and Elizabeth Wilson find fault with Veblen’s reductive and 

functionalist analysis that boils fashion down to economics and sidelines any idea of 

feminine agency (Entwistle 60; Wilson 52).  

Written at the turn of the century, Veblen’s theory on consumer culture 

influenced German sociologist Georg Simmel. In his 1904 essay “Fashion,” Simmel 

exposes the sociological and economic driving forces of fashion and modern society. He 

observes that the tension between conformity and individuality lies at the heart of both 

human behavior and fashion. He connects our anthropological need to emulate to the 

way fashions are adopted in society. The more the lower classes frantically try to copy 

the fashions of the upper classes, the more the upper classes search for new/different 

fashions. He also postulates that the constant changes characterizing modern life are at 

the heart of the rise of fashion. He specifically mentions modern society’s “nervous 

energy” and argues that fashion changes most radically “the more nervous the age,” 

which is also why upper classes dominate fashion trends (547).  

Walter Benjamin understood the links between fashion and urban space through 

capitalism and commodification. In The Arcades Project, the German cultural critic 
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examines fashion as an aesthetic matrix of capitalism and a cultural manifestation of 

time—the “tiger’s leap in that which has gone before” (261). He viewed fashion as a 

central player in nineteenth-century Parisian commodity culture, especially with regard 

to its relationship to the body.  He understood fashion as a struggle between the 

inorganic (material fashion) and the decay of the organic (the female body), and he 

linked fashion to death in its reification of body/time. “Fashion mocks death,” he 

aphoristically noted (37).  

The tradition of examining fashion as a cultural form of modernity continued 

well into the twentieth century with Roland Barthes’ 1967 semiotic analysis of fashion, 

Le Système de la mode. Examining issues of fashion magazines, Barthes fastidiously 

examines the relationship between garments and their “codes vestimentaires” present in 

the magazines. Pierre Bourdieu would also take up fashion in his 1979 text La Distinction 

by examining it as an accumulation of symbolic capital. Jean Baudrillard reevaluates 

Marx’ commodity fetishism in his 1976 text L’Échange symbolique et la mort and posits 

that industries like fashion are part of a sign-value system, not necessarily the Marxist 

exchange-value system. Baudrillard situates fashion within an economy of simulation in 

which “les signes ne font plus que sécréter le réel et le référentiel comme un supersigne, 

comme la mode ne fait que sécréter, inventer la nudité comme supersigne du vêtement” 

(144). With fashion, there is no real, just the “signe réalistique,” which renders fashion 

“le féerique de la marchandise, et, plus loin encore, le féerique de la simulation” (144).   
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 Over a quarter of a century has passed since Valerie Steele published her essay 

“The F Word” (1991) in Lingua Franca in which she criticized the denigration of fashion 

as a subject of scholarly inquiry. Steele wrote this article at a time when scholars were 

starting to position fashion as a subject of critical historical and social inquiry. Six years 

earlier, Elizabeth Wilson published her 1985 text Adorned in Dreams in which she argues 

against scholars who “explain away” fashion as a frivolous product of capitalism. The 

rediscovery of Walter Benjamin’s work on nineteenth-century Paris in the 1980s also led 

to several key studies on fashion including Gilles Lipovetsky’s 1988 L’Empire de la mode 

and Philippe Perrot’s 1984 Les dessus et les dessous de la bourgeoisie. Scholars today no 

longer need to justify the study of fashion. As recently as 2018, Heidi Brevik-Zender 

provided the following description of the trajectory of fashion studies: “Once 

appreciated merely for its glamorous allure and regularly dismissed as frivolous and 

shallow, fashion is now thriving as a subject of serious academic inquiry” 

(“Introduction” 1).  

While Steele and Wilson revitalized fashion studies, Susan Hiner and Heidi 

Brevik-Zender have done the same for scholars of French literature and fashion. In her 

innovative 2010 book Accessories to Modernity, Susan Hiner approaches fashion from the 

sartorial margin, the accessory. While often seen as “inconsequential” backdrops of 

realist novels, these objects were instrumental in shaping bourgeois ideals of nineteenth-

century femininity and modernity (Hiner 1). Published in 2015, Heidi Brevik-Zender’s 
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Fashioning Spaces focuses on fin-de-siècle French texts and paintings and their 

“dislocated” spaces—peripheral sites like the staircase, couturier’s atelier, and the 

entryway. These spaces, she argues, appear in texts by Guy de Maupassant, Rachilde, 

and Gustave Flaubert as incubators of modernity where anxieties over politics, class, 

gender, and economics coalesce. Approaching fashion from an art history perspective, 

Marni Kessler in Sheer Presence: The Veil in Manet’s Paris (2016) looks at how the veil was 

used in discourses on pollution during Haussmannization as a literal and metaphorical 

“screen” to shield women from having a presence in the city.  

These studies have demonstrated the interdisciplinary breadth that a study of 

fashion allows. Building on these formative studies, I focus on the role(s) that 

embodiment plays in the relationship between textiles and built environment. I would 

like to contribute to fashion studies on nineteenth-century Paris by recuperating what 

philosopher Maxine Sheets-Johnstone terms the “living realities of corporeal life” 

through a study of fashion, the body, and urban space (Corporeal 3). 

1.4 The (Fashioned) Body, Gender, and Space 

One of the “two most fundamental conceptual shifts in the twentieth-century,” 

according to philosopher Maxine Sheets-Johnstone, was the “corporeal turn” (Corporeal 

4). She argues that for three centuries since Descartes, the body had been conceived of as 

“material handmaiden of an all-powerful mind,” separate and subordinate from the 

mind (Corporeal 2). This dualism, which Sheets-Johnstone labels the “350-year-old 
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wound,” is only just now being rectified. She cautions, however, against terms like 

“embodiment” that function more as a “lexical band-aid” in how they paper over the 

interplay between bodily movements and perception. In The Primacy of Movement (1999) 

and The Corporeal Turn (2009), Sheets-Johnstone argues against the perpetuation of the 

separation between body (i.e. doing) and mind (i.e. thinking) and instead proposes that 

the two are inherently the same and part of a “kinetic bodily logos” (5). She argues that 

“thinking and moving are not separate happenings but aspects of a kinetic bodily logos 

attuned to an evolving dynamic situation” (5). In this respect, Sheets-Johnstone differs 

from Merleau-Ponty, who does not take into account the kinesthetics of the body, 

“[Merleau-Ponty] does not examine phenomenologically the experience of self-

movement” (Primacy 522). Although I draw on Sheets-Johnstone’s writing, I use the term 

embodiment throughout this thesis, which I define as the lived, moving body that 

experiences space. I use this term in conjunction with the term “sartorial” to better 

capture the ways that the clothed, lived body experiences space.  

The “corporeal turn” resonated in the field of fashion studies as well. Spurred by 

the work of Judith Butler on performativity, the body, and gender, scholars like Joanne 

Entwistle examined fashion as a bodily practice. In The Fashioned Body, Entwistle points 

out that historically, sociologists have focused on the body and not on dress, while 

historians and scholars in cultural studies examined dress but not the body. She credits 

Foucault for being the first to introduce the body into social theory but notes that he fails 
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to take into account embodiment or agency (23-24). Where Foucault relates the body to 

social order, Merleau-Pony relates it to phenomenology. Borrowing heavily from 

Merleau-Ponty, Entwistle argues that “action transforms space: encountering objects and 

others is about the negotiation of space” (33).   

Clothing is inherently somatic. Created to cover the body, garments serve as a 

barrier that differentiates the body from exterior space yet at the same time connects the 

body to the outside. In Adorned in Dreams, Elizabeth Wilson states that the body is not a 

biological entity but a cultural one that traverses both public and private spaces. In an 

anthropological vein, Wilson suggests that because the body’s boundaries between the 

exterior and interior were not rigid, “rituals” developed to delineate these boundaries. 

Fashion emerged as one such “rituals” by creating “the frontier between the self and the 

not-self” (3). The body as both a space and space-producer undergirds the experience of 

fashion.    

I focus primarily on the ways the fashioned body and the city informed textual 

and visual productions, and particularly on feminine garments and representations. One 

reason for this is the prevalence of representations of women, which stemmed partially 

from the propensity of writers and artists to eroticize women’s bodies. Baudelaire 

describes the male fascination with fashionable women circulating in the city, “Quel est 

l’homme qui, dans la rue, au théâtre, au bois, n’a pas joui, de la manière la plus 

désintéressée, d’une toilette savamment composée?” (809).  
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Another reason for my gendered focus is that while the topic of men circulating 

in the city has been explored in a substantial number of studies, this has not been true 

for women. In the 1980s, as literary and cultural theorists turned to Walter Benjamin’s 

writings on nineteenth-century modernity, many scholars privileged the street and 

urban space. Discourses on modernity tended to focus on the role men played and 

ignored or discounted female participation in urban life (save for the department store). 

Janet Wolff notes that at as result of this, theories on modernity often ignored or 

discounted female presences on the street and instead focused on the figure of the 

“flâneur” and chiffonier and reserved the figure of the prostitute for the female realm 

(70). Referring to scholars who contributed to studies on modernity during this period, 

Wolff writes “[i]n choosing to focus on the public sphere—the street and the urban 

space—and in privileging the figure of the flâneur, historians and sociologists have 

produced a quite biased view of modern life, one privileging the roles and experiences 

of men at the expense of women” (75). Wolff directly calls out scholars who lament the 

absence of women in the urban city and suggests scholars reorient their methodologies 

to focus instead on “exploring women’s (and men’s) actual lives in the modern city” 

(78). Taking my lead from Wolff, I focus on the embodied and spatial aspects of fashion 

to bring to light another side of the urban experience. In this way studying the 

relationships between the body, textile, and the built environment allows for the 
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inclusion of a wide spectrum of social classes of women, from dancers to courtesans to 

the bourgeois woman to the upper-class haute couture shoppers to fashion workers.  

Constraints, of course, were placed on women’s mobility in the city. Given the 

societal and institutional limits placed on women’s circulation in the city, I focus instead 

on the instances in which women were active users of the city and how the relationship 

between the body and clothing informed their experience of the city. I implicitly draw 

on Michel de Certeau’s concept of “espace pratiqué” and “tactiques,” which foreground 

the lived daily negotiations one makes as one moves through the city. By virtue of its 

proximity to the body, clothing helps reveal the way the body negotiated urban space. 

As a form of “débris,” to borrow de Certeau’s terminology referring to vestiges of 

everyday life, clothing is an integral part of how one practices space and thus a rich 

source for exploring the daily, lived realities of the past. 

I also draw on human geographer Doreen Massey’s vision of space as a 

continually-changing, dynamic process. In For Space (2005), Massey poses the following 

question: “What if space is the sphere not of a discrete multiplicity of inert things…what 

if, instead, it presents us with a heterogeneity of practices and processes?” (107). Fashion 

can be considered one such “process” that is inherently multiple and spatial. Especially 

in the burgeoning networks of bodies, spaces, and textiles in nineteenth-century Paris, 

fashion was “constructed out of a particular constellation of social relations, meeting and 

weaving together at a particular locus” (Massey 155). I also build on Brevik-Zender’s 
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methodologies in Fashioning Spaces with its focus on “spaces of dislocation,” interior 

spaces like the atelier, or the staircase in which the confluence of capital, body, and 

clothing were revelatory of urban modernity. Taking my cue from Brevik-Zender’s 

analysis of space and fashion, I turn to a more exterior-oriented reading of fashion, one 

that mines the relationship between the built environment and the body. 

Massey’s assertion that “space unfolds as interaction” rings true in my second 

chapter, “Shaping the Body: The Sartorial Silhouette in French Literature and Popular 

Culture,” which explores the ways movement and corporeal form are mediated by 

clothing (61). I argue that the notion of the silhouette—the shapes and forms that 

clothing creates on the body—constructs a porous boundary between the body and 

urban environment that captivated writers and artists of the late nineteenth century. 

When French sculptor Émile Chatrousse presented his life-sized, fashionably-dressed 

“Parisienne” at the 1876 Salon in Paris, critics reacted to the statue’s uplifted bustle, 

which exposed the preoccupation of fashion and literature with form and movement. 

Silhouettes of crinolines and bustles that circulated in the city brought renewed attention 

to the way clothing intervened in bodily movements and their representation. Clothing, 

when worn in the city, produced and signaled gestural movements. In his 1875 text on 

clothing L’Art dans la parure et dans le vêtement, art critic Charles Blanc comments on the 

way the sartorial silhouette in Second Empire Paris reshaped the experience of the city:  
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Elles se coiffèrent et s’habillèrent comme pour être vues de profil. Or le profil, c’est la 
silhouette d’une personne qui ne nous regarde pas, qui passe, qui va nous fuir. La 
toilette devint une image du mouvement rapide qui emporte le monde […]. (374-75) 
 

Blanc situates the silhouette, or the “profil,” as the chief sartorial concern for Second 

Empire women. But this silhouette is ultimately an ephemeral phenomenon like the 

fleeting urban encounter described by Baudelaire in “A une passante.” Blanc goes 

further in comparing the sartorial silhouette as an almost cinematic occurrence, “une 

image du mouvement.” Although these remarks occur during Blanc’s diatribe on 

bourgeois women of the Second Empire who have disrupted traditional spheres of 

influence, his description of the silhouette emphasizes the speed and mobility of the 

appearance and disappearance of forms created by the clothed body.8 Throughout this 

chapter, I explore these interactions between body, textiles and urban space in a wide 

variety of cultural productions, from Blanc’s commentaries to fashion journals to 

Baudelaire’s “À une passante” to Zola’s novel Son Excellence Eugène Rougon to 

caricatures by Honoré Daumier. Fashion infiltrated a diverse array of textual and visual 

productions, from the mid-nineteenth century up until 1913 with Proust’s À la recherche 

du temps perdu. 

 In “Dressing the City,” my third chapter, I examine the permeable boundaries 

between the fashioned body and built environment by testing Honoré de Balzac’s 

observation that “[l]es préceptes de l’architecture s’appliquent presque tous à la toilette” 

                                                        

8 Catherine Nesci reads Blanc’s comments within the context of the “flâneuse” (36).  
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through close readings of architectural discourses from Viollet-le-Duc to Charles Garnier 

to Gottfried Semper on the phenomenological porosity of clothing to skin, and bustles to 

boulevards (Œuvres 329). The relationship between clothing and architecture emerge in 

physical garments and buildings in late nineteenth-century Paris. In Loïe Fuller’s 

theater, for example, clothing informs the very structure of the theater’s façade. Fuller, 

the fin de siècle dancer whose “serpentine dance” launched her into global stardom, had 

her own theater built as part of the 1900 Universal Exhibition in Paris. Her signature 

flowing, undulating dresses used in her performances inspired the theater’s exterior 

façade. The sartorial resonances in the theatre were so striking that art critic Arsène 

Alexandre declared, “puisque des plis de sa robe on a pu tirer une architecture” (24). In 

focusing on buildings like Fuller’s theater as well as garments inspired by ironwork and 

structures, I demonstrate how Paris in the last half of the nineteenth century was 

informed by fashion as both an embodied textile and as an architectural form.   

I follow this discussion on architecture and fashion with an examination of a little-

known play by Gustave Flaubert in my fourth chapter. In his play Le Château des cœurs, 

Flaubert offers an unexpectedly prescient understanding of the spatial implications of  

modern fashion. Drafted in 1863 with Charles d’Osmoy and Louis Bouilhet, the play was 

never performed but was published in the journal La Vie moderne in 1880, shortly before 

Flaubert’s death. I draw attention to the depiction of spaces of fashion production and 

consumption in the play that takes place in the “île de la toilette,” a sartorial wonderland 
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that replaces the city of Paris. In the play, the seemingly opposing worlds of haute couture 

and confection, of exclusive fashion houses and new department stores, both invented in 

the nineteenth century, are depicted as in fact part of the same spatial fabric of the city. I 

read Flaubert’s staging of haute couture and confection in the play in harmony with French 

philosopher Jacques Rancière’s description of the collapse of the boundaries between art 

and everyday life, and Flaubert’s breaking down of distinctions between “noble subjects” 

and “base subjects.” The architectural porosity between these two major modes of fashion 

productions, department store and haute couture, was reflected in Flaubert’s very own 

aesthetics.  

To talk about fashion is to discuss bodily movements. In my fifth chapter, I 

examine the intersection of fashion, dance, and urban spectacle. Drawing on the writings 

of Jacques Rancière and Sheets-Johnstone, I examine the relationships between fashion, 

embodiment, and performance through the lenses of Stéphane Mallarmé’s fashion 

journal La Dernière mode and Loïe Fuller’s “serpentine dance.” Reading Mallarmé’s 

journal alongside Fuller’s memoirs, I argue that both understood fashion as a form of 

embodied movement. My contention is that we find traces of Mallarmé’s notion of 

“écriture corporelle,” which he develops in his writings on dance, in his fashion journal. 

We see how clothing intervenes in sense-making in Fuller’s recollection of the origins of 

her “serpentine” dance in her memoirs Fifteen Years of a Dancer’s Life (1913). I also explore 

how Fuller’s use of clothing influenced visual culture and fashion, a development that 
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evidences how her sartorial silhouette galvanized not only the urban crowds, but also 

the clothing industry.  

The questions my work endeavors to answer concerns the ways the human body 

relates to its surroundings. What role does the built environment play in our perception 

of space? How does clothing inform the experience of a city? How are these corporeal 

and spatial relationships evoked in literature and the visual arts? Focusing on 

nineteenth-century Paris, the birthplace of the modern clothing industry, I suggest that 

fashion, as a sensory and material layer between body and built environment, 

foregrounds the phenomenological dimensions of the lived experience.  
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2. Shaping the Body: The Sartorial Silhouette in 
Literature and Popular Culture 

Among the paintings of mythological creatures, pastoral landscapes, and busts of 

political leaders presented at the Salon in Paris in 1876 stood a sculpture unlike the 

others. Entitled “Une Parisienne,” an almost life-size statue of a young woman dressed 

in contemporary fashion sculpted by French artist Émile Chatrousse graced the Salon’s 

halls.1 Described by one journalist as “quelque peu excentrique,” the statue’s modern 

undertones quickly attracted the attention of critics (H.G 28). In his report of the Salon, 

art critic Jules-Antoine Castagnary made the following observation upon examining 

Chatrousse’s statue: “L’antiquité pour l’antiquité, personne n’en veut aujourd’hui. Ce 

que l’on demande, ce que l’on exigera tout à l’heure, ce sont des idées modernes” (279). 

Why did journalists and critics connect “Une Parisienne” with “des idées modernes”? 

The answer lies within the folds of the statue. Draped in the vestimentary trends of 1876, 

Chatrousse’s “Une Parisienne” embraces contemporary fashion as a cipher of 

modernity.  

                                                        

1 The plaster statue in Figure 3 was originally exhibited at the Salon of 1876, but the marble version of the 
sculpture was featured in the Exposition Universelle of 1878. The plaster was given to the city of Paris in 
1896 and is now housed at the Petit Palais in Paris. 
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Figure 3: "Une Parisienne," Émile Chatrousse. Petit Palais. 

The anonymity implied by the sculpture’s title “Une Parisienne” inscribes Chatrousse’s 

work within the nineteenth-century cultural fascination with urban types.2 While not 

exhibiting high fashion and perhaps verging on the side of artistic fashion, the sculpture 

                                                        

2 The 1830s and 1840s saw an explosion of urban literature centering on life in Paris and its inhabitants. 
“Physiologies,” or short pamphlets dedicated to an urban type, place, or profession, were especially popular 
as a means to ‘read’ the ever-changing urban capital. These texts categorized social types often based on 
their clothing, body shape, and comportment. Among the many outstanding analyses of this phenomenon, 
see Margaret Cohen’s essay “Panoramic Literature and the Invention of Everyday Genres” in Cinema and the 
Invention of Modern Life, pp. 227-252; Anne O’Neil-Henry’s chapter “Popular Panoramas” in Mastering the 
Marketplace: Popular Literature in Nineteenth-Century France, pp. 23-57; Martina Lauster’s Sketches of the 
Nineteenth Century: European Journalism and its “Physiologies,” 1830-1850; Valérie Stiénon’s La Littérature des 
Physiologies. Sociopoétique d’un genre panoramique (1830-1845) as well as Judith Lyon-Caen’s article “Saisir, 
décrire, déchiffrer: les mises en texte du social sous la monarchie de Juillet.”  
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nevertheless demonstrates a keen attention to sartorial trends.3 An embroidered 

overskirt, carefully-coiffed and plaited hair, and ruffled-collar shirt add sartorial heft to 

this rendering of a fashionable young Parisienne. But one of the most striking features of 

the statue is its bustle. The dominant feminine silhouette of the 1870s and 1880s, the 

bustle comprised of an undergarment attached to the lower backside that enhanced the 

proportions of the bottom half of the wearer. Chatrousse’s sculpture accentuates the 

lines of this fashionable silhouette through the use of gathered rope in the back of the 

skirt that creates cascades of Baroque-like folds.4 By lifting her skirt with her hands, the 

Parisienne accentuates the folds of her bustled wardrobe, which lends a certain 

dynamism to the sculpture. “Une Parisienne” is not static but in motion. Perhaps lifting 

her skirt to cross a muddy street or sidewalk, she makes the presence of Paris felt 

through the form and movement of her clothed statuary body. Fashion’s preoccupation 

with both form and movement, two ideas that are also at the heart of nineteenth-century 

modernity, find expression in Chatrousse’s sculpture. 

 But the sculpture complicates its attention to contemporary sartorial trends with 

its simultaneous gesturing towards the past. Drawing on statues of draped women from 

                                                        

3 Chatrousse’s stylization of the ‘Parisienne’ is less elaborate than what one would have encountered in a 
typical fashion plate in 1876. Nevertheless, elements of modern fashion of the time period pervade the 
sculpture. 
4 In his Salon report, Castagnary suggests that the bodice worn in the sculpture presages the “cuirasse” 
bodice of the 1880s. While I do not agree with this assessment, Castagnary’s observation demonstrates the 
extent to which the statue provoked discussion about contemporary fashion. 
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Antiquity, like the Greek marble sculpture pictured below from the fourth-century 

B.C.E., Chatrousse substitutes the ancient Hellenic woman for the modern Parisienne.  

 

Figure 4: Marble Statue of a Woman. The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

This sartorial temporal blending echoes Charles Baudelaire’s famous definition of 

modernity, one that he articulated after flipping through fashion plates from the early 

nineteenth-century: “il s’agit […] de dégager de la mode ce qu’elle peut contenir de 

poétique dans l’historique, de tirer l’éternel du transitoire” (797). In replacing the creases 

of classical drapery with the folds of the 1870s bustle, Chatrousse’s sculpture gestures 

toward the transient temporality of fashion. Writing in 1876, art critic Théodore Véron 

picked up on the way Chatrousse merged the contemporary with vestiges of the past 

when he stated “M. Chatrousse a donc fait de l’antique avec du neuf” (215).  
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 “Une Parisienne” exemplifies the fascination artists and writers expressed for the 

sartorial silhouette, the shape clothing creates on the body. I argue that the silhouette 

and its representations were an essential, if overlooked part of nineteenth-century 

modernity.5 Literary and visual productions focused on the silhouette as a way to 

understand how the fashioned body engendered new spatial awareness and practices in 

the mid-nineteenth century. In the past thirty years scholars have started to explore the 

connections between the body, clothing, and the city.6 Philippe Perrot, Gilles Lipovetsky, 

and Rachel Bowlby, among several others, have broadened our understanding of 

clothing production as an agent of capitalism and commodification in nineteenth-

century Paris. It is only relatively recently, however, that scholars have started to explore 

the spatial nature of fashion. Heidi Brevik-Zender’s Fashioning Spaces is a convincing 

examination of the spaces of sartorial spectacle and production in fin-de-siècle French 

literary productions, but fashion as an embodied space lies outside its scope. Scholars 

have yet to turn to both an embodied and spatial understanding of fashion in the context 

                                                        

5 To date, there has been a dearth of scholarship on the symbolic significance and sociocultural implications 
of the silhouette. Georges Vigarello’s Silhouette, Naissance d’un défi, du XVIIIe siècle à nos jours and the 
catalogue Pour rire! Daumier, Gavarni, Rops, L’invention de la silhouette (2010) are the only works, to my 
knowledge, that address the silhouette as an embodied entity. While Vigarello and Le Men offer a broad and 
eye-opening account of the cultural significance of the silhouette, both scholars only make passing reference 
to the sartorial implications of the silhouette. Sima Godfrey in her article “Moving through Fashion in 
Nineteenth-Century France” tackles representations of the silhouette literary and visual productions but the 
embodied or spatial aspects of the silhouette lie outside the scope of the article.  
6 The recent work on fashion and nineteenth-century Paris builds on the plethora of invaluable contributions 
scholars like David Harvey, Vanessa Schwartz, Priscilla Ferguson, Christopher Prendergast, and Patrice 
Higonnet, to name a few, have produced on the complex economic, political, and sociological dimensions of 
the nineteenth-century urban experience.   
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of nineteenth-century Paris. Perhaps one reason why this relationship has not been 

giving a full-length study is its ephemerality. How can the embodied nature of fashion 

be analyzed when it is in essence a transient phenomenon? How can we recuperate the 

ephemeral interactions of bodily gestures? Susan Foster in Choreographing History argues 

that the “sense of presence conveyed by a body in motion, the idiosyncrasies of a given 

physique, the smallest inclination of the head or gesture of the hand— all form part of a 

corporeal discourse whose power and intelligibility elude translation” (9). I would argue 

that literary and cultural productions recuperate and catalogue, in a sense, these bodily 

movements, especially when clothing serves as a visible mediator between the body and 

its motions.  

 By focusing on the sartorial silhouette, I aim to bring light to the somatic 

dimension of fashion in relation to French literature and visual culture of the last half of 

the nineteenth century, a period of time in which the body, fashion, and the city were 

visually and discursively imbricated in a manner not seen before. If we think of clothing 

worn on the body as a material threshold between the body and the exterior 

environment, then the silhouette emerges as a site where body and city collide. The 

dominant nineteenth-century silhouettes that crystallized debates on embodied space, 

from the crinoline of 1850s to the bustle of the 1870s and 1880s and the ‘S-shape’ 

silhouette of the fin de siècle, shaped not only physical bodies, but also conceptions of 

embodied space. I look to novels like Émile Zola’s Son Excellence Eugène Rougon (1876), 
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poetry including Charles Baudelaire’s “À une passante,” as well as caricatures and 

vaudeville plays that highlight the osmotic interactions between clothed body and 

exterior environment. 

2.1 The Sartorial Silhouette 

The term “silhouette” was coined in the seventeenth-century after one of Louis 

XV’s finance ministers, Étienne de Silhouette, who famously (or rather, infamously) 

busied himself with producing quick sketches in lieu of costly painted portraits. His 

reputation for extreme frugality led to the coinage of the expression “à la silhouette,” 

meaning “done cheaply.” But by the end of the eighteenth century, the term silhouette 

no longer carried this negative connotation and instead referred to the artistic method of 

using shadows and light to create images of subjects in solid shapes over a color-

contrasted background (Chilvers 653). This technique quickly became popular in 

portraiture and by the end of the eighteenth century, productions like magic lantern 

shows incorporated the light and shadow techniques of the silhouette. In the early 1800s, 

the term silhouette referred not only to the technique of creating black and white 

outlines, but also to the outline of a form, often of the body.7 Historian Ségolène Le Men 

                                                        

7 The founding of the newspaper La Silhouette in 1830 attests to the popularity of the term. Playing with the 
meaning of the word as both a reference to the dressed body as well as a type of quick sketch, La Silhouette 
offered a space for caricature artists like Honoré Daumier to mock nineteenth-century society, primarily the 
bourgeoisie. 
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points out that in the 1830s, the silhouette straddled the line between realism and 

phantasmagoria:  

La silhouette, associée tantôt au visage, tantôt au corps entier, est tout à la fois 
fantasmagorique, puisque l’ombre manipulée par le caricaturiste peut jouer comme le 
révélateur d’une forme nouvelle, et réaliste, puisque le dessin au physionotrace est un 
procédé mécanique fidèle. (37) 
 

In Silhouette, Naissance d’un défi, du XVIIIe siècle à nos jours, historian Georges Vigarello 

traces the term’s evolution in French culture and argues that the silhouette as an artistic 

and aesthetic notion helped shape a new way of conceptualizing individuality. Building 

on Vigarello’s study, I orient my discussion of the silhouette towards the ways in which 

urban literature and visual productions wrestled with its sartorial dimensions.8  

By the term “silhouette,” I refer not to the black-and-white shadow portraits 

popularized in the eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries, but rather to the fashion 

silhouette, i.e. the shape clothing creates on the body.9 When worn on the body, clothing 

forms a material skin or membrane, sensorially capturing and experiencing the outside 

world. It is a textile skin in constant contact with both inside (body) and outside (city). 

By functioning like a fold or crease that marks a liminal site, the silhouette is a point of 

friction between the exterior and the interior wherein the fashioned body rubs against 

                                                        

8 Sima Godfrey discusses the crinoline shape in her article “Moving through Fashion in Nineteenth-Century 
France” but rather than explore the phenomenological implications of this sartorial form, she focuses on an 
overview of the crinoline’s history.  
9 Today, hearing the word silhouette might conjure up images of sartorial forms synonymous with specific 
cultures or decades. The eighteenth-century paniers or the miniskirt of the 1960s, for example, have come to 
represent not only a place and time, but also the political and cultural zeitgeist of those periods. 
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the modern city. But it is not a hard boundary; rather, it is a permeable edge along which 

encounters between exterior space and the body occur. Oftentimes, these points of 

encounter take place around the demarcated line of the hem. In German architect 

Gottfried Semper’s 1860 multivolume text Style on the origins of architecture, he argues 

that hemlines are integral to our understanding of space. By way of “framing the dress, 

garment, cover, or any related item,” hemlines serve as a spatial border (Semper 160-

161).  

The visuality of movement of the silhouette in art history is in fact a chief focus 

of German cultural theorist Aby Warburg’s work on the nymph, a Pagan figure in origin 

whose presence abounds in literary and visual productions in the early modern period. 

In the 1890s, Warburg articulated the idea of “survival” in iconography by assembling 

disparate images and objects from various periods to demonstrate that images contain 

within them a universe of meaning and conflicting temporalities. He posited the notion 

of nachleben, or “afterlife,” wherein images and motifs survive and endure in other 

images. For Warburg, it was the clothes, or more accurately, the interaction between 

garments, body, and the exterior spaces that activated the kinetic vitality of the nymph. 

Her silhouette was intimately tied to her modernity. Indeed, it was accessories in 

Renaissance art that formed the basis of his doctoral dissertation and his 1893 essay 

“Sandro Botticelli’s Birth of Venus and Spring,” where he discusses the vestimentary 

details of paintings and how they are endowed with an animate energy. When 
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describing the Birth of Venus, for example, he focuses on the inherent movement of the 

female figure’s silhouette, “To attribute motion to a figure that is not moving, it is 

necessary to reawaken in oneself a series of experienced images following on from the 

other […] With clothing in motion, every part of the contour is seen as the trace of a 

person moving forward whom one is following step-by-step” (Michaud 83). In order to 

unlock the kinetic dimensions of a painted figure, one must focus on the movement of 

clothing and its interaction with space.  

From Grecian tunics to Baroque sculptures, the folds of hemlines have long 

served as an aesthetic focal point. French philosopher Gilles Deleuze understood the 

material fold manifested in sculpture and garments was not just a pleasing arrangement 

of material. Instead, creases and pleats are suggestive; they resist binaries and finite 

possibilities. He developed his understanding of the fold as a spatial and 

epistemological metaphor in both Le Pli, Leibniz et le baroque (1988) and in Foucault (1986). 

Drawing on a Leibnizian understanding of subjectivity, Deleuze posits the fold as a 

textured philosophical concept that offers a way of reconceptualizing our world in non-

binary terms. In his texts on the fold and primarily in Le Pli, Deleuze articulates his ideas 

using imagery borrowed from textiles: “Il [le pli] se reconnaît d’abord au modèle textile 

tel que le suggère la matière vêtue: il faut déjà que le tissu, le vêtement, libère ses 

propres plis de leur habituelle subordination au corps fini” (164). Deleuze articulates the 

liminality of the sartorial fold. The creases, pleats, and hems of clothing are evocative of 
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possibility, they signal a boundary that hovers between concealment and revealment. 

The clothed body, I argue, exhibits the reversibility of Deleuze’s fold. As a threshold 

where body and exterior come into contact, the silhouette emerges at the interstices of 

embodiment and the urban experience. Attending to the silhouette allows us to open 

and unravel the different ways the lived experience of the city manifests itself. 

Nineteenth-century writers seized on the sartorial silhouette as a space of 

permeability. In his text Ce qu’on voit dans les rues de Paris (1867), newspaper journalist 

and writer Victor Fournel dissects urban life by studying key urban figures like the 

“flâneur” and the “chiffonnier.” His observations, which are repeatedly cited in 

Benjamin’s The Arcades Project, also include remarks on a key female urban type, the 

Parisienne:  

Il faut un grand travail d’esprit, un grand effort d’analyse et de pénétration, pour 
parvenir à décomposer par la pensée ce corps hybride et fait des éléments les plus 
hétérogènes, qui forme l’apparence extérieure d’une femme du monde. (420-21) 
 

Focusing on her clothing, Fournel describes the Parisienne’s fashioned body as a 

palimpsest. She inhabits a fragmented corporeality (“corps hybride,” “des éléments les 

plus hétérogènes”), one that must be taken apart in order to be read. Fournel hints at the 

intertwined and inseparable nature of the clothing and the modern body. The phrase 

“corps hybride” suggests that clothing and the flesh of the body have melded together. 

Fournel’s description of the multi-layered sartorial modern body reverberates in other 

literary productions of the period. In Théophile Gautier’s 1858 essay “De la mode,” first 
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published in the journal L’Artiste, he describes how clothing had replaced the corporeal 

form: “le vêtement, à l’époque moderne, est devenu pour l’homme une sorte de peau 

dont il ne se sépare sous aucun prétexte et qui lui adhère comme le pelage à l’animal, à 

ce point que la forme réelle du corps est de nos jours tout à fait tombée en oubli” (169). 

The culturally constructed nineteenth-century body could not be understood outside of 

its sartorial context. The equivalency Gautier establishes between clothing and skin finds 

an echo in Baudelaire’s observation that the “habit,” or men’s suit, has become “la 

pelure du héros moderne” (639). Although Gautier and Baudelaire refer to male fashion 

with the form-fitting habit noir, or black suit, the same principle could apply to feminine 

attire of the period. In Zola’s novel Son Excellence Eugène Rougon (1876), the clothing of 

the principal female protagonist Clorinde Balbi blurs the line between the organic and 

inorganic when it takes on the appearance of a skin: “son corsage à gilet et à petites 

basques rondes, très collant, était comme une peau vivante qui gantait ses épaules, sa 

gorge, ses hanches” (179). Both Gautier and Zola posit clothing as a material “skin” that 

informed the wearer’s bodily movements.  

To understand better how fashion informed the relationship between the body 

and urban space, I turn my attention towards the ways material objects shaped or 

sculpted the body’s silhouette. The nineteenth century saw a wide range of fluctuating 

sartorial forms. The dismantling of sumptuary laws following the French Revolution of 

1789 ushered in daring fashions in the first years of the nineteenth century that included 
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loose-fitting, gauzy muslin robes that evoked the drapery of Antiquity.10 While the 

Napoleonic era and the start of the Restoration period featured flowing and non-

constrictive clothing, these styles were supplanted by form-fitting corsets and ballooning 

skirts in the 1820s and 1830s. As one fashion journalist observed in the 1820s, “Fashion 

in the streets disregarded the earlier pared-down, figure-clinging style of dress and a 

start had been made on the build-up of outer garments and even more, on the growth 

and variety of under garments” (qtd. in Chazin-Bennahun 168). This trend for fuller 

skirts continued into the 1840s with women layering crin or horse-haired stiffened 

petticoats to create a fuller shape. One of the first literary references to these crinolined 

skirts occurs in Honoré de Balzac’s 1846 Cousine Bette, a novel steeped in references to 

the apparel trade.11 At the beginning of the novel, Baron Hulot drops his wife’s cousin 

off in central Paris when he glimpses a woman emerging on the same street. The sight of 

Valérie Marneffe, “mise avec une grande élégance,” walking in between the street and 

her building catches the Baron’s attention (101). It is precisely Valérie’s silhouette that 

attracts his gaze: “la robe était agréablement balancée par autre chose que par ces 

affreuses et frauduleuses sous-jupes en crinoline” (101). The “sous-jupes en crinoline” 

                                                        

10 For an in-depth overview of nineteenth-century silhouettes and their construction see Lucy Johnston’s 
Nineteenth-Century Fashion in Detail (2005).  
11 Lisbeth (“Bette”) works in the passementerie industry and is repeatedly described in the novel as having 
poor fashion taste. See Hiner’s analysis of fashion accessories, in particular Bette’s yellow shawl, in 
Accessories to Modernity, pp. 94-98. While the shawl initially belonged to Adeline, Bette comes into 
possession of it, a move that signals Hulot fall from power and symbolically, the fall of the aristocracy and 
emergence of the bourgeoisie.   
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the Baron references with scorn are the heavily-layered and padded crin petticoats of the 

1840s that preceded the cage crinolines. Coincidentally, the relief Baron Hulot expresses 

upon realizing Valérie does not wear these skirts (“affreuses et frauduleuses”) is 

emblematic of how writers would express their disdain over the increased girth of 

women’s clothing, as we will see later.  

Circular structures that wrapped around the body to add volume and girth were 

hardly new inventions in the history of women’s costume. The Spanish farthingale from 

the fifteenth century, for example, comprised of circular shaped hoops fitted at the waist 

that increased the girth of a gown. But what made the crinoline of the nineteenth 

century unique was its innovative technology, its wide adoption, and the milieu in 

which it circulated. Advancements in the modern steel industry in the 1850s extended 

into the fashion world with Auguste Person’s 1856 invention of the “crinoline cage.” A 

frame made of steel hoops over which one could place one’s skirts, the crinoline cage 

enabled wearers to forgo the heavy layers of petticoats.12 Emmeline Raymond, the editor 

of the popular fashion journal La Mode illustrée whose opinions on style and etiquette 

made her an authority figure on fashion, singled out this aspect of comfort in her 

support of the cage crinoline: 

                                                        

12 Paz 178. It is not quite clear who first designed and patented the crinoline cage. Some scholars credit R.C. 
Milliet in Besançon, France for inventing the cage crinoline (Wosk 49). De Marly suggests that it is highly 
likely that inventors in France and England created the crinoline cage at the same time since the scientific 
acumen and resources needed to engineer the cage crinoline were largely based on the ability to master “the 
technique that enabled iron to be turned into steel, which could then be drawn out into fine wires” (76).  
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On maintient le gonflement que l’on reproche aux modes actuelles, en supprimant la 
commodité et l’économie qui résultent de l’usage des cercles en acier, dispensant de 
supporter le poids d’un nombre indéfini de jupons, amidonnés jusqu’à consistance de 
carton, et formant des plis roides et durs. (Raymond 13) 
 

The crinoline offered a combination of fashion and practicality.13 Some cage crinolines, 

like the one pictured in Figure 5 had the steel frame woven into its fabric. 

 

Figure 5: Cage crinoline, circa 1862. The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

This particular crinoline, with its nine circular hoops, would have been worn during the 

day, as a walking or afternoon dress. Crinolines worn to balls, however, could feature 

up to eighteen hoops (Wosk 49). Technological advancements and factory production 

helped boost crinoline sales with five million cage crinolines produced in France by 1860 

(Join-Diéterle 19). Peugeot, associated today with automobiles, ventured into the 

                                                        

13 On the other side of the Atlantic, Amelia Bloomer, the famed women’s rights activist who famously led 
the campaign for “bloomers” or trousers, advocated for the use of the crinoline because its steel frame 
allowed for less cumbersome petticoats (Stamper and Condra 111).  
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crinoline fashion business in the 1850s, producing more than 25,0000 cages a month 

(Smith 206). It is no surprise that the crinoline was dubbed the “the first industrial 

fashion” (De Marly 76). Easier access to sartorial objects brought on by the mass 

production of goods also coincided with the rise of the bourgeoisie as fashion 

consumers.14 Both Philippe Perrot and Gilles Lipovetsky have convincingly shown how 

the bourgeoisie in the nineteenth century possessed both the means and desire to spend 

on clothing. 

While exaggerated and cumbersome silhouettes had existed before, the 

environment in which these garments circulated had changed. In the eighteenth century, 

women wore wide skirts known as paniers that often prevented them from crossing 

doorways. Montesquieu’s Lettres persanes (1721) describes the ramifications of the spatial 

burden of these skirts, “Les architectes ont été souvent obligés de hausser, de baisser et 

d’élargir les portes, selon que les parures des femmes exigeaient d’eux ce changement, et 

les règles de leur art ont été asservies à ces caprices” (206). Tinged with irony, 

Montesquieu’s comment nevertheless points the ways that clothing increasingly 

impinged on how one experienced the built environment. What rendered the crinoline 

even more spatially offensive than the panier, however, was the change in the nature of 

daily urban life. As one fashion journalist remarked in 1854, “Autrefois on portait des 

                                                        

14 See Philippe Perrot’s chapter “Ravitaillement traditionnel et essor de la confection” in Les Dessus et les 
dessous de la bourgeoisie. 
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paniers, j’en conviens, mais une belle marquise ne se hasardait jamais dans les rues. Les 

paniers étaient un signe d’aristocratie, tandis qu’il n’en est pas de même de la crinoline” 

(Renneville 189). Indeed, more than ever before, the city would play an important role in 

the life of the fashioned body. The Goncourt brothers observed in 1861 this increasingly 

public dimension of mid-nineteenth-century life: “La vie sociale y fait une grande 

évolution qui commence. Je vois des femmes, des enfants, des ménages, des familles 

dans ce café. L’intérieur s’en va. La vie retourne à devenir publique” (632). People were 

now spending more time in the city. Perhaps what prompted the Goncourt brothers to 

observe the public side of life was the increased visual presence of women on the streets. 

One British travel guide on Paris from the period warned its readers that in the French 

capital “one thing that will strike the stranger is the immense proportion of women in 

the streets as compared with men” (quoted in Schwartz 25). Further underscoring the 

visual presence of women were innovations in textile dyes that allowed for more 

vibrantly colored fabrics. Donning bright purple, blue, or pink crinolined gowns, 

women on the street were hard to miss. As we will see later in this chapter, a vast corpus 

of literary and visual productions emerged during the Second Empire and early Third 

Republic that centered on encounters between crinolined women and the urban city. 

The crinoline endured for several years and included three rather distinct phases. 

From the 1850s until roughly 1860, the bell-shaped, fully rounded crinoline dominated 

(Figure 5). Starting in the early 1860s, this shape started to flatten at the front with 
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greater attention paid towards the posterior of the skirt. This French walking dress from 

1866 seen in Figure 6 from the maison de couture Clément, with its surplus of fabric 

gathered around the backside of the wearer, demonstrates this hybrid crinoline-bustle. 

By the mid-1860s, the crinoline was no longer the dominant silhouette. 

 

Figure 6: Afternoon dress by the Maison Clément, circa 1866. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. 

Madame Carette, a member of Empress Eugénie’s court, noticed the change during her 

first day at Court in 1864:  

[C]’est tout juste si de légers cerceaux soutenaient encore les traînes rejetées en arrière, 
tandis que des jupes rondes et étroites permettaient, dans la journée, de sortir et d’agir, 
sans causer d’encombrement dans les rues et de catastrophes dans les appartements, ces 
terribles jupes, en forme de sonnettes, entraînant tout. (169) 
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Madame Carette’s description of the much less cumbersome “jupes rondes et étroites” 

that permit greater freedom of movement refers to the bustle or tournure. A new 

silhouette in the late 1860s, the tournure, which Chatrousse’s “Une Parisienne” models, 

became so synonymous with the Parisienne that it acquired the nickname “cul de Paris.” 

In Zola’s novel Nana (1881), the eponymous protagonist sports this new silhouette at the 

Longchamp races in the form of a “toilette extraordinaire” designed to imitate a jockey’s 

uniform: “tunique de soie bleue collant sur le corps, relevés derrière les reins en un pouf 

énorme, ce qui dessinait les cuisses d’une façon hardie, par ces temps de jupes 

ballonnées” (279-280). Brevik-Zender makes the important observation that the novel’s 

setting coincides with Second Empire when the crinoline (“jupes ballonnées”) was at its 

apogee, but in wearing the pouff, a version of the bustle, Nana displays her avant-garde 

sartorial taste (“Tracking Fashions” 28).  

As Madame Carette noted, the bustle offered a sleeker visual presence as 

opposed to the “sonnette” shape of the crinoline. In Zola’s La Curée (1871-72), when 

Saccard visits his brother on rue de Penthièvre, he catches sight of what he believes to be 

the black dress of his sister, Madame Sidonie, coming out of his brother’s house: “Il 

[Saccard] courut, mais il ne put retrouver la robe noire. La courtière avait une de ces 

tournures effacées qui se perdent dans une foule” (373). The “tournure effacée” refers 

most likely to the “visite,” or long jacket worn over the gown that blended into the top 

of the bustle. When worn on the body, the bustle created a different, less conspicuous 
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visual profile than the crinoline.15 Zola’s passage demonstrates that as opposed to the 

crinoline, the bustle could blend into the urban environment.  

In order to adapt to the movements of an increasingly active and mobile body, 

each decade ushered in improvements in the structure and weight of these silhouette 

shapers. While the cage crinoline consisted of a steel frame placed under a gown, the 

bustle silhouette could be achieved through a myriad of shape formers. Some of these 

shape-creating bustles were mechanized; retractable bustles like the one in Figure 7 

allowed the wearer to sit by folding back into themselves.16 In 1888, Le Figaro praised 

these retractable bustles for the ease in which they allowed the wearer to move: “la plus 

confortable de toutes, elle se replie lorsqu’on est assis et, aussitôt la personne debout, 

elle reprend sa forme. Elle est légère et incassable” (“Nouvelles diverses” 2). Women 

also had the option of creating a fausse jupe, which allowed them to enhance their 

posterior through the use of cushions. The bi-monthly fashion journal La Femme offers 

step-by-step advice on how to achieve the fausse jupe and notes that practical and 

economic benefits of this shape: “[la fausse jupe] rend la robe moins lourde et apporte une 

économie de quelques mètres dans la composition du costume” (Christine 45).  One 

                                                        

15 But there is also a temporal inaccuracy in Zola’s description. The novel’s setting during Haussmannization 
would have coincided with the time of the crinoline, yet Madame Sidonie sports a bustle, the silhouette in 
fashion during the time of Zola’s drafting of the novel. 
16 The Victoria and Albert Museum mention a novelty bustle designed during Queen Victoria’s Golden 
Jubilee with a built in music box that played “God Save the Queen” whenever the wearer sat down 
(http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O73542/the-new-phantom-bustle-unknown/) 
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could wear a tournure with steel hoops or, for those unwilling to use hoops, the same La 

Femme journal suggests using carefully placed pillows near the backside secured with 

ribbons (46). Whether one used fabric or steel, the construction of a tournure necessitated 

skills and materials that resembled a quasi-architectural undertaking. 

 

Figure 7: Bustle, circa 1882, steel and cotton. The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

By the late 1880s, the bustle had whittled down to the sheath-like and svelte ‘S-

shape’ silhouette of the 1890s and early 1900s.17 From hiding the body in circles of steel 

and fabric in the crinoline and bustle periods to the streamlined shape of the Sylphide 

body, the latter offered vastly different aesthetic visuals. Clinging to every curve of its 

                                                        

17 Although I focus on the dominant silhouettes that would be profiled in fashion journals, they do not 
account for all silhouettes worn during this last half of the nineteenth century. For example, the 1880s and 
1890s saw the emergence of the Aesthetic Dress movement where women rejected the corset and gathered 
skirts in favor of loose, flowing dresses. See Gersheim’s chapter “Curves and Verticals” in Victorian and 
Edwardian Fashion, pp. 60-94.  
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wearer, this pared down shape was a significant departure from previous silhouettes. 

Drawing from the mythological figure of the sylph, a winged air spirit, and the 1832 

Filippo Taglioni ballet La Sylphide that ushered in the era of Romantic ballet, the name 

“Sylphide” emphasized the ethereal and supple nature of the silhouette.18 Because of its 

draped but revealing aesthetic, the dress was also dubbed the “Directoire gown,” a 

reference to the flowing gowns of the early nineteenth century.19 The difference between 

these silhouettes, that of the tournure and the Sylphide, is highlighted in Marcel Proust’s 

Du côté de chez Swann (1913). Towards the end of the novel, the narrator strolls through 

the Bois de Boulogne while reflecting on all his memories associated with the park, 

which he describes in terms of dress. Indulging his nostalgia, the narrator recalls the 

days when Mme Swann wore her “belles robes” in which she possessed “l’air d’une 

reine.” The reference to the “belles robes” of the past is most likely a reference to the 

bustled skirts of the of the 1880s that Odette had worn before. Now, the narrator walks 

through the park and sees women sporting “des tuniques gréco-saxonnes” with “les plis 

des Tanagra et quelquefois dans le style du Directoire, des chiffons liberty semés de 

fleurs comme un papier peint”(417). Harboring a preference for the nineteenth-century 

style, the narrator fails to appreciate the new, sleeker lines of modern fashion that 

                                                        

18 For more on this ballet and its influence in Parisian cultural life in the 1830s, see Sally Banes’ third chapter 
“The Romantic Ballet” in Dancing Women: Female Bodies on Stage (1998). 
19 This silhouette was also the subject of cinematic representations. The silent film by Essanay Productions 
from 1908 called “The Directoire Gown” shows a woman wearing one of the sheath-like Directoire dresses 
walking down a street whose presence attracts the attention of all the men on the street. 
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include the “tuniques” and “plis des Tanagra.” These modern silhouettes leave him 

unsatisfied: “C’étaient des femmes quelconques, en l’élégance desquelles je n’avais 

aucune foi et dont les toilettes me semblaient sans importance.” The Tanagra dresses the 

narrator alludes to were a type of tight-fitting and revealing dress like the Sylphide that 

took its name from the ancient Greek figurines that hailed from Tanagra, Greece. These 

dresses were popularized by the dressmaker Jeanne Margaine-Lacroix and it is possible 

that Proust would have seen a creation from this particular fashion house. Throughout 

the first decade of the 1900s, Margaine-Lacroix advertised both her “robe Sylphide” and 

“robe Tanagréenne” in dozens of journals and advertised herself as the “Créatrice de la 

robe Sylphide et de la robe Tanagréenne.” 

2.2 Fashion as a Form of Gesture 

With each of these successive silhouettes, the space between body and cloth 

diminished.  French philosopher Gaston Bachelard’s poetics of space helps reveal the 

aesthetics of spatiality that these silhouettes exhibited. In his 1954 text La Poétique de 

l’espace, Bachelard examines “les espaces de l’intimité,” various everyday material 

objects that evoke notions of shelter like shells, drawers, and houses that are, he argues, 

at the root of our relationship to the exterior world (184). He goes on to state that each of 

these objects embodies “l’ésthetique du caché” in that they evoke notions of intimacy 

and home. The fashioned body, I would argue, is also a type of dwelling space. As an 

envelope of sorts, clothing is a form of shelter in direct contact with the body. This textile 
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habitat echoes Walter Benjamin’s aesthetics of shelter when he famously described the 

interior of the nineteenth-century bourgeois home as the “étui of the private individual” 

(9). This connection between body and dwelling space has implications for sartorial 

embodiment. When Benjamin states “to dwell means to leave traces,” the same could be 

said of clothing; it is a “lived in” space full of corporeal traces like Bachelard’s drawers 

or Benjamin’s bourgeois interior. We may think of the traces left behind on the inside of 

used garments in the way that “traces of the inhabitant are imprinted in the interior” 

(Benjamin 9).  

I evoke the notions of dwelling to underscore the spatial dimension of embodied 

fashion. Although Bachelard does not mention clothing, the space clothing creates 

exemplifies what he terms “ésthetique du caché.” Honoré de Balzac hinted at the 

aesthetics of the hidden in clothing in his short 1833 text Théorie de la démarche. While 

musing on the gestures and appearances of the urban population, Balzac notices the 

paradoxical nature of the feminine silhouette: “En marchant, les femmes peuvent tout 

montrer, mais ne rien laisser voir” (288). The silhouette creates this tension between 

concealing and revealing because it is a space onto itself. The abundance of imagery and 

references to the silhouette in the nineteenth century stemmed not just from the sensual 

possibilities of the silhouette (as a metonymy for the female body), but also from the 

silhouette acting as a lived-in space. The space of intimacy clothing creates was not a 
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new development. However, the way the clothed body navigated and interacted with 

urban space was continuously redefined in the mid-nineteenth century.  

In his 1863 essay “Peintre de la vie moderne,” Baudelaire offers the following 

observation on mid-nineteenth-century sartorial changes:  

Ajoutons aussi que la coupe de la jupe et du corsage est absolument différente, que les 
plis sont disposés dans un système nouveau, et enfin que le geste et le port de la femme 
actuelle donnent à sa robe une vie et une physionomie qui ne sont pas celles de la femme 
ancienne. (798) 
 

For Baudelaire, what differentiates the modern sartorial silhouette from previous 

profiles is its materiality (“la coupe”) as well as its embodiment. In describing the 

material changes in fashion in the nineteenth century—its textile innovations and 

stylistic forms— he focuses on how the embodiment of these fashions has changed (“le 

geste et le port de la femme actuelle”). With the term “le geste,” Baudelaire draws 

specific attention to movements of the body that are mediated by clothing. He explores 

this relationship throughout his works, including his poetry. His poem “À une 

passante,” for example, memorably evokes the embodiment of the sartorial silhouette in 

what is perhaps the most iconic urban encounter in French literature. In this seminal 

poem, the “flâneur” narrates the chance encounter with a female passerby in the city 

streets. What prompts this ephemeral meeting is the passerby’s appearance as well as 

her movements: “Une femme passa, d’une main fastueuse/ Soulevant, balançant le 

feston et l’ourlet” in the “rue assourdissante” (68). In holding the hem and flounces of 

her skirt, the passerby’s bodily gestures are mediated by her clothing. That the poem 
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was written in 1855 makes it highly likely that the outfit described was part of a 

crinolined dress. Thus, it is probable that the “jambe de statue” that enraptures the 

narrator is the result of the woman’s lifting of her crinoline to walk or cross the street. In 

foregrounding the animate dressed body, the passerby’s silhouette reveals the ways the 

body informed the ephemerality of encounters in the city.  

Constantin Guys’ paintings provide a visual complement to the transient urban 

encounter evoked in “À une passante.” A relatively unknown artist, Constantin Guys or 

“M.G.” as Baudelaire refers to him throughout “Peintre de la vie moderne,” had a 

penchant for depicting Parisian women in swirls of crinolined skirts. In “Peintre,” 

Baudelaire praises Guys and his understanding of the relationship between modernity 

and fashion. He insists that Guys deserves to be singled out for the way he paid 

attention to modern life, especially to sartorial forms:  

Si une mode, une coupe de vêtement a été légèrement transformée, si les nœuds de 
rubans, les boucles ont été détrônés par les cocardes […] si la ceinture a été exhaussée et 
la jupe amplifiée, croyez qu’à une distance énorme son œil d’aigle l’a déjà deviné. (796) 
 

In Femme à l’ombrelle, a watercolor painted between 1860 and 1865, a young woman of 

disproportionate dimensions walks outdoors, presumably in a park, in a deep blue, 

tiered crinoline skirt while holding a parasol with her gloved hands (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Constantin Guys (French 1802-1892), Woman with a Parasol, 1860-
1865, Watercolor over pen and brown ink, 27x18.4 cm, 2003.134. The J.Paul Getty 

Museum, Los Angeles 

 Her gesture of lifting up her skirt while walking echoes Chatrousse’s statue of “Une 

Parisienne.” While this corporeal motion heightened the sensual aspects of the fashioned 

Parisienne by revealing her shoes and ankles, this action also reflects the reality of how 

bodily movements were informed by clothing. Guys would repeatedly depict this 

gesture of the lifted crinoline skirt, an element that Baudelaire picked up on when he 

described Guys’ ability to illustrate “la démarche des femmes onduleuses” (796).  
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It is worth lingering on this connection between movement and clothing. If we 

turn to twentieth-century theories of embodiment, we see how fashion contributes to the 

production of bodily gestures. Writing almost a hundred years after Baudelaire and 

Guys, French sociologist Marcel Mauss developed the notion of gesture in his 1935 essay 

“Techniques of the Body,” a groundbreaking text that shifted attention to the animate 

bodily form by focusing on gestures.20 Taking up the subject of the moving body in a 

series of lectures in the 1930s, Mauss defined gestures in “Techniques of the Body” as 

bodily movements or “techniques” that “presuppose an instrument” (83). Mauss asserts 

the centrality of the human body when he argues that “[t]he body is man’s first and 

most natural instrument” (75). By using the word “technique,” a term etymologically 

derived from techne, an ancient Greek word meaning art, craft, or skill, Mauss situates 

knowledge within corporeal techniques. This knowledge is in large part informed by 

instruction: “in all these elements of the art of using the human body, the facts of 

education were dominant” (Mauss 73). In other words, bodily gestures must be learned. 

Mauss provides an anecdotal example of gestural imitation when he noticed, after a long 

absence abroad, that the gait of women in Paris had changed thanks to what he 

surmised to be the pervasive influence of American cinema (80). I would argue that this 

                                                        

20 While Mauss’ fascination with the corporeal form is often associated with the late stages of his career, 
Carrie Noland points out that his earlier work from the turn of the century foreshadows “Techniques of the 
Body.” For instance, in 1898, Mauss contributed an essay to an encyclopedia on “La nage” and three years 
later he contributed his essay “Sociologie” to La Grande Encyclopédie where he also wrote an entry on “Yoga” 
(Noland 35). 
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pedagogical quality is also inherently tied to the logic of fashion, which is itself 

predicated on a type of sartorial mimesis of bodily gestures. In the nineteenth century, 

the way clothing altered the body’s shape necessitated a reevaluation of how one 

negotiated the urban environment. During the reign of the crinoline, journalists fretted 

over the way these silhouettes would affect basic movements like walking: “Que 

deviennent les ondulations d’une belle démarche, et l’élégance de ses mouvements 

alternatifs et cadencés, sous ces énormes cloches qui glissent sur le sol de nos villes?” 

(Violli 2). The vast amount of cultural productions that focused on the movements of the 

crinolined body in Paris, which will be analyzed later in this chapter, attests to how new 

fashions forced a reevaluation of how one moved around the city.  

Although clothing is not specifically mentioned by Mauss in his essay, his 

student André-Georges Haudricourt would continue his investigations of the body 

thirteen years later with an essay on the connection between clothing and the body. One 

of the first texts to query the relationship between our bodies and the garments that 

envelop it, Haudricourt’s 1948 essay “Relations entre gestes habituels, forme des 

vêtements et manière de porter les charges” is an anthropological examination of the 

links between clothing, body, and movement. Although Haudricourt’s specific focus lies 

with clothing used for carrying objects, his essay nevertheless touches on the 

implications of the clothed moving body: “l’adoption d’un mobilier, d’un outillage, 

d’une forme d’habitation, d’un vêtement, etc., modifie le comportement musculaire de 
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l’homme, ses attitudes, des habitudes” (172). Haudricourt observes that querying the 

role of clothes and bodily movement bears implications for fashion:  

L’on n’a pas, jusqu’à présent, prêté beaucoup d’attention à ce fait de relation entre gestes, 
vêtements et manière de porter les charges; or il m’apparaît comme très important, et non 
seulement pour expliquer l’extension de telle forme de vêtement de tel type de portage, 
mais aussi le “succès” ou l“insuccès” de telle coutume, technique ou même mode, de nos 
jours encore. (171) 
 

Throughout his essay, Haudricourt includes diagrams and sketches of how different 

forms of clothing have been worn to accomplish different carrying tasks. His 

examination addresses, albeit implicitly, the way clothing intervenes in our spatial 

experience of the world. 21 While Mauss focuses on the materiality of embodiment. 

Haudricourt hints at the spatiality of embodiment. 

Gestures foreground the haptic quality of fashion. The confrontation of bodily 

movements, urban space, and clothing is perhaps most readily seen in one of the 

signature gestures of the Parisienne, the “retroussis.” The action of lifting up one’s skirt 

while walking fascinated writers and artists for much of the nineteenth century. Already 

in 1833 Balzac posed the question, “Une femme doit-elle retrousser sa robe en 

marchant?” (66). Balzac cedes that the “retroussis” is indeed a staple in the gestural 

repertoire of the “femme comme il faut” given the obstacles one encounters in the 

Parisian streets like the “ruisseau” and the “crottées” nature of the streets. Whether or 

                                                        

21 Haudricourt rather presciently points out in this 1948 essay the global nature of fashion, arguing that 
clothing that has become synonymous with Western European civilization is almost completely borrowed 
from Asian and Middle Eastern cultures (177). 
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not lifting up one’s skirt compromised one’s morality, however, depended on its 

execution. When done correctly, the gesture intensified “la magnificence des plis de 

certaines robes” and the “admirables ondulations.” Balzac’s fascination with the way 

clothing and bodily gestures informed one’s movements in the street echoes the 

descriptions of crinoline-clad women by Constantin Guys and Charles Baudelaire. 

 The proper execution of the “retroussis” in the urban environment was a perennial 

problem.  

In the 1903 issue of the popular women’s magazine Fémina, for example, an 

article with the title “Un geste de la parisienne,” included a full page spread of 

photographs of women walking around Paris modeling the different ways one would 

“retrousser” a gown. At this point, the verb “retrousser” had become a signature 

gesture, in the Maussian sense, of the urban woman and would be associated with the 

Parisienne in texts, journals, and paintings. Indeed, gently lifting one’s skirt required a 

certain amount of technique, as the journal La Vie parisienne remarked “savoir retrousser 

sa robe, ce n’est pas un petit mérite” (492). In Chatrousse’s sculpture, the “Parisienne” 

models the “retroussis” that so typified the Parisian woman. This gesture, however, was 

often eroticized. One need only glance at Jean Béraud’s paintings to see how women 

“retroussent” their skirts in ways that exaggerate the bust and posterior, which is 

oftentimes the subject of a boulevardier’s gaze. But even in these eroticized images the 
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silhouette emerges as an interstitial space in which embodiment and the urban 

experience coalesce. 

As we have seen, clothing possesses the capacity to act as an extension of the 

body. As a membrane-like threshold, the silhouette offers critical insight into the way 

the fashioned body circulated in the city. In her study on how bodies are situated in 

space and time, Sara Ahmed articulates a description of corporeality that is pertinent to 

the study of fashion. “Spaces,” she argues “are not exterior to bodies; instead, spaces are 

like a second skin that unfolds in the folds of the body” (9). In describing the way space 

imprints itself onto the corporeal self, Ahmed points to the porosity between exterior 

space and the body. The body becomes the “texture” of our experience of the world 

(Crossley 34). I would add to Ahmed’s description that the “skin” of space not only 

imprints itself on to the body, but also on to the clothed body. In other words, we not 

only occupy space, we wear it. We see an example of this porous boundary between 

body, clothing, and exterior space in Zola’s novel Son Excellence Eugène Rougon. 

Published in serial form in 1876 in the newspaper Le Siècle, it is one of Zola’s most 

overtly political novels and follows Eugène Rougon and others in the Second Empire 

government as they partake in various political machinations to maintain power. One 

character who actively participates in this play for power is Clorinde Balbi. Rougon’s 

former lover, Clorinde spends a fair amount of the novel running around the city 

conducting covert meetings with various officials. Throughout the novel, Zola 
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repeatedly draws attention to the way Clorinde circulates around Paris on foot, and 

specifically, to the way clothing mediates her experience of the city.  

On one occasion, after a full day of meetings around the city, Clorinde returns 

home “rapportant entre les plis de ses jupes les odeurs indéfinissables des milieux 

qu’elle venait de traverser” (298). Bearing traces of the city in the form of “les odeurs,” 

Clorinde’s skirt sensorially captures the urban experience. The novel’s setting during the 

Second Empire means that Clorinde’s skirt would have been a crinoline. Furthermore, 

the fact that Clorinde does not walk, but passes through (“traverser”) suggests a 

temporariness, as if the folds of her skirt bear traces of the material debris of the city. It is 

worth focusing for a moment on the use of the word “plis” here. The edge of her skirt is 

not a fixed boundary between body and exterior environment, but an active agent in 

Clorinde’s urban experience. The folding of her skirt is in actuality a continuously 

proliferating border where the “inside” encounters the “outside.” In another passage 

from the novel, where Clorinde gets caught in a downpour en route from a meeting:  

Un jeudi, dans les derniers jours de mai, par extraordinaire, elle rentra vers cinq heures; 
elle était sortie à pied, et avait reçu une averse depuis la place de la Concorde, sans se 
résigner à payer un fiacre de trente sous pour monter les Champs-Elysées. Toute 
trempée, elle passa immédiatement dans son cabinet de toilette, où sa femme de 
chambre, Antonia, la bouche barbouillée d’une tartine de confiture, la déshabilla en riant 
très fort de l’égouttement de ses jupes, qui pissaient l’eau sur le parquet. (301)  
 

Rather than opt for a carriage, Clorinde traverses the capital on foot, which brings her in 

direct contact with the various elements of the city. As she undresses, she and her 

housemaid find her skirts profusely spilling out water. These rain-soaked skirts 
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destabilize the boundary between exterior and interior space. The use of the verb 

“pisser” serves not only as a comical element in the text, but it also reinforces the way 

Clorinde uses the space of the city. Her clothing reveals the “tactics,” to borrow from 

Michel de Certeau, she employs in her urban circulation. If, as de Certeau states, 

“l’espace est un lieu pratiqué,” then fashion, when viewed through its material 

embodiment, also becomes a type of practiced space (208). In acting as a type of 

embodied, porous membrane, Clorinde’s silhouette illustrates how the materiality of 

fashion acts as an interface between the body and urban environment. 

2.2 Consuming Space   

Thus far, we have focused on how literary productions inscribed the sartorial 

silhouette in the Parisian cityscape. But an extensive amount of popular cultural 

productions and imagery shared a similar preoccupation with these sartorial forms. The 

crinoline was particularly scrutinized. The rise of the modern press and the more public 

nature of life fueled the proliferation of newspaper articles and caricatures that either 

lambasted or defended the crinoline. 22 Octave Uzanne confirms the media’s obsession 

with the silhouette: “Ce que cette mode [la crinoline] invraisemblable fit couler d’encre 

pour et contre, tant dans la presse parisienne que dans des brochures diverses, on ne 

                                                        

22 For more on the rise of modern media in the nineteenth-century see: Marie-Ève Thérenty’s La Littérature au 
quotidien; Martina Lauster, Sketches of the Nineteenth-century: European Journalism and its Physiologies, 1830-50; 
Anne O’Neil-Henry, Mastering the Marketplace: Popular Literature in Nineteenth-Century France; Martyn Lyons, 
A History of Reading and Writing in the Western World; and Judith Lyon-Caen’s article “Saisir, décrire, 
déchiffrer: les mises en texte du social sous la Monarchie de Juillet.” 
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saurait se l’imaginer (199). Today’s readers may be familiar with famed illustrator 

Honoré Daumier’s caricatures for the series “Crinolinomanie” published by Charles 

Vernier. While jocular in nature, these caricatures documented contemporary Parisian 

life and shed light on the inherent spatiality of embodied fashion in an increasingly 

sensory-laden city. Daumier’s 1856 caricature entitled “Manière d’utiliser les jupons 

nouvellement mis à la mode” (Figure 9) and published in the French satirical newspaper 

Le Charivari is emblematic of this humorous critique of the silhouette. The illustration 

shows four women descending onto the city of Paris, clad in crinoline skirts, shawls, 

parasols, scarves, and bonnets. The principal point of humor in the caricature is the 

double use of the crinoline as both skirt and parachute. In the foreground, a woman 

dons an exaggerated crinoline that encompasses almost the entire city. Daumier not only 

makes light of the cartoon-like shape of the crinoline, but also hints at the way women 

are claiming the space of the city as their own.  
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Figure 9: "Manière d'utiliser les jupons nouvellement mis à la mode," Honoré 
Daumier, Le Charivari, April 16, 1856 

Daumier situates women at the center of Parisian urban life. Dozens of other 

illustrations printed during the Second Empire lampooned the crinoline by exploiting 

anxiety over the increased presence of women in the street. Another caricature by 

Daumier takes on the crinoline at ground level (Figure 10). A woman in an exaggerated 

crinoline draped with a shawl walks on the sidewalk, forcing a man to cling to the wall 

and other men to flee into the street.  
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Figure 10: "Plus que ça d'ballon...excusez!" Honoré Daumier, Le Charivari, June 
13, 1855. The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

Around the same time, another series of caricatures were produced on the subject of the 

crinoline entitled “Madame Crinoliska.” Published in the series Paris Grotesque, these 

images depicted crinoline-clad women wreaking havoc on the city. In an image drawn 

by the illustrator Cosselin, a woman dressed in a hoop skirt tries to pass customs. The 

image’s caption, “Madame Crinoliska prise en flagrant délit de contrebande,” refers to 

the smuggled goods the customs officers find underneath her crinoline—hams and 

sausages. In another image, a man is squeezed into an omnibus full of crinoline-wearing 

women.23  

                                                        

23 The “Crinolinomanie” and Paris Grotesque images are not only revelatory of the spatial dynamics of the 
crinoline, but they also challenge the long-held notion of separate spheres wherein middle-class women 
were understood to be sequestered in a life of domesticity rather than partaking in urban public life reserved 
for men. Scholars like Sharon Marcus, Lynda Nead, and Temma Balducci have questioned the accuracy of 
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These caricatures foreground not only the clothed body, but also the refashioned 

body of the city. That they emerged during the start of Haussmann’s urban renovation 

project is hardly coincidental. Baron Haussmann’s and Napoléon III’s restructuring of 

the many thoroughfares of the city led some observers to connect the city’s new urban 

look with the crinoline’s steel structure, even going so far as to label the new Parisian 

urban aesthetic “crinoline architecture” (Brevik-Zender, Fashioning 10). Caricatures often 

metaphorized the expansion of Paris through depictions of fashionable women. An 

illustration from the 1860s, for example, shows two men discussing how the newly 

constructed boulevard Sébastopol should be widened even more to make way for more 

women in crinolines. Walter Benjamin sardonically notes in The Arcades Project that the 

boulevards under Haussmann were widened because of the crinoline. Although 

Benjamin’s statement speaks to the social relations of the time and how the bourgeois 

was the real user of the city, his remark nevertheless points to the important links 

between fashion and urban space (133). Mentioned over twenty times by Walter 

Benjamin in his Arcades Project, the crinoline occupies an important place in his 

understanding of nineteenth-century modernity.  

Napoléon III and Baron Haussmann’s refashioning of the city was often 

associated with the fashioned-body of the Parisienne. In January of 1870, the newspaper 

                                                        

this perceived norm. Indeed, the caricatures of “Crinolinomanie” suggests that middle-class women were 
frequent participants in urban life.  
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Paris-Comique allegorized the revamped Paris nouveau as a fashionable Parisienne on its 

cover. Depicting the dismissal of Baron Haussmann as the Prefect, the image shows a 

well-dressed cocotte named “Mlle Lutèce” spurning the advances of her former lover, 

the Baron Haussmann (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11: "'M. Haussmann et Mlle Lutèce:' Paris-Comique." 1870. Paris: 
Capital of the 19th Century. Brown Digital Repository. Brown University Library. 
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Clothed in the fashionable silhouette of the 1870s, the bustle, the woman in the 

illustration is subjected to the following accusation from Baron Haussmann: “Est-il 

possible qu’après vous avoir tant aimée, qu’après vous avoir couverte de perles et de 

diamants, et fait de vous, jadis si laide, la plus belle... fille de la terre, vous me disiez... 

zut ? Ingrate!!!” The implication here is that Haussmann, by refashioning Lutèce with 

jewelry and clothes, has given Paris her make-over, transforming her Pygmalion-like 

(“jadis si laide”) into the most beautiful city in the world. “Lutèce,” the Gallicized form 

of the ancient Roman designation for Paris, wears an ash-red gown with a bustled 

silhouette and lace overskirt. Sashes of the names of the streets Haussmann created 

adorn her crinoline-bustle, including Haussmann’s namesake boulevard, “Boulevard 

Haussmann” and “Halles,” the central food market he destroyed and rebuilt. 

Zigzagging across the dress, these sashes echo the cartographic layout of the city, 

essentially mapping refashioned Paris onto the cocotte’s bustled gown. 

Representations of the fashioned body certainly existed before, but 

industrialization, urbanization, the media explosion, and the rise of the modern fashion 

system in the nineteenth century led to a profusion of textual and visual productions 

that integrated the fashioned body into the everyday, urban context. The prevalence of 

the sartorial silhouette as a visual dispositive during this period must be understood as a 

continuation of this popular urban literature of the 1830s. During the July Monarchy, 

textual and visual media focused on the changes in urban topography spearheaded by 
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the then Prefect of the Seine, Rambuteau, who devised plans to modernize the city’s 

thoroughfares, park spaces, and sewer system (Shapiro 34). Cultural productions during 

this time were informed by changes in urban topography as is evidenced by the rise of 

“panoramic literature,” a genre that focused on a sociological and topographical 

discovery and mastery of the city and its inhabitants. Within this genre one could find 

the popular physiologies that were mentioned earlier in this chapter. These short volumes 

offered a sketch or outline of people, occupations, and places that a Parisian might 

encounter. Often caricatural in nature, these texts focused on the physiognomy of the 

Parisian population, including their dress. Clothing became a way of discerning the 

profession and class of an urban dweller. The crinoline caricatures, therefore, are part of 

a genealogy of nineteenth-century cultural productions that focused on the 

contemporary body and its relationship to the modern city. 

Parallels between the fashioned body and the (re)fashioned city of Paris 

provided constant fodder for artists and writers. In 1865, Pierre-François Mathieu 

published Le Nouveau embarras de Paris ou le macadam et la crinoline, a poem in verse 

directly inspired by Nicolas Boileau’s 1650 Satire VI, Embarras de Paris. Mathieu adapts 

Boileau’s satirical form to reflect on the challenges and innovations of nineteenth-

century Parisian urban life. He identifies what he considers the two most burdensome 

and irritating elements of modern urban life—the crinoline and “macadam.” Paving the 

streets in macadam, or what Mathieu calls the “mélange affreux de cailloux et de terre,” 
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has turned Paris boulevards into a “marais” (239). Mathieu extends his critique of urban 

modern life to fashion, targeting the crinoline in particular:  

je suis furieux qu’on veuille se grossir,/ Lorsqu’on devrait plutôt chercher à s’amincir/ De 
ce sexe charmant respectant la faiblesse,/ J’insiste seulement sur l’espace occupé,/ Sur le 
terrain public par lui trop usurpé. (239) 
 

He couches his critique of the crinoline in spatial terms, figuring the women wearing 

these dresses as “pyramides nomades” usurping Haussmann’s wide boulevards. The 

use of this exoticist metaphor of “pyramides,” already previously used by Théophile 

Gautier to describe the crinoline in “De la mode,” suggests the role of woman as “other,” 

a being somehow not like the men with whom she tries to share the street or sidewalk. 

In addition to describing these skirts as mobile forms of architecture, Mathieu criticizes 

their construction: “Ces fauteurs patentés de la folie humaine/ Ont déjà rejeté le crin et la 

baleine,/ Pour vous envelopper d’un appareil grossier,/ D’une armure de fer et d’un 

rempart d’acier” (246). He bemoans the fact that modern construction materials like steel 

are now used for sartorial purposes. By addressing both macadam and the crinoline in 

the same chapter, Mathieu draws an explicit link between the modern urban city and the 

fashioned body. He concludes his homiletic entry with an exhortation that the city refit 

itself with other materials than macadam and that women dress in materials that render 

their presence on the street less cumbersome.  

Mathieu’s concerns about feminine fashions find an echo in Théodore Barrière 

and Dumanoir’s play Les Toilettes tapageuses. A one-act comedy performed in 1856 at the 
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Gymnase Théâtre, the play was performed for the first time for Napoléon III and his 

wife, the Empress Eugénie. In his Souvenirs, Maxime du Camp mentions the play and 

cites a most likely spurious anecdote that Napoléon III ordered the showing of the play 

Les Toilettes tapageuses in order to convince his wife, the Empress Eugénie, to abandon 

the crinoline (253). Du Camp claims the play had the opposite effect in that Eugénie was 

so taken with the exaggerated crinolines in the play that she had them copied by her 

dressmakers. Apocryphal or not, this anecdote demonstrates the extent to which the 

crinoline dominated social and cultural discourse.  

The play addresses bourgeois attitudes towards family and marriage and uses 

the architectural resonances of fashion as a way to propel its plot. Focusing on the 

relationship between Beaupertius and his wife Emma who bicker over financial matters, 

the play principally centers on quarrels over clothing. Emma tries to convince her 

husband to pay for a new outfit for the opera. Beaupertius scoffs at his wife’s need for 

new clothing and criticizes her the crinoline, for its spatial inconveniences. He decries it, 

“C’est vrai qu’il est difficle de l’approcher, quand elle est au milieu de ses 

fortifications… C’en est insupportable!” (5). The crinoline in the play upends the 

established order of bourgeois family life by impeding conjugal intimacy. Anne Green 

points out that the play critiques fashion’s negative effects on family life and its potential 

to confuse the femme comme il faut with the cocotte—a perennial source of anxiety in 
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nineteenth-century Paris.24 Beaupertius repeatedly bemoans the spatial inconveniences 

the crinoline poses for him when he and his wife circulate around the city:  

En promenade, je suis forcé de me tenir à quatre pas d’elle… Quand je descends de 
voiture, j’ai l’air de sortir de sa poche… Au théâtre, je disparais tout entier, submergé par 
la soie et la dentelle… Jusqu’à présent encore, il n’y avait que dix mètres d’inondation, il 
y en a vingt maintenant!... Tenez, voyez-vous, les volants et la crinoline, c’est la ruine 
d’une société… ça tue les causeries, les confidences […]. (5) 
 

The husband’s gripes in this passage echo Daumier’s caricature of the crinolined woman 

sweeping men off the sidewalk. Expressing his frustration with verbs like “disparaître” 

and “submerger,” the husband is effaced by his wife’s dress. Later on, Beaupertius sees 

Emma’s crinolined gown as a physical boundary that modifies not only the wearer’s 

appearance, but also the movements of others in the wearer’s space. When Emma 

emerges in her new outfit for the opera in “une toilette exagerée: robe d’une ampleur 

demesurée et chapeau imperceptible,” her husband exclaims “regardez!.... ma femme est 

fortifiée!” Beaupertius suggests that fashion renders his wife an embodied architecture, a 

fortress impossible to penetrate. The confusion between the crinolined Parisienne and 

Paris as a city lies at the heart of the comedic elements of Les Toilettes tapageuses. A 

tourist in the same play, named Couturier, explicitly makes this connection when he 

declares: “Les seuls monuments qui m’inspirent de l’intérêt, sont ces frêles édifices 

couverts de soie et de dentelles, qui sont les véritables embellissements de Paris…” (25). 

                                                        

24 Green 126. For more on the tension between the figure of the cocotte and the femme comme il faut see 
Nead’s chapter “Streets and Obscenities” in Victorian Babylon as well as Susan Hiner’s first chapter in 
Accessories to Modernity. 
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Couturier develops the analogy between urban construction and the fashioned female 

body, an analogy reinforced by his name, Couturier or dressmaker.  

Dumanoir and Barrière adopted fairly critical attitudes towards the crinoline but 

some praised its form. As we have seen earlier, for Constant Guys the crinoline was an 

indispensable part of depicting modern life and the Parisienne. Théophile Gautier 

shared a similar approach to the crinoline. In his essay “De la mode,” he posits that the 

seamstress and the poet/artist share similar motivations in that both tease out beauty 

from the everyday. He develops his defense of contemporary fashion by taking up the 

cause of the crinoline:  

Mais la crinoline, allez-vous dire; les jupes cerclées, les robes à ressorts qu’on fait 
raccommoder comme des montres par l’horloger lorsqu’elles se détraquent, n’est-ce pas 
hideux, sauvage, abominable, contraire à l’art? Nous ne sommes pas de cet avis: les 
femmes ont raison qui maintiennent la crinoline malgré les plaisanteries, les caricatures, 
les vaudevilles et les avanies de toute sorte. Elles font bien de préférer ces jupes amples, 
étoffées, puissantes, largement étalées à l’œil, aux étroits fourreaux où s’engaînaient leurs 
grand-mères et leurs mères. (170) 
 

Gautier underscores the architectural nature of the crinoline, with its geometric structure 

(“la personne pyramide”). By comparing the crinoline to a watch, Gautier hints at the 

mechanical nature of the crinoline as a way to explain the silhouette’s reputation as 

being “contraire à l’art.” The “fourreaux” of previous generations that he dislikes, the 

draped gowns of the Napoleonic era, are less aesthetically pleasing that the crinoline 

with its copious and lavish fabric and folds. Throughout this essay, Gautier uses the 

crinoline as an example of why artists should not shy away from depicting 

contemporary dress. We might say that Chatrousse’s “Une Parisienne,” for example, 
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follows Gautier’s advice in its depiction of the bustle. At the end of the passage, Gautier 

focuses on the embodiment of the crinoline:  

De cette abondance de plis, qui vont s’évasant comme la fustanelle d’un derviche 
tourneur, la taille sort élégante et mince; le haut du corps se détache avantageusement, 
toute la personne pyramide d’une manière gracieuse. (170) 
 

The crinoline creates a fragmented corporeal shape wherein the top half of the body 

seems to project out, creating a pyramidal shape. Gautier’s understanding of the 

importance of sartorial embodiment in this passage echoes Charles Baudelaire’s 

articulation of the aesthetics of the modern dressed body.  

The modern S-shape silhouette, while castigated by some, was memorably 

poeticized by Proust in À l’ombre des jeunes filles en fleurs. Reflecting on Odette’s 

corporeal transformation through the lens of fashion, Proust pays specific attention to 

her silhouette and sartorial embodiment:  

le corps d’Odette était maintenant découpé en une seule silhouette cernée tout entière par 
une ‘ligne’ qui, pour suivre le contour de la femme, avait abandonné les chemins 
accidentés, les rentrants et les sortants factices, les lacis, l’éparpillement composite des 
modes d’autrefois, mais qui aussi, là où c’était l’anatomie qui se trompait en faisant des 
détours inutiles en deçà ou au delà du tracé idéal, savait rectifier d’un trait hardi les 
écarts de la nature, suppléer, pour toute une partie du parcours, aux défaillances aussi 
bien de la chair que des étoffes. (607) 
 

Proust constructs his description of Odette’s silhouette as if he were a dressmaker. She is 

“découpée,” a verb that can be understood in a tailoring sense, into one unifying 

“ligne.” The cohesive, supple form that Proust describes is that of the “S-shape” 

silhouette. In this ekphrastic sentence that extends for over six lines, Proust describes 

how the fabric shaping Odette’s body becomes almost a second skin. Her curvilinear 
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shape contrasts with “l’éparpillement composite des modes d’autrefois,” a reference to 

prior shapes like the crinoline, bustle, and corset. He focuses on the edges of her dress 

which present a harmonious “ligne.” The S-shape is also corrective, hiding Odette’s 

“écarts de la nature.” Proust continues his description with a reflection on past fashions, 

specifically the bustle:  

Les coussins, le “strapontin” de l’affreuse “tournure” avaient disparu ainsi que ces 
corsages à basques qui, dépassant la jupe et raidis par des baleines avaient ajouté si 
longtemps à Odette un ventre postiche et lui avaient donné l’air d’être composée de 
pièces disparates qu’aucune individualité ne reliait. (607) 
 

The phrases “composée de pièces disparates” and “découpé” echo Victor Fournel and 

Théophile Gautier’s formulations of the “corps hybride.” The fragmented body shape 

created by the crinoline or the “affreuse tournure,” that Gauthier had praised, has 

disappeared. Now, the more streamlined lines of the silhouette mold to Odette’s body in 

a more convincing manner:  

La verticale des “effilés” et la courbe des ruches avaient cédé la place à l’inflexion d’un 
corps qui faisait palpiter la soie comme la sirène bat l’onde et donnait à la percaline une 
expression humaine, maintenant qu’il s’était dégagé, comme une forme organisée et 
vivante, du long chaos et de l’enveloppement nébuleux des modes détrônées. (607-608) 
 

The paddings, swaths of fabrics, and ornamentation of the nineteenth century no longer 

artificially modify the body’s shape. Instead, the body’s natural contours emerge with 

the “S” shape. Proust highlights a dynamism within the materiality of fashion. Odette’s 

modern silhouette has taken on a vitality that previous silhouettes did not achieve. In 

these two passages, there is also a focus on the spatial dimensions of the embodiment of 

clothing. The manner in which Odette occupies space has changed. No longer adorned 
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with the flounces and protuberances or “l’enveloppement nébuleux” of past silhouettes, 

Odette now possesses “la place” for a more pronounced, natural shape of her body.  

Thus far we have focused on sartorial silhouettes as a space and a form of 

gestural embodiment. But the silhouette is as much a spatial phenomenon as it is a 

temporal one. Proust illuminates this aspect later in the same passage when describing 

the way Odette folds vestiges of the past into her outfits. The myriad layers of her 

clothing correspond to layers of time, “Mais Mme Swann cependant avait voulu, avait 

su garder un vestige de certaines d’entre elles [des modes détrônées], au milieu 

même de celles qui les avaient remplacées.” What follows the passage are specific 

examples of memorable outfits Odette has worn, which creates a sense of temporal 

tension for the narrator. Whilst visiting a park at the Bois de Boulogne, Odette 

transforms into a walking sartorial palimpsest: 

sous sa veste qu’elle entrouvrait plus ou moins selon qu’elle se réchauffait en marchant, 
le ‘dépassant’ en dents de scie de sa chemisette avait l’air du revers entrevu de quelque 
gilet absent, pareil à l’un d’eux qu’elle avait portés quelques années plus tôt et dont elle 
aimait que les bords eussent ce léger déchiquetage. (608) 
 

Odette’s somber outfit demonstrates how clothing can fold in different temporalities. 

The narrator pays particular attention to the construction of her clothing. The 

“dépassant” that draws the attention of the narrator is a couture term that refers to the 

border of a garment that goes beyond its intended spot. The “dépassant,” in other 

words, materially complicates the edge of a gown, harkening back to a previous time. 

The folds of Odette’s clothes contain literal vestiges of past fashions. It is also significant 
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that these reflections occur while Odette occupies one of the city’s most fashionable 

parks, the Bois de Boulogne. While at the same time referring to past fashion and 

present fashion, the “dépassant” becomes even more significant, as a reminder of the 

marbled nature of fashion and space. In these passages, Proust navigates fashion as a 

material, temporal, and spatial phenomenon. 

“Toute notre société est dans la jupe,” proclaimed Balzac (Théorie 288). As a 

boundary between body and exterior environment, the “jupe” informed the experience 

of the city as well as its representations. The sartorial silhouette, as the physical 

materiality of embodiment and as an object of cultural productions, typifies how fashion 

shaped the daily urban experience. We see how in texts by Baudelaire, Gautier, and Zola 

clothing mediates the ephemerality of urban encounters. On the other hand, popular 

visual productions of the Second Empire cultivated the image of feminine sartorial 

silhouettes as spatial monstrosities. Although approaching the crinoline from widely 

different viewpoints, both its detractors (Daumier, Barrière) and its supporters 

(Baudelaire, Gautier) envisioned fashion as a form of embodied space.  

In these literary and cultural productions clothing mediates bodily and urban 

knowledge. By virtue of its liminal positioning between the interior (the body) and the 

exterior (outside space), the silhouette allows us to open and unravel the different ways 

the lived experience of the city manifested. As a material and symbolic fold between 

body and city, the silhouette mediated the culturally constructed body in nineteenth-
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century Paris. Focusing on the silhouette as a liminal site between the body and the city 

sets the stage for an exploration in the following chapters of the ways fashion and 

nineteenth-century modernity intersected in other interstitial spaces, from the folded 

pages of the literary text to the material creases of clothing.  
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3. Dressing the City: Fashion and Architecture in 
Nineteenth-Century Paris 

The beginning of building coincides with the beginning of textiles. 
         - Gottfried Semper, Style 

While drafting his observations on vanity and taste for an article in the French 

fashion journal La Mode in 1830, Honoré de Balzac included the following statement, 

“Les préceptes de l’architecture s’appliquent presque tous à la toilette. En effet, elle est 

en quelque sorte l’architecture de la personne” (Œuvres 329). This remark, which never 

made it to the final version of the essay now known as Traité de la vie élégante, establishes 

a rather unexpected relationship between clothing and architecture. Although Balzac 

often incorporated reflections on fashion as a social, economic, and political 

phenomenon in his texts, what is striking in his remark is how he frames fashion as a 

form of architecture.1 While he does not elaborate on specific architectural “préceptes,” 

we might assume these to be the traditional tenets of architectural theory: proportion, 

scale, symmetry, and harmony. These architectural concerns, according to Balzac, find 

expression in an individual’s “toilette,” a term frequently used in the nineteenth century 

to refer to the materiality of clothing and the way it is worn on the body.2 In formulating 

                                                        

1 Thomas Carlyle’s famous 1843 text Sartor Resartus also equates clothing to architecture, “In all his Modes, 
and habilatory endeavors, an Architectural Idea will be found lurking; his Body and the Cloth are the site 
and materials whereon and whereby his beautified edifice, of a Person, is to be built” (27). Carlyle goes on to 
list different sartorial silhouettes and how they correspond to various architectural styles.  
2 Dictionnaire de l’Académie française from 1835 defines “toilette” as “des détails de l’ajustement, de l’action de 
se parer, de s’habiller, pour paraître en public, en société” (“Dictionnaire d’autrefois,” ARTFL).  
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fashion as “l’architecture de la personne,” Balzac implies that the design and 

embodiment of clothing follows the logic of architectural construction. His remark, 

however, does not address the obverse relationship—do the “préceptes” of fashion 

apply to architecture? 

Balzac’s observation points to broader discussions on clothing and the built 

environment taking place among architects, architectural historians, and couturiers in 

the nineteenth century. Focusing on the last half of nineteenth-century Paris, the 

birthplace of modern fashion and host to innovative architectural developments, I argue 

that a reciprocal relationship emerged between fashion and architecture. From 

“crinoline architecture” to lace-like iron structures to “soie Eiffel,” the French capital was 

the site of a variety of interactions and exchanges between these two expressions of 

design. Fashion is often framed in terms of its garments or sites of production and 

consumption (factories, department stores, etc.). But as in the previous chapter, I invite a 

broader understanding of fashion, one that extends beyond the confines of the body to 

that of the built environment.  

From Nana’s fashion show at the Longchamps racetrack in Zola’s Nana (1880) to 

Gustave Caillebotte’s painting Rue de Paris (1877), literary and visual productions 

immortalized the ways spaces in Paris were transformed into sartorial sites of display.3 

                                                        

3 For an analysis of the role of fashion in Caillebotte’s painting see Aileen Ribeiro’s chapter 
“Gustave Caillebotte: Paris Street, Rainy Day” in Impressionism, Fashion, and Modernity, 186–96. 
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Already in 1841, Édouard Gourdon in his Physiologie du Bois de Boulogne described how 

fashion had appropriated the Parisian topography: “La Mode a des succursales partout: 

aux Tuileries, dans les Théâtres, aux Boulevards, dans les Châteaux: elle règne au Bois 

de Boulogne; le Bois c’est son temple” (37). While fashion journals incessantly reported 

on the trendiest outfits worn on the boulevards, Impressionists busied themselves with 

vibrant renderings of fashionable crowds in the urban parks of Haussmann’s Paris. 

Fashion and architecture coalesced in an obvious manner in the sprawling department 

stores that stretched across vast blocks of the city. But fashion even played a role in the 

architecture of entertainment spaces like the Opéra Garnier, finally unveiled in 1873. 

During the construction of the opera house, its architect Charles Garnier reflected on the 

sartorial function of the design of the building:  

La lumière qui étincellera, les toilettes qui resplendiront, les figures qui seront animées et 
souriantes, les rencontres qui se produiront, les saluts qui s’échangeront, tout aura un air 
de fête et de plaisir, et sans se rendre compte de la part qui doit revenir à 
l’architecture dans cet effet magique. (Le Théâtre 86) 
 

Garnier underscores the role architecture plays in magnifying the visual brilliancy of 

clothing worn in the space. He is cognizant of the way a physical space can manipulate 

artificial lighting to play up the colors of textiles worn by theatergoers. Innovations in 

sartorial production and consumption in the mid-nineteenth century fueled the 

popularity of sites of display like the Opéra Garnier or the Bois de Boulogne.  

As the clothing industry left an indelible imprint in the physicality of the city in 

the form of department stores, parks, boulevards, so too did it infiltrate texts on the built 
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environment. Turning to two nineteenth-century architects who “pioneered the theory 

of architecture,” Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc and Gottfried Semper, I argue that 

these architects expressed a sustained fascination with clothing and its practices, which 

informed their approach to architecture (Deplazes 13). I situate this discursive 

imbrication of fashion and architecture within the context of a growing number of 

physical buildings and sartorial objects in nineteenth-century Paris whose design and 

form questioned the boundaries between textile and façade. While the previous chapter 

focused on fashion as a social practice, here I examine fashion as a form of space and 

design by tracing the discursive and material encounters between clothing and 

architecture. Predicated on the notion of construction, both clothing and architecture 

share a common descriptive vocabulary, with words like “construction,” “style,” 

“revêtement,” and “cladding” used interchangeably in architecture and dressmaking. In 

the nineteenth century, architects brought new light to these commonalities.  

Scholars have tended to focus on fashion in the other visual arts like painting and 

sculpture.4 The relationship between fashion and architecture, on the other hand, 

remains little explored, especially in the context of nineteenth-century Paris, the 

birthplace of the modern fashion industry. The spatial turn in studies on nineteenth-

century Paris in the past twenty years has substantially improved our understanding of 

                                                        

4 For more on fashion and painting, see Groom, Impressionism, Fashion and Modernity, Heidi Brevik-Zender’s 
Fashioning Spaces, and Anne Hollander’s Fabric of Vision: Dress and Drapery in Painting (2002). 
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urban space, but it is only recently that scholars have started to examine the theoretical 

relationship between architecture and clothing.5 Studies like Anuradha Chatterjee’s 

John Ruskin and the Fabric of Architecture (2017) and Mark Wigley’s White Walls, Designer 

Dresses: The Fashioning of Modern Architecture (1995) query the historical implications of 

textiles in the context of the built environment. Taking these studies as a point of 

departure, I illustrate how the far-reaching social and material conditions of 

industrialized production, innovative textile technology, and new channels of clothing 

consumption and production were reflected in architecture and fashion, both 

discursively (architectural texts and treatises) and materially (buildings, monuments, 

and sartorial objects). Untangling the relationship between clothing and architecture 

during this period adds another layer to our understanding of the phenomenological 

experience of the nineteenth-century city and how it was shaped by fashion as both an 

embodied textile and an architectural form.  

                                                        

5 For some of the most important studies on space and nineteenth-century Paris see T.J. Clark, The Painting of 
Modern Life (1985); Prendergast, Paris and the Nineteenth Century (1995); Schwartz, Spectacular Realities (1998); 
Harvey, Paris, Capital of Modernity (2003); Brevik-Zender, Fashioning Spaces. My study also builds on the 
architectural studies of François Loyer and David Van Zanten that contextualize the ways politics, 
economics, and aesthetics informed the nineteenth-century Parisian cityscape. 
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3.1 Architecture and the Sartorial Imagination 

The analogy of the body has shaped classical architectural theory since 

Antiquity.6 The clothed body, however, figures less prominently in architectural 

discourses. 7 It is not until the nineteenth century that architects and historians 

consistently engage with clothing as a social, cultural, and spatial practice. Spurred by 

the rise of the modern fashion industry, this sartorial turn in architectural discourse took 

different forms, from architects who fleshed out their philosophy through clothing to 

those who traced the prehistory of architecture to clothing. 

 Several nineteenth-century historians and architects turned to fashion as a way 

to understand historical events and developments in France (Bass-Krueger, “Fashion 

Collections” 411). Archaeologist and historian Jules Quicherat (1814-1882), director at 

École des Chartres who published widely on medieval architecture, produced one of the 

first histories of costume. An outgrowth of a series of articles on costume that he had 

published in the Magasin pittoresque from 1845 to 1869, Histoire du costume en France 

depuis les temps les plus reculés offers a concise and comprehensive history of dress from 

the fourteenth century to the French Revolution (Lasteyrie 20). Around the same time, 

                                                        

6 Starting with Vitruvius’ notion of the architectural man in De architectura (c.40 BC), considered the earliest 
surviving text on architecture, anthropomorphic interpretations of architecture have dominated 
architectural thinking. For more on the body analogy see Chatterjee 73 and Rykwert 29. 
7 One notable exception is Vitruvius’ famous anthropomorphic origin story of the columns, where he posits 
that the Ionic column was directly inspired by the fashioned body. He describes its column flutes “falling 
like the folds in the robes worn by matrons,” while its base resembles shoes and its volutes appear like an 
ornamented hairpiece (103-4). Here, Vitruvius hints at the shared aesthetic principles of architecture and 
clothing. 
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Auguste Racinet, illustrator and engraver at the publishing house Firmin-Didot, assured 

his success in the 1870s and 1880s with two popular tomes that dealt with architecture 

and fashion respectively, L’Ornement polychrome (1869-1873), a decadently-illustrated 

collection of architectural drawings of interiors and exteriors, and Le Costume historique 

(1876), a six-volume history of fashion. A third text, coeval with Racinet’s books and 

Quicherat’s volumes, also addressed the role of clothing and history. Written by Eugène-

Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc (1814-1879), Dictionnaire raisonné du mobilier français (1872-

1873), comprised of six volumes each addressing an aspect of the applied arts, from the 

Carolingian period to the Renaissance. The third and fourth volumes, subtitled 

“Vêtement, bijoux de corps: objets de toilette,” are entirely dedicated to the subject of 

clothing and cover virtually all aspects of adornment in meticulous detail. Richly-

illustrated drawings, like the one below executed by Viollet-le-Duc himself, accompany 

his careful analysis of the construction and cut of clothing.8 The poses of his subjects, 

inspired by manuscripts like Lancelot du lac, also seem to borrow from the static positions 

of models in nineteenth-century fashion plates.  

                                                        

8 Choosing to forgo the traditional architectural education at the École des Beaux-Arts, Viollet-le-Duc first 
earned his living as a master draftsman (Bressani 51).  
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Figure 12: Viollet-le-Duc, c. 1405-10, Dictionnaire raisonné du mobilier français, 
p. 283 

Like Quicherat and Racinet, Viollet-le-Duc historicizes fashion, but he pushes his 

analysis further by connecting clothing to his own architectural vision.  

One of the most famous architects of nineteenth-century France, Viollet-le-Duc 

pioneered the “Gothic revival” movement seen in monuments like the Cathédrale 

Notre-Dame de Paris. His published writings, including Entretiens sur l’architecture 

(1863) and Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française du XIe au XVIe siècle (1854), 
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remain some of the most influential texts on architecture.9 Lurking within his writings, 

however, is a sustained interest in clothing that informs his approach to architecture.10 In 

order to see the parallels between Viollet-le-Duc’s stance on clothing and his 

architectural philosophy, I would like to focus first on a crucial passage from Entretiens 

in which he succinctly outlines his key principles of architecture:  

quand le système de structure a été adopté; quand, dans les procédés, on a su apporter 
un raisonnement sûr, de façon à ne faire ni trop ni trop peu, à donner à toute matière la 
fonction, l’apparence ou, si l’on veut, la forme qui conviennent à ses propriétés et à son 
emploi, il faut chercher et trouver ces principes d’unité et d’harmonie qui doivent 
dominer toute œuvre d’art. (467) 
 

The three architectural principles he delineates here—rational methods of construction, 

respect for the inherent properties of materials, and unity and harmony—are expressed 

in his texts on clothing. Viollet-le-Duc privileged functionality and rationality in 

architectural structures and saw these principles best reflected in Gothic architecture 

and garments. Throughout his Dictionnaire raisonné du mobilier français, he praises Gothic 

clothing for the relationship these garments engendered between cloth and body. In an 

entry entitled “Robe,” Viollet-le-Duc makes a direct connection to architecture when 

discussing how to create clothing appropriate for the body’s movements: “On cherche la 

                                                        

9 Scholarship on Viollet-le-Duc is wide-ranging but for some of the most notable studies see Bressani, 
Architecture and the Historical Imagination; Jean-Michel Leniaud, Viollet-le-Duc: Les Visions d’un architecte; 
Michael Camille, The Gargoyles of Notre-Dame: Medievalism and the Monsters of Modernity; Stephen Bann, 
Romanticism and the Rise of History. 
10 Bressani mentions “the intimate relationship between dress and body” in Viollet-le-Duc’s text but only in 
passing (309-310).  
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forme la mieux appropriée aux habitudes journalières, comme dans l’architecture—qui 

est aussi un vêtement—on cherche les procédés de structure les plus rationnels” (429). 

The phrase “l’architecture qui est aussi un vêtement” is particularly striking for it casts 

architecture as a form of clothing, as a container designed to house the body. When 

worn on the body, clothing becomes a textile skin, just as architecture becomes the fabric 

of space. Advocating for harmony between garment and “habitudes,” Viollet-le-Duc 

articulates a vision of sartorial embodiment that borrows from his architectural theory of 

rationalism (“procédés de structure les plus rationnels”). Like architecture, which must 

adapt to the activities of its inhabitants, clothing must adapt to the needs of the body: 

“Un vêtement porté journellement ne peut manquer d’exercer une influence sur le 

physique” (Dictionnaire 221). Viollet-le-Duc focuses on clothing as a form of embodied 

space. Clothing is not only visual, it also mediates the body’s movements. These 

phenomenological properties of clothing have cultural implications, according to 

Viollet-le-Duc: 

Aussi, en étudiant les vêtements de chaque époque, ne suffit-il pas de connaître leur 
coupe, mais aussi le type physique qui correspond à chaque mode. C’est ce qu’on 
pourrait appeler la physiologie du costume. Étude moins futile qu’on ne pourrait le 
supposer, en ce qu’elle est le corollaire de celle des mœurs, des goûts d’une époque. (221) 
 

The value of studying clothing lies not only in ascertaining its relationship to the 

physical body, but also in its ability to offer insight into a particular culture or time 

period. Invoking the nineteenth-century genre of literary texts known as the 

“physiologies,” Viollet-le-Duc hints at the legibility of embodied clothing.  
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The rational and appropriate use of materials in construction was central to Viollet-le-

Duc’s approach to architecture. He applied the same tenet to his vision of sartorial style: 

Est-ce à dire que le style soit inhérent à une seule forme, et que les femmes, par exemple, 
si elles veulent que leurs vêtements aient du style, doivent s’habiller comme la mère des 
Gracques? Non, certes. Le vêtement de satin et celui de laine peuvent chacun avoir du 
style, mais à la condition que la coupe de l’un et de l’autre ne contrarie pas les formes du 
corps, qu’elle ne les exagère pas d’une manière ridicule, qu’elle ne gênera point ses 
mouvements, et que le vêtement de laine et celui de satin seront taillés chacun en ayant 
égard aux qualités particulières à ces deux étoffes. (Entretiens 183)   
 

Rejecting idealized images of the past, Viollet-le-Duc argues that style can be embodied 

in any time period, including the present. He takes two different but popular textiles of 

the nineteenth century, satin with its connotations of luxury and smoothness and wool a 

coarser and cheaper fabric, and argues that each is capable of exhibiting style. In treating 

fabrics as if they were architectural materials, Viollet-le-Duc suggests that garment 

design entails the same respect for the textile as a building must respect its construction 

materials. His insistence on the right proportion and unexaggerated form is perhaps a 

reference to silhouettes popular during his time, like the crinoline, which notoriously 

altered the “natural” form of the body and limited mobility. While he may have been 

critical of clothing of his time, Viollet-le-Duc did understand fashion as an important 

aesthetic and commercial product. In Entretiens sur l’architecture, he elaborates on his 

particular vision of art and its importance for society, “Nos armes véritables, notre force, 

ce sont nos idées, et les expressions diverses de nos idées, qui ne sont que les différentes 

formes de l’art. Le monde lit nos livres et achète les robes de nos modistes; c’est l’art 

répandu dans tout ce que nous produisons qui fait notre véritable influence” (174). 
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French artistic influence is, for Viollet-le-Duc, a form of national pride. He specifically 

references the Parisian fashion industry when he includes dressmakers as an example of 

France’s artistic cultural exports. Clothing was not only integral to his architectural 

aesthetic, it was also a part of his understanding of art. 

The connections Viollet-le-Duc explores between clothing and architecture were 

rendered much more explicit in the writings of German architect Gottfried Semper. 

Trained in France in the late 1820s and 1830s and hailed by Friedrich Nietzsche as “the 

most significant living architect” of his time, Semper enjoyed renown during his lifetime 

as the architect behind the City Hall in Winterthur, Switzerland and the Hoftheater in 

Dresden, Germany (Mallgrave 7, 43). His legacy, however, owes more to his 

architectural writings, including his most famous text Style in the Technical Arts; or 

Practical Aesthetics (Der Stil in den technischen Künsten; oder praktischer Äesthetik) wherein 

he situates the origin of architecture in the applied arts of textiles, ceramics, 

woodworking, and metallurgy.11 Written in the late 1850s and published in two volumes 

in 1860 and 1863 (a third was never finished), Style was informed by Semper’s 

experience in London and Paris as well as by key French architectural texts.12 During the 

                                                        

11 Harry Francis Mallgrave and Michael Robinson published the first complete English translation of Style in 
2004. All references to this text are taken from this edition.  
12 Architectural historian Adrian Forty singles out two French texts that had a lasting impact on Semper: 
Quatremère de Quincy’s famous lectures in which he argued that carpentry was the origin of architecture 
and French artist Jules Ziegler’s 1850 Études céramiques: recherche des principes du beau dans l’architecture, l’art 
céramique, et la forme en general (Forty 3). In this text, Ziegler situates the genesis of Greek architecture in the 
applied art of pottery. Semper was also influenced by the growing polychromy debate of the nineteenth 
century, which is explored later in this chapter. 
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1853 Great Exhibition in London, Semper worked as the “architect-director” for the 

Canadian, Turkish, Norwegian, and Danish sections, which allowed Semper the 

opportunity to study a wide-range of objects from all over the word. In a lecture he gave 

during his tenure at the Great Exhibition, Semper concluded that “the history of 

Architecture begins with the history of practical art” and even asserted that architecture 

took its aesthetic cues from the practical arts, “the laws of beauty and style in 

Architecture have their paragons in those which concern industrial art” (“London 

Lecture” 9). Semper defined architecture as a synthesis of all applied arts, as “the 

combining together of all the branches of industrial art and of art in general in one great 

general effect” (10).  

With the publication of Style Semper sought, in his words, to “win for 

architectural history a fundamentally new perspective” (quoted in Mallgrave 2). Indeed, 

Semper forged a new path for architectural theory by diverging from its long-accepted 

origin story. Architects like Viollet-le-Duc argued that architecture originated as a 

system of support, a Vitruvian theory that emphasized the primacy of columns and 

beams. Semper diverged from this interpretation by locating the origins of architecture 

in the wall, which he argued was made of textiles in its earliest manifestation. Inspired 

by a Trinidadian hut he saw at the Great Exhibition, he argued that the “first enclosure 

was a screen made out of woven twigs and leaves…” (Four Elements 25). These woven 

“walls” would evolve into “spatial dividers” made of different types of fabrics. By 
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tracing the origin of architecture from interwoven grass huts to fabric tapestries to walls, 

Semper develops a genesis of architecture that is inherently sartorial. Unequivocally 

asserting the primacy of fabric, Semper declared, “it is certain that the beginning of 

building coincides with the beginning of textiles” (Style 247).  

In the first chapter of Style, entitled “Textiles: Considered in Itself and in Relation 

to the Art of Building,” Semper argues that there exists a “close link between costume 

and the fine arts” (239). Throughout the text, Semper develops his theory of bekleidung, a 

German term referring to clothing or dressing, a concept he had hinted at earlier in a 

lecture from 1856: 

The Greek word for building means also adorning […] The wall-hanging, the crown, and 
that nameless ornament that marks direction, are the most important symbols that Greek 
architecture uses so as to attain the suggestive. These do not have their immediate origins 
in nature, but almost exclusively in the ornaments that adorn the human body. (quoted 
in Payne 38) 
 

Semper argues that the etymological associations that emanate from the German word 

for wall, Wande, point to the shared spatial relationship between clothing and 

architecture: “In all Germanic languages the word Wande [wall], which has the same root 

and basic meaning as Gewand [garment], directly alludes to the ancient origin and type 

of the visible spatial enclosure” (Style 248). Semper establishes not only an etymological 

correlation between clothing and architectural structures like the wall, but he also points 

to the spatial origins of both the wall and clothing.13 Walls clothe space as clothing 

                                                        

13 For an insightful reading of Semper’s Style in relation to the body see Payne, chapters 1-2.  
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dresses the body. The linguistic similarities between different forms of spaces like Decke 

[cover, ceiling], Bekleidung [clothing, dressing], Schranke [barrier, gate], Zaun [hedge, 

fence] (similar to Saum [hem, fillet]) are all, according to Semper, “clear indications of 

the textile origin of these building elements” (248).  

Semper’s dialogic interpretation of architecture and textiles resonated with 

German cultural theorist Aby Warburg who, while not a contemporary of Semper, was a 

reader of the German architect’s work and even transcribed passages from Semper’s 

Style (Papapetros 321). It is not hard to see the appeal Semper’s text may have held for 

Warburg since Semper’s theory of dressing implies a transfer of techniques and images 

between clothing and edifice. In locating the origins of built structures in textiles, 

Semper’s theory presented an ontological shift in architectural thinking.14 In uncovering 

traces of sartorial techniques in architectural structures, Semper highlights the fluidity 

between architecture and the applied arts. Architecture is not static but in conversation 

with other visual forms. 

3.2 “Puisque des plis de sa robe on a pu tirer une architecture”  

The rich terrain of exchanges between architecture and clothing evoked by 

Viollet-le-Duc and Semper would find literal expression in fashion objects produced in 

                                                        

14 By the twentieth century, architects engaged more overtly with the textile nature of architecture, from 
Frank Lloyd Wright’s designs of women’s clothing to Le Corbusier’s women’s fashion designs for Harper’s 
Bazaar.  
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the nineteenth century. This evening gown in Figure 13 from 1898 designed by Jean-

Philippe Worth, the son of the famed couturier Charles Frederick Worth, exemplifies the 

symbiotic relationship between clothing and the built environment. Boasting an intricate 

textile pattern of black velvet on ivory satin, the dress calls to mind the wrought iron 

railings and balconies of late nineteenth-century Parisian apartments and buildings. 

Ornate curvilinear shapes of the black velvet on both the bodice and skirt gesture to the 

Art Nouveau movement that emerged at this time.  

 

 

Figure 13: Evening gown by Worth, 1898-1900. The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art 

Sewn à la disposition, meaning the pattern of the textile was created to match the shape of 

the skirt and corsage, the gown’s construction is inherently tied to its fabric pattern. 

Thus, even the weave of the gown echoes architectural construction. This “iron” dress, 

one of several produced by Worth with this pattern, exemplifies how the fashion 

industry took its visual cues from architecture.   
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With Worth’s gown, we see architectural motifs like iron railings transferred 

onto cloth. The reverse could also be seen in nineteenth-century Paris. That is, buildings 

could possess sartorial motifs. One building in particular embraced the motif of the 

clothed body, the Théâtre de la Loïe Fuller that was built in 1900 for the Exposition 

Universelle hosted in Paris that year. Fuller, the famed fin de siècle dancer whose 

serpentine dance took Paris and much of the world by storm, is the subject of my last 

chapter. But I include her in this discussion of architecture for her role in the design and 

construction of her own theater whose architecture demonstrates the reciprocity 

between clothing and buildings of fin de siècle France. By 1900, Fuller was well-known as 

the dancer who revolutionized how performers used clothing, lighting, and technology. 

With her carefully-designed gowns that she skillfully and gracefully deployed around 

her body in sync with lighting and staging effects, Fuller became a fixture of Parisian 

urban spectacle life virtually overnight after her performance at the Folies-Bergère in 

1892. She was a fitting focal point for the Exposition Universelle’s emphasis on 

modernity and technology. Although originally scheduled to perform at the Palais de la 

danse, a building designed with a statue of Loïe Fuller at its entrance, she decided to 

move completely to her own theater when she found that she would not be performing 

by herself, but as part of a line-up (Garelick 87).  

While Henri Sauvage, the Art nouveau artist and architect known for his textiles 

and wallpapers, was tasked with the design of the theater, Fuller was intimately 
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involved with the project. In the August 1900 issue of Le Théâtre, art critic Arsène 

Alexandre includes a detailed account of Fuller’s involvement in her theater. He 

describes the building as “un théâtre complet, nouveau, machiné, sur le modèle de sa 

personne même” (24). Alexandre sees the theater as a physical representation of the 

originality and novelty of Fuller’s performance: 

Ceci est une des causes du plein succès de Loïe à l’Expo; sans doute, elle nous avait 
apporté du nouveau, ce qui était miraculeusement demeuré du nouveau pendant 
plusieurs années, ce qui ne s’est presque jamais vu en matière de spectacles. (24) 
 

The theater is essentially an extension of Fuller’s person. Alexandre goes on to describe 

how integral the building was to the clothing of her dance, “Cette fois-ci, elle a inventé 

son cadre à elle, qui, pour ainsi dire, fait corps avec elle, palpite avec elle, l’enveloppe 

comme une de ses draperies” (24). Alexandre describes the theater as Fuller’s “cadre,” or 

frame, noting the way he theater was not just a spectacle site, but a habitat. He goes on 

to detail Fuller’s role in the construction of the theater:   

C’est ce qu’on appelle a very pushing woman. La construction qui devait durer six mois, au 
dire des gens experts, a duré six semaines. Pendant ce temps, miss Fuller a été architecte, 
peintre, décorateur, machiniste, électricien, manager et le reste. Rien n’était plus amusant 
et charmant de la voir sur le chantier, accourant pour surveiller les travaux ou réparer les 
cataclysmes, habillée à la diable dans sa robe prune, coiffée en chien fou: à cette minute, 
elle était demi-morte de fatigue; à cette autre elle revenait soudain à la vie et accueillait 
ses amis sur ces constructions, ou sur ces ruines, on ne savait pas au juste, avec la 
gracieuseté vive et câline qu’elle sait mettre dans le moindre geste et la moindre parole 
de son drôle de baragouin; puis, tout d’un coup, elle nous quittait, laissait ses ouvriers en 
plan et son architecte effaré. Elle avait disparu. Elle était partie pour acheter une étoffe 
dans quelque lointain magasin de nouveautés, ou pour aller se battre contre un féroce 
préfet de police, ou pour aller séduire je ne sais quels fonctionnaires têtus. (23) 
 

Alexandre attributes virtually every artistic and logistical role to Fuller, from architect to 

painter to electrician to manager. He describes her almost manic appearance (“coiffée en 
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chien fou”) and approach to the building’s design, which he equates with the equally 

involved and intense methods she prepares for her dance. It is also interesting to note 

that Alexandre mentions that the only times Fuller would leave the construction site was 

to fetch a textile from a department store or rectify administrative issues.   

The façade of the building explicitly plays with the sartorial motifs of Fuller’s 

outfits. The connections these observers made between Fuller’s sartorial dance and 

architecture attest to the cross-pollination between the two domains. In an article for the 

Revue des arts décoratifs, Frantz Jourdain, a prominent architect who designed the 

department store La Samaritaine and to whom we will return later in this chapter, 

described the theater as the architectural equivalent of Fuller’s clothing and dance :  

Ces murs qui semblent frissonner comme la draperie légère de la divine ballerine à qui 
nous devons d’inoubliables émotions d’art […] ces vitraux aux fulgurances précieuses, 
représentant la danse polychrome de l’admirable artiste, dont l’onduleuse et vivante 
statue, due au ciseau du très particulier statuaire Pierre Roche, couronne et domine le 
petit édifice. (345) 
 

The “murs” take on the appearance of soft textiles that refer to Fuller’s flowing gowns 

while the multi-colored exterior evokes a fluidity and dynamism of Fuller’s “danse 

polychrome.” The theater, in other words, was just as important as the staging and 

costumes used in the performance. Jourdain considered the theater “une délicieuse 

composition,” and indeed, the theater elicited many commentaries in newspapers and 

journals that year.  

Writer and art critic Noël Clément-Janin, also writing in the Revue des arts 

décoratifs, notes the sartorial aesthetics of the architecture of the Théâtre de Loïe Fuller. 
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Unlike Jourdain who vehemently opposed the idea that anyone but Pierre Roche 

designed the building, Clément-Janin attributes the architecture of the theater to both 

Fuller and Roche, but notes that it was Roche who received recognition for it, “[The 

theater] était de lui et de la danseuse elle-même, quoique une seule signature s’y lût, 

celle du constructeur” (385). Clément-Janin goes on to describe the theater as having 

“l’apparence d’une grande robe.” He notes how this sartorial allusion is fitting given the 

centrality of clothing to Fuller's dance, “c’est bien ce qu’il fallait à la divine artiste, dont 

la robe se métamorphose chaque soir en flammes, en fleurs, en insectes de feu.”  

Fuller’s theater exemplifies how the dancer envisioned architecture as a form of 

embodied space, as a type of clothing or dressing. As its architect, she fashioned the 

theater as part of her wardrobe. Arsène Alexandre offers a summary of Fuller’s artistic 

and architectural ownership of the theater:  

Ce théâtre a été conçu par elle et réalisé par des artistes enthousiastes d’elle comme Pierre 
Roche, Théodore Rivière, Barbin, Carabin, etc., mais qui tous ont mis leur talent à 
s’inspirer d’elle et des impressions inédites qu’elle leur avait naguère procurées. 
Extérieurement, son théâtre est une draperie ; intérieurement, un kaléidoscope ; 
expliquez comme vous voudrez cette définition qui paraît incohérente. Il faut que le 
principe de son art soit complet, puisque des plis de sa robe on a pu tirer une 
architecture. (24) 
 

Here Alexandre zeroes in on the reciprocity between clothing and architecture with his 

evocative, architectural description of Fuller’s dress, “puisque des plis de sa robe on a 

pu tirer une architecture.” While Fuller’s involvement is erased in nearly all accounts 

save for Alexandre’s, the construction of the Théâtre de la Loïe Fuller sheds insight into 

a rare phenomenon—a female-driven architectural enterprise. The theater is another 
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example of the broader interrelated links developing during this period between fashion 

and architecture.  

Semper’s sartorial understanding of architecture resonates in other material 

objects that looked to iron for inspiration. The Eiffel Tower, constructed for the 1889 

Exposition Universelle, ostensibly celebrated progress and Republican ideals that France 

had pioneered over the course of the nineteenth century. Alexandre Gustave Eiffel, the 

tower’s chief architect, was especially keen on manifesting this spirit by trying to 

promulgate, through the Tower, “a conscious and programmatic artistic expression of 

the Republican social ideal” (Levin, “The Eiffel Tower” 1058). However misleading this 

projected idyllic image may have been, the Tower became a veritable site of spectacle of 

the Exhibition, attracting nearly two million visitors within the initial opening months of 

the Universal Exposition.15  

                                                        

15 However eager tourists may have been, those in the artistic world were less convinced of the fanfare 
surrounding the Tower. A group of artists and writers voiced their opposition to the Tower in a collective 
letter entitled “Protest against the Tower of Monsieur Eiffel” that was published in the newspaper Le Temps 
in 1887. Signed by Charles Gounod, Guy de Maupassant, Alexandre Dumas junior, François Coppée, 
William Bouguereau, Victorien Sardou, and Charles Garnier, among others, the letter pleaded with the 
organizers of the Exposition to halt construction of the Tower. Other writers criticized the edifice including 
J.-K. Huysmans as well as Guy de Maupassant who allegedly ate at the restaurant at the base of the Eiffel 
Tower everyday so as to be assured of the one place in the city where he would not see the monument 
(Barthes 27). Over the course of the twentieth century, the Tower gradually garnered a more supportive 
following among modernist artists and writers. Poets like Vicente Huidobro and Blaise Cendrars were 
drawn to the Tower as a system of radio communication while the Surrealists cast the Eiffel Tower as an 
erotic symbol of femininity. For more on the avant-garde and modernist reception of the Eiffel Tower, see 
Tom Conley’s article “‘Hive of Words:’ The Transnational Poetics of the Eiffel Tower” and Martine Antle’s 
article “Photo-graphie de la tour Eiffel chez Barthes et Cocteau.” 
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The construction techniques of the Eiffel Tower borrowed from the ironwork 

displayed in department stores like Printemps and Le Bon Marché that were constructed 

in the 1860s and 1870s. The department store during this period pioneered the use of 

iron and steel and heralded the new principles of light and space that would be 

highlighted by Émile Zola in Au Bonheur des dames (1883). Eiffel was no stranger to the 

architecture of sartorial spaces as he had worked on the renovation of Le Bon Marché in 

1869 with Louis Auguste Boileau (Miller 42).  Using iron in innovative ways, the Tower 

showcased a modern aesthetic and contributed to what scholar Alejandra Uslenghi calls 

“a new material culture.”16 

The inauguration of the Eiffel Tower at the 1889 Exposition Universelle was not 

only a cultural and political event, it was also a sartorial one. The 300-meter iron 

structure inspired “Eiffelomania,” a commercial craze which saw dressmakers capitalize 

on the mimetic potential of clothing by creating garments in the likeness of the Tower. 

An example can be found in a fashion plate in the February 2, 1890 issue of the popular 

fashion journal Le Petit écho de la mode. The illustration (Figure 14) focuses on the 

posterior view of a woman dressed in a gown designed in the shape of the Eiffel Tower, 

fully accessorized with a hat in the shape of the Tower’s tip. 

                                                        

16 98. In Latin America at Fin-de-Siècle Universal Exhibitions, Uslenghi provides an illuminating account of 
Latin American participation in the Universal Expositions.  
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Figure 14: Le Petit écho de la mode. February 2, 1890.  

Blurring the line between edifice and fashion, the outfit transforms the body into the 

Tower. “Eiffelomania” influenced fashion visually as well as discursively. Department 

stores and fashion journals touted dozens of fabrics and cuts of clothing named Eiffel 

Tower, including the department store Le Bon marché, which sold fabrics in the color of 

rouge Eiffel while the other major department store, Le Printemps, maintained the only 

right to sell objects from iron fragments left at the construction of the Tower (Levin, 

When the Eiffel Tower 26).  
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 Fashion plates and accompanying descriptions exhibited the sartorial craze for 

Eiffel Tower textiles. La Mode de style featured an ensemble by dressmaker Madame 

Roger designed for attending the Longchamps horse races that drips with references to 

the Eiffel Tower:  

Jupe en bengaline Eiffel, drapée devant, montée à grosses fronces derrière et ouverte de 
côté sur la jupe-fourreau, en soie Eiffel, recouverte de gaze plissée. La jupe est ornée 
d’une ruche chicorée en taffetas Eiffel, accompagnée d’un volant en même étoffe. 
Corsage-veste en bengaline Eiffel, recouverte de gaze plisée. Des biais de bengaline 
dessinent la veste. Garniture de grelots d’argent. Cette veste s’ouvre sur un plastron 
bouillonné en gaze Eiffel, avec ceinture à trois plis en bengaline. Col ruché en gaze Eiffel. 
Manches en taffetas Eiffel, recouvertes de bouillonnés de gaze Eiffel, séparés par des biais 
de bengaline et terminés par un volant. Chapeau à larges bords, en paille fantaisie à 
jours, doublé de gaze Eiffel et orné d’une jolie monture de pavots. (“Description” 114) 
  

With the word “Eiffel” mentioned no less than nine times in the paragraph, the 

description verges on an exercise in Barthian semiotics. From Eiffel Tower inspired 

gauzes, silks, and bengaline, a woven silk and cotton blend, the outfit’s textiles illustrate 

how architecture influenced fashion discursively.   

These material confrontations between iron and textile took on a more abstract 

dimension. Through the lens of Semper’s logic of architectural dressing, we see how the 

Eiffel Tower itself exhibits sartorial techniques. Its iron latticework, for example, was 

frequently compared to lace.17 Writers like the Cuban novelist Aurelia Castillo de 

González picked up on the sartorial resonances of the Tower’s ironwork. While touring 

                                                        

17 Rocamora discusses how the “lace” effect of the Tower was appropriated by fashion advertisements in the 
twentieth century (172). 
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the Tower in 1900, González took note of its “construction of lace in beautiful designs, 

iron and colossal lace” (quoted in Uslenghi 100). For the artist Paul Gauguin, the 

Tower’s iron structure evoked a new aesthetic form. After visiting the 1889 Exposition 

Universelle, Gauguin proclaimed in a column for the newspaper Le Moderniste illustré 

that the Tower demonstrates the “triomphe du fer” and that it signaled a new 

architectural aesthetic: “Aux ingénieurs-architectes appartient un art nouveau de 

décoration, tel que boulons d’ornements, coins de fer dépassant la grande ligne, en 

quelque sorte une dentelle gothique en fer. Nous retrouvons cela un peu dans la tour 

Eiffel” (84). In describing the Tower’s “dentelle gothique en fer,” Gauguin highlights the 

sartorial dimension of the Tower’s decorative ornamentation. In Style, Semper situates 

latticework as a key concept in his formulation of architecture as dressing. Capturing 

once again the slippage between clothing and architecture, Semper discusses lattice 

work as a form of textile “plaiting,” which he argues is the “original motive for spatial 

enclosure” (257).  

In his textile reading of architecture, Semper privileges the seam. Transforming 

disparate parts into a cohesive unit, the seam is an essential element of any assembled 

construction. Semper directly connects the seam to dress: “Originally used in clothing 

and coverings, it has through an ancient association of ideas and even through linguistic 

usage become the universal analogy and symbol for any joining of originally discrete 

surfaces in a tight connection” (153-54). The seam, both theoretically and etymologically, 
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tethers clothing to architecture. Continuing his etymological explorations, Semper points 

out that the seam [Naht] is “linguistically and conceptually very closely related to the 

rivet [Niethe]” (159). Rivets, bolts or pins that fasten plates of metal together are, for 

Semper, an architectural seam. In the Eiffel Tower, we see how iron is stretched, thinned, 

and welded together, becoming textile-like in its plasticity. With its exposed bolts and 

nails that visibly piece it together, the Tower echoes the way seams piece together a 

garment. It is sewn, as much as it is engineered. Taking the idea of the “seam” a step 

further, Semper traces the origins of the nail head first to decorative “rosettes” and then 

to the “actual textile practice of dressing.” According to Semper, the nail head originated 

in dress as lace or buttons, with the latter being the more modern version of the seam.18 

With its “seams” that join together the Tower’s “textile” of iron, the Eiffel Tower 

perfectly illustrates the blurred lines between architecture and fashion.  

3.3 Constructing Fashion  

 Thus far we have examined how iron informed fashion, and conversely, how 

iron structures borrowed from sartorial techniques. I now turn my attention to the other 

architectural material synonymous with the nineteenth century—steel. As the process of 

refining iron became more streamlined in the mid-nineteenth century, buildings and 

infrastructure increasingly resorted to steel. These industrial advances enabled 

                                                        

18 Semper notes that the “use of buttons to fasten the connecting parts of garments was a Doric custom that 
displaced the lavish use of embroidered seams in dressing” (159). 
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technological transfers from steel to fashion objects. Starting in the 1850s with the cage 

crinoline and until the 1890s with the demise of the bustled skirt, steel was a component 

of women’s clothing. We have seen in the previous chapter how the bell-shaped 

crinoline skirt was architectural in nature. Initially referring to stiff underskirts 

thickened with horsehair, the crinoline was composed of steel frames that enabled 

wearers to forgo the heavy layers of petticoats. Engineered and sewn, these frames were 

created by hammering pieces of iron into thin strips of steel, which were then welded 

together. The Bulletin, an annual collection of filed patents, includes a patent from 1857 

for a “système de tissage d’acier pour crinoline” (409). Weaving, or “tissage,” often 

associated with the creation of textiles is now performed with modern architectural 

materials like steel. These silhouette frames, like those in Figures 5 and 7, acted as a type 

of scaffolding for the body. The female body was literally adorned in steel, the same 

material used for the construction of buildings. The silhouette that replaced the crinoline 

in the 1870s and 1880s, the bustle or tournure, was also seen in an architectural light. Art 

critic and director of the École des Beaux-Arts Charles Blanc likely had the bustle in 

mind when he remarked in his 1875 text L’Art dans la parure et dans le vêtement, “Il en est 

des vêtements et des ornements appliqués à la figure humaine comme des créations de 

l’architecte” (126). Echoing Balzac’s earlier comment on the shared aesthetic principles of 

fashion and architecture, Blanc dives deeper into this relationship by providing sketches 

of the bustled skirt that emphasized its inherent geometry: 
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Figure 15: Charles Blanc, L'Art dans le vêtement et dans la parure, 1875, p. 77 

Detailed descriptions of the architecture of these skirts accompany these diagrams:   

Si on les couvre d’une jupe, les deux cylindres disparaissent sous un vêtement qui a la 
figure d’un cône tronqué, et les verticales sont remplacées par des obliques. Or, d’après 
cet axiome de géométrie, que l’oblique est plus longue que la perpendiculaire, la ligne 
qui va de la ceinture au sol est beaucoup plus grande dans une personne en jupon que 
dans une personne en pantalon ou en culotte collante (77).  
 

Blanc’s diagrammatic approach to clothing emphasizes the engineering behind these 

fashion objects. His sketch of the “lignes” and angles of the skirt, for example, could be 

seen as a drawing for the structural frame of a building. 

These sartorial frames also shared a visual affinity with the built environment. In 

the case of the crinoline, its dome shape found architectural expression in the immense 

arched roofs of buildings like the Crystal Palace. Constructed for the Great Exhibition of 

1851 in London by Joseph Paxton, the building boasted a dome-shaped steel and glass 

frame that resembled the hoop of the crinoline. The term “crinoline architecture” 

referred to the exaggerated architectural and sartorial forms of the Second Empire and 

was used to highlight the negative implications of Haussmannized Paris (Brevik-Zender, 
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Fashioning 10). The resonances between the crinoline and modern building materials 

illuminate the inextricable bond fashion shares with architecture. 

In À travers les arts (1869), a collection of essays on art and architecture Charles 

Garnier had previously published, the French architect describes his ideal vision of 

Parisian architecture that might one day inhabit the city:  

les fonds des corniches reluiront de couleurs éternelles, les trumeaux seront enrichis de 
panneaux scintillants, et les frises dorées courront le long des édifices; les monuments 
seront revêtus de marbres et d’émaux et les mosaïques feront aimer à tous le mouvement 
et la couleur. Ce ne sera plus le luxe faux et mesquin, ce sera l’opulence, ce sera la 
sincérité (183). 
 

From colored cornices to gilded friezes to columns adorned with vibrant panels, 

Garnier’s built environment centers on color as architectural dressing. He gestures to the 

parallels between clothing and architecture when he describes the monuments “revêtus” 

in marble and friezes adorned in gold. Garnier renders this relationship more apparent 

in the second part of his vision. Once this color-adorned architecture materializes, 

Garnier argues, the clothing of the city’s inhabitants will follow suit: “Les yeux 

familiarisés avec toutes ces merveilles de nuances et d’éclat, auront exigé que nos 

costumes se modifient et se colorent à leur tour, et la ville entière aura comme un reflet 

harmonieux de soie et d’or” (A travers 183). Urban harmony encompasses not only 

architectural elements, but also the clothing of the bodies inhabiting it.19  

                                                        

19 Writing around the time of the new Opera’s construction, Garnier may have tried to implement his 
utopian vision in his new opera house. As we saw in Garnier’s quote from earlier in this chapter, the 
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Gottfried Semper made a similar observation about the reciprocal relationship 

between architecture and fashion. In a subsection in Style, Semper cites a passage from 

the Greek philosopher Democritus in which he describes in vivid detail the rich panoply 

of colors worn by the inhabitants of Ephesus, including the “violet-blue, purple, and 

saffron-yellow patterned undergarments” of the Ionians who also wear sarapeis or robes 

that are “apple-green, purple, and white” (Style 270). These vibrant hues of the 

inhabitants’ clothing evidence the ancient Greeks’ appreciation of color, which Semper 

links to both architecture and clothing. Semper poses the question, “Is a white marble 

temple conceivable in a city like Ephesus with a population in which this taste in dress is 

manifested?” (Style 241). Like Garnier, Semper envisions a symbiotic relationship 

between dress and the built environment. That the two architects pay particular 

attention to color stems, in part, from the tempestuous debate that had embroiled 

historians and architects at the end of the eighteenth century over polychromy, the 

application of color to architectural surfaces. New archeological discoveries in the 1790s 

in Greece and Italy prompted architects and historians to question the Classical view, 

advanced by art historians like Johann Winckelmann, that monuments from Antiquity 

where white. Two central figures in this debate were Jacob Ignaz Hittorff, whose 

discoveries of traces of color in the temples of Agrigento and Selinunte inspired several 

                                                        

intricate ornamentation and rich colors of the interior of the Opera were designed, in part, to emphasize the 
dresses and suits of theatergoers.   
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publications on polychromy and Antoine-Chrysostome Quatremère de Quincy, whose 

seminal text Le Jupiter olympien (1815) argued that polychromy in Greek architecture 

applied to all arts.20 These two texts, along with Semper’s trips to Southern Europe 

where he studied Antique monuments, prompted the German architect to stoke the fires 

of this debate.21 Semper’s passage on the clothing of the Ephesians is as much an 

articulation of his theory of dressing as it as a reaction to new polychromatic 

understandings of architecture. In 1834, he published his essay “Preliminary Remarks on 

Polychrome Architecture and Sculpture in Antiquity,” where he argued that 

monuments from Antiquity had been painted in rich, vibrant colors. This interpretation 

of Antique architecture had implications for Semper’s theory of dressing (bekleidung). 

Semper understood dressing as a broad concept, noting that “it is at work in the total 

incrustation in which all parts of the tectonic structure are dressed,” even if “this 

incrustation may consist of only a rich coat of paint” (Style 263). He saw buildings not as 

naked “but dressed with a color coating” (247). Color, in other words, was another form 

of adornment. In connecting this polychromatic vision of Antique architecture with his 

                                                        

20 Quatremère paid specific attention to dress, noting how Greek idols or “statues-mannequins” were not 
only painted but also dressed (Mallgrave 6-7).  
21 For more on this debate see David Van Zanten’s The Architectural Polychromy of the 1830s and Harry 
Francis Mallgrave’s Modern Architectural Thoery: A Historical Survey, 1673-1968. For a succinct analysis on the 
polychromy debate and its implications for mechanical reproduction of paper in the nineteenth century, see 
Mari Hvattum’s short chapter “Colour” in The Printed and the Built.  
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theory of dressing, Semper shed new light on “the historical development of architecture 

and the modern notion of space” (Hvattum 169).  

With mounting evidence supporting color in Antique architecture, a 

polychromatic understanding of architecture gradually gained acceptance. While 

Viollet-le-Duc never elaborated on his stance on color in architecture, traces of a sartorial 

understanding of color can be found in his letters and sketches. After visiting Rome in 

1837, he recounted to his father the shock of seeing color in some of the monuments, “Il 

manque à notre architecture moderne cette brillante et séduisante enveloppe de peinture 

qui, en Italie, donne aux monuments les plus médiocres un caractère original” (Lettres 

d’Italie 258). His choice of the term “enveloppe” to describe architectural color merits 

further examination. The notion of an envelope, a material that covers an object, mirrors 

the function of clothing. In describing the building’s color as an “enveloppe,” Viollet-le-

Duc hints at an understanding of polychromy as a form of dressing. Decades later, he 

would demonstrate an awareness of the role of color in architecture as a form of 

dressing in an illustration from 1872 that was meant to accompany the first volume of 

Entretiens sur l’architecture. In his sketch design for the building “Maisons à pans de fer et 

revêtement de faïence,” Viollet-le-Duc illustrates a Parisian apartment façade brimming 

with sartorial references. At street level, a fashionably-dressed woman in a navy and 

violet bustled outfit peers into the windows of a clothing store situated directly beneath 

Viollet-le-Duc’s apartment. The positioning of this fictional apartment attests to the 
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implicit links between architecture and clothing. While the name of the store is cut off 

with the words “Grand Dépôt des” only remaining visible, we can assume the truncated 

words to be “étoffes” given the piles of multi-colored fabrics stacked in the store’s 

window display. While Viollet-le-Duc professed a dislike of decoration that was not 

structurally necessary for a building, this particular façade integrates its decorative 

flourishes into the building’s structure. Adorned in multi-colored ceramic tiles in shades 

of white, green, and red, the façade also featured patterned tiles with intricate details 

that resemble embroidery. Although Viollet-le-Duc’s apartment sketch never came to 

fruition, it provides hints of a sartorial architecture that would find physical expression 

twenty years later in the Art nouveau movement. 

Drawing its inspiration from natural and organic forms, Art nouveau sought a 

hybrid-like exploration of artistic forms. Viollet-le-Duc’s writings had a significant 

impact on the movement, especially in the architectural realm. His Dictionnaire raisonné 

du mobilier français, cited earlier in this chapter, combined architecture, jewelry, clothing, 

and decorative arts in ways that presaged Art nouveau’s experimentation with different 

media. Architects affiliated with the movement like Victor Horta were also influenced 

by Viollet-le-Duc’s argument in Entretiens that modern architecture needed to embrace 

new materials like iron and steel (Watkin 537). Although Art nouveau in its architectural 

form is perhaps most readily associated with Hector Guimard, creator of the famous 

Paris metro signs and of the residential building Castel Béranger in Pairs, another 
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architect who embraced the movement’s aesthetic was Frantz Jourdain. The architect 

behind one of the most emblematic buildings of Art nouveau in Paris, the department 

store La Samaritaine, Jourdain was a Belgian architect who was also active in literary 

circles. A member of the Société des gens de lettres and writer of several novels, 

including one entitled L’Atelier Chantorel (1893) that centered on the life of an architect, 

Jourdain’s literary recognition is mostly due to his association with Émile Zola, with 

whom he enjoyed a close friendship. Jourdain is credited with being the true “architect” 

of the fictional department store Au Bonheur des dames. Zola’s novel was informed by his 

studious examination of the first modern department store Le Bon Marché but it was 

also heavily influenced by Zola’s correspondence with Jourdain (Nakai 549; Van Zanten 

192). In addition to writing fiction, Jourdain authored a considerable number of articles 

on art and architecture. In an essay he published in 1891 in Revue des arts décoratifs 

entitled “L’Art et la rue,” Jourdain lamented that architectural façades in Paris were no 

longer an artistic endeavor. In describing the city’s façades, Jourdain resorts to a sartorial 

comparison, “À Paris, entre autres, la confection de nos façades tend à devenir purement 

industrielle” (3). Jourdain emphasizes the word “confection,” a term that emerged in the 

mid-nineteenth-century to refer to the industrialized mechanical reproduction of goods, 

also referred to a specific mode of serialized clothing production. Ostensibly directly 

opposed to haute couture, “confection” would have had sartorial connotations for 
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Jourdain’s readers.22 In Jourdain’s critical take on the fin de siècle architectural façade, we 

see an implicit invocation of a Semperian logic of dressing. Rather than mass-produced 

façades, Jourdain proposes that their design should resemble that of weaving a piece of 

fabric, “Cela doit se composer au mètre, ainsi que le dessin d’une indienne ou le tissage 

d’une pièce de toile” (“L’Art” 3). The term “tissage” or weaving used to describe the 

adornment of a built façade echoes Semper’s view that weaving was intimately tied to 

the origins of architecture.  

Jourdain’s answer to the “confection” of façades was his own design of, 

somewhat ironically, a department store. In 1904, Jourdain redesigned the façade of La 

Samaritaine, a department store sandwiched between the Seine and the rue de Rivoli.23 

Jourdain had already worked on this particular department store in 1883 when the 

store’s founder Ernest Cognacq hired the Belgian architect to consolidate the building 

(Ayers 28). In 1904, however, Cognacq gave Jourdain free rein in his design of a large 

portion of the store. Jourdain’s La Samaritaine included decorative elements that point 

to a sartorial understanding of architecture. Jourdain collaborated with other artists to 

                                                        

22 Using Flaubert’s play Le Château des cœurs, I question this long-accepted division between haute couture 
and confection in the following chapter.  
23 While my focus lies with the aesthetic developments and crossovers between fashion and architecture, it is 
important to note that architecture during Second Empire France was almost entirely a product of state-run 
architectural services. The French government sought to demonstrate the “character and power of the 
regime” through buildings, especially in Paris (Van Zanten 46). After 1870, however, the state loosened its 
grip on architectural projects allowing more room for the private sphere. Art nouveau, David Van Zanten 
argues, was the “first style” to develop from within the private practice (3). For more on the role of state 
institutions in the architecture of Second Empire France, see David Van Zanten’s Building Paris.  
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create the hybridized building including painter Eugène Grasset who designed the 

panels and store sign, ceramic artist Alexandre Bigot, and copperwork artisan Édouard 

Schenk (Claussen 248). Painted in a vibrant blue with images of floral motifs in yellows 

and reds drawn onto the building’s surface, La Samaritaine’s decorative flourishes were 

integral to the store’s structure. Its ornately-decorated ceramic tiles were also part of the 

building’s structural system.  

The idea that color in architecture functions as a form of dressing trickled into 

cultural commentaries on the built environment. If we return to the Eiffel Tower, for 

example, we see that the structure’s color was frequently described through sartorial 

imagery. In 1898, the Eiffel Tower underwent a cosmetic makeover in order to prepare 

the monument for the upcoming Exposition Universelle of 1900. Spending its first 

decade in “rouge Eiffel,” a dark, burnt red color, the Tower was to be repainted in new 

colors as a way to launch the Tower into the twentieth century.24 Eugène Milon, head of 

the Tower’s construction in 1899, announced a change to the tower’s appearance using 

an extended metaphor of dress:  

Sa robe sera comme la plus belle des robes de Cendrillon, couleur de soleil. La teinte à 
laquelle nous avons fini par nous arrêter est, en effet le jaune, un jaune dégradé de la base 
au sommet de la tour en cinq nuances, partant des quatre piliers en jaune orange vif et 
s’éclairant graduellement, selon une gamme très douce, jusqu’aux splendeurs de l’or qui 
rutileront à la pointe. (Glanenville) 

                                                        

24 The painting of the Tower is vital to keeping the monument as rust-free as possible. After 1899, the Tower 
was painted every seven years and has undergone several color changes: red in 1889, yellow-white in 1900, 
followed by brown and then today’s bronze color. Even today, the entire Tower is painted by hand by a 
crew of 25 painters. As of 2018, a new color change is currently being decided. www.toureiffel.paris.   
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The many nuances of this yellow “robe” would be emphasized through the Tower’s 

accessories. As Milon notes, “Mais là ne se bornera pas la toilette de notre tour: nous 

allons aussi la parer de gemmes. Huit milles globes électriques dessineront toutes ses 

arrêtes, toutes ses lignes et peut-être la nuit, sera-t-elle plus belle encore que le jour” 

(Glanenville). Comparing the electric lights to jewels, Milon equates architectural 

ornaments to fashion accessories. At the time of the announcement of the new yellow 

hue, the newspaper Le Matin commented on this “toilette neuve” which would entail 

“cinquante mille kilogrammes de peinture pour habiller des pieds à la tête la colossale 

masse de fer” (“Petites nouvelles” 2). Other commentators seized on the sartorial 

aesthetics of the Eiffel Tower’s color. Guidebooks for the Universal Exposition of 1900, 

like the popular Grand Lemercier, described this new “toilette” of the Tower: “On a 

revêtu la Tour, pour 1900, d’une nouvelle couche de couleur d’un jaune nuancé qui va 

de l’orangé à la base au jaune d’or au sommet. Cette nouvelle toilette de la Tour a coûté 

100,000 francs. 7,000 lampes électriques avec réflecteurs cannelés dessinent le soir ses 

lignes principales” (198). The verb “revêtir” suggests that the paint is a type of textile 

that drapes the Tower. Its lamps that will light up the sky will also delineate the 

silhouette of the Tower’s body, “ses lignes principales.” The Eiffel Tower was repeatedly 

cast as a fashioned body that was in a constant state of (re)dressing. Even the cover of 

the May 13, 1899 issue of Le Monde illustré compared the Tower to a textile-like structure. 

An illustration drawn by Louis Bombled features four men in work uniforms with 
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buckets and paintbrushes perched atop various metal railings of the Eiffel Tower. The 

cover’s caption, “La Toilette de la tour Eiffel,” equates the painting of the tower with a 

dressmaker’s creation of a garment. With buckets hooked on to the building like pins 

attached to a fabric, the image and caption insinuate that the workmen are 

“dressmakers” to the Tower. These news accounts do not simply equate the tower with 

the female body; rather, the selection of verbs used in these news reports, from 

“habiller” to “revêtu” to “toilette” are all part of a vocabulary that gestures towards the 

fashioned body. The imbrication of modern fashion and urban life created a 

hyperawareness of the role of clothing, which infiltrated descriptions of the built 

environment.  

3.4 Fashion and Architecture as Forms of Habitat 

The cross-pollination between fashion and architecture germinated in the literary 

world as well. Writers picked up on fashion’s spatial appropriation of the city in 

surprising ways, like Flaubert’s take on fashion production in Le Château des cœurs (see 

Chapter 4) or Émile Zola’s more poetic take on the encroachment of fashion onto the 

built environment. In La Curée (1871), Zola offers a vision of Paris that is fundamentally 

sartorial. When the central female protagonist Renée Saccard flees to her childhood 

home in vieux Paris, she gazes at the view of the Seine from her window to find a 

“dressed” city laid out before her: 

Par les beaux jours, par les matinées de ciel bleu, elles se trouvaient ravies des belles 
robes de la Seine; c’étaient des robes changeantes qui passaient du bleu au vert, avec 
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mille teintes d’une délicatesse infinie; on aurait dit de la soie mouchetée de flammes 
blanches, avec des ruches de satin; et les bateaux qui s’abritaient aux deux rives la 
bordaient d’un ruban de velours noir. Au loin, surtout, l’étoffe devenait admirable et 
précieuse, comme la gaze enchantée d’une tunique de fée; après la bande de satin gros 
vert, dont l’ombre des ponts serrait la Seine, il y avait des plastrons d’or, des pans d’une 
étoffe plissée couleur de soleil. (381)  
 

In this evocative personification of the Seine, Zola transforms the river into a Parisienne. 

The almost cinematic quality of the constantly changing palette of colors of her dress, 

reminiscent of Impressionist paintings, suggests the mercurial nature of fashion and by 

extension, the city. The comparison of the dress to a fairy’s gauzy tunic suggests that it is 

about to disappear or evaporate at any moment, like the passing trends of fashion or the 

shifting identities of Second Empire Paris. It is fitting that the description of a central 

element of the city space, the Seine, is described in sartorial terms given that throughout 

the novel, transformations of the cityscape correspond symbolically to outfits worn by 

Renée. But if we take a closer look at this passage, we see that Zola does more than 

metaphorize urban space through fashion. By dressing the river in this blue-green dress, 

Zola gives structure to this fluid element of the city. He weaves the Seine’s features into 

the very construction of the garment, from the shadows of the bridges on the water that 

form a dark green satin band to the barges along the river that make up the black velvet 

trimmings of the dress. As the dress illuminates (“flammes blanches”) and folds back 

onto itself in its layers of fabric (“mouchetée, plissée), it acquires a three-dimensionality. 

Tactile details like the “ruches de satin” and “soie mouchetée” lend texture and 

substance to the river. Seizing upon the potential that fashion affords with its points of 
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openings and possibilities that are “plissée” in the layers of fabric, Zola gestures toward 

fashion as a form of construction. Dress, in other words, becomes the architecture of the 

river. In this passage, Zola not only complicates the boundaries between clothing and 

urban space, he also blurs the line between architect, dressmaker, and novelist. 

In a society “founded upon cloth,” in the words of Thomas Carlyle, it is perhaps 

not surprising that sartorial questions infiltrated all forms of the visual arts in the 

nineteenth century, including architecture (40). Reflecting on the state of architecture in 

1890, Guy de Maupassant proclaimed it “le plus incompris et le plus oublié des arts 

aujourd’hui,” but one that “a eu ce privilège à travers les siècles de symboliser pour 

ainsi dire chaque époque, de résumer, par un très petit nombre de monuments typiques, 

la manière de penser, de sentir et de rêver” (2). Maupassant’s observations could easily 

apply to fashion. An often misunderstood phenomenon, fashion also possesses the 

potential to encapsulate a “way of thinking.” Both fashion and architecture internalize 

and expose societal, political, and aesthetic currents from which they are created. The 

emerging fashion industry in the mid-nineteenth-century not only transformed the 

production, consumption, and embodiment of clothing, but it also prompted architects, 

historians and writers to turn to clothing as a way to understand space and habitat. 

Viollet-le-Duc’s sartorial observations, Semper’s textile understanding of architecture, 

and the sartorial objects highlighted in this chapter show how space is not only 

occupied, but worn. 
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4. “C’est le pays de la toilette:” Sartorial 
Transformations in Flaubert’s Le Château des cœurs 

One would be hard-pressed to find a space more evocative of nineteenth-century 

modernity than the arcades. Walter Benjamin, whose unfinished work Passagenwerk 

brought critical attention to these architectural spaces, recognized these glass-roofed 

streets lined with shops as the nexus of the dream-like world of capitalism.1 As he 

initially set out to work on the Passagenwerk, Benjamin and his co-writer Franz Hessel 

originally titled this fundamental text “Les Passages parisiens: une féerie dialectique” 

(Robin 38). It is worth lingering briefly on the choice of the word féerie. A nineteenth-

century theatrical genre featuring extravagant changements à vue involving supernatural 

creatures, the féerie was a spectacle predicated on the notion of transformation. For 

utopian philosopher Charles Fourier, who visited the arcades at the Palais Royal in 1790, 

these spaces were also imbued with fairy-like qualities: “La première fois qu’on le voit, 

on croit entrer dans un palais de fée. C’est là qu’on trouve tout ce qu’on peut désirer, 

spectacles, bâtiments magnifiques, promenades, modes, enfin tout ce qu’on peut 

désirer” (Pellarin 250). Both Fourrier’s and Benjamin’s invocation of the féerie inscribes 

                                                        

1 Since the publication of Susan Buck-Morss’ The Dialectics of Seeing in 1989, which brought Benjamin’s work 
on the arcades to the attention of a larger public, these architectural spaces have been painstakingly combed 
over by scholars. A sampling of some of the scholarly work on the arcades includes: Johann Friedrich Geist’s 
Arcades: The History of a Building Type (1985); Graeme Gilloch, “Dialectical Images: Paris and the 
Phantasmagoria of Modernity” in Myth and Metropolis (1996); Beatrice Hanssen’s edited volume Walter 
Benjamin and the Arcades Project (2006).  
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the arcades not only in the dreamscape of capitalist desire, but also in an oneiric world 

of transformation. 

The arcades, or the “mother of Surrealism” according to Benjamin, offered an 

embodied experience of fashion (883). The series of shops located in the arcades, from 

clothing stores to accessory shops, served to clothe the body circulating through the 

arcades, thus offering the possibility of materially transforming the body. We might 

recall the incorrigible Lucien de Rubempré in Honoré de Balzac’s Illusions perdues (1843) 

and his desperate attempt to fit in sartorially with the elegant crowds of Paris by visiting 

the covered shops at the Palais Royal where, finding “sa future élégance était éparse 

dans dix boutiques,” he is promptly dressed “de pied en cap” (272). But fashion also 

mediated the spatial experience of the arcades. Designed to distract, the arcades were, 

according to Priscilla Parkhurst-Ferguson, “transforming the practices of the city street” 

(84). The shop window displays aimed at seducing potential customers contributed to a 

new mode of relating to the urban environment. As one’s attention darted from shop 

window to shop window, walking through the arcades was both a visual and corporeal 

experience. Benjamin’s description of the arcades seizes on this imbrication of fashion 

and urban topography: “Lining both sides of these corridors, which get their light from 

above, are the most elegant shops, so that the arcade is a city” (31). By equating these 

passageways with a city, Benjamin underscores the importance places of consumption 
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play in his construction of Paris. Fashion was imprinted into the very architecture of the 

city.  

Supplanted by the rise of more modern spaces of consumption like the 

department store, the arcades lost their popularity by the 1850s. But these covered 

passageways presaged, nevertheless, the porous relationship between urban topography 

and fashion that would become even more permeable during the last half of the 

nineteenth-century. One could not experience the city without partaking, either directly 

or indirectly, in fashion. This reality of modern life is borne out in literary productions of 

the period, in particular in the works of Gustave Flaubert. In Madame Bovary (1856), for 

example, the oneiric experience of the Parisian arcades takes place in Emma’s 

imagination. Pining for Paris in her Norman town of Yonville, Emma purchases a map 

of the capital city, which she tries to commit to memory whilst indulging in an 

imaginary shopping trip:  

Elle s’acheta un plan de Paris, et, du bout de son doigt, sur la carte, elle faisait des courses 
dans la capitale. Elle remontait les boulevards, s’arrêtant à chaque angle, entre les lignes 
des rues, devant les carrés blancs qui figurent les maisons. Les yeux fatigués à la fin, elle 
fermait ses paupières, et elle voyait dans les ténèbres se tordre au vent des becs de gaz, 
avec des marchepieds de calèches, qui se déployaient à grand fracas devant le péristyle 
des théâtres. Elle s’abonna à la Corbeille, journal des femmes, et au Sylphe des salons. Elle 
dévorait, sans en rien passer, tous les comptes rendus de premières représentations, de 
courses et de soirées, s’intéressait au début d’une chanteuse, à l’ouverture d’un magasin. 
Elle savait les modes nouvelles, l’adresse des bons tailleurs, les jours de Bois ou d’Opéra. 
(199-200) 
 

Relying on her studious examination of Parisian fashion journals and her map, Emma 

pieces together a fictional encounter with the city. The modern trappings of bustling 
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Paris with its “becs de gaz,” “calèches,” and “théâtres” captivate Emma. But she is 

equally enthralled by the city as a fashion capital. Following the geometry of the map 

with its “angles,” “lignes,” and “carrés blancs,” words that also evoke the construction 

of a garment, Emma stitches together a cartographic experience of the city that is 

decidedly sartorial in nature. As she traces the topographical seams of the city, Emma 

memorizes the locations of spaces of sartorial consumption (“un magasin,” “des bons 

tailleurs”) and display (the Bois de Boulogne, the Opéra). Fashion, both as a 

commodified practice and as a locational phenomenon, shapes her knowledge of the 

city. Like a dressmaker, she constructs the city in ways reminiscent of how she tries to 

tailor her own life according to the novels she reads.  

Emma’s Parisian daydream hinges on an inherently spatial understanding of 

fashion, one that reflects the reality of the changing vestimentary landscape of 

nineteenth-century Paris. We find similar attention given to the intersection of fashion 

and urban space in Flaubert’s L’Éducation sentimentale (1869) where literature’s most 

famous failed flâneur, Frédéric Moreau, roams Paris in ways that are reminiscent of the 

spatial experience of the arcades. Preoccupied with his obsessive thoughts of Marie 

Arnoux, Frédéric saunters around a succession of shops that distract him:  

Il regardait, le long des boutiques, les cachemires, les dentelles et les pendeloques de 
pierreries, en les imaginant drapés autour de ses reins, cousues à son corsage, faisant des 
feux dans sa chevelure noire. A l’éventaire des marchandes, les fleurs s’épanouissaient 
pour qu’elle les choisît en passant; dans la montre des cordonniers, les petites pantoufles 
de satin à bordure de cygne semblaient attendre son pied. (100) 
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Each boutique Frédéric encounters serves to clothe Marie.2 He imagines the shawls in 

the store windows being draped over her, bejeweled hair pendants in her hair, and satin 

slippers for her feet. He not only identifies the lace that will adorn her outfit but specifies 

that it is sewn into her corsage. Frédéric becomes an ambulant couturier of sorts, styling 

Marie Arnoux whilst at the same time walking through the city.3 Parkhurst-Ferguson 

observes how the experience of walking through the arcades infiltrates the novel as a 

whole, “L’Éducation sentimentale portrays a reified world, where Benjamin’s arcades have 

been elaborated into a metonymy for the city and the society beyond, where the market 

solicits through the illusions it sustains” (109). In a fitting conclusion to Frédéric’s oneiric 

experience through the city, he ends the day attending a féerie: “Il s’arrêta devant le 

theatre de la Porte-Saint-Martin à regarder l’affiche; et, par désœuvrement, prit un 

billet” (L’Éducation 120). With the city playing host to Frédéric’s sartorial transformation 

of Madame Arnoux, Frédéric ends up in a space devoted to transforming places and 

bodies—the Second Empire féerie.  

The féerie is an appropriate conclusion to Frédéric’s urban peregrinations, but it is 

also revelatory of Flaubert’s fascination with the genre. Before writing L’Éducation and 

                                                        

2 The fragmented manner in which Frédéric recalls Marie Arnoux’ dressed body echoes the famous auction 
scene towards the end of the novel where Marie’s body is dematerialized as her wardrobe is picked apart. 
3 Throughout the novel, Frédéric transforms parts of the city to clothe Madame Arnoux. While in the 
Louvre, he envisions her clothed as the female subjects in the museum’s paintings, including in a “corps de 
baleines à gros bouillons,” or descending a staircase in a “robe de brocart” or in a harem in a “pantalon de 
soie jaune” (L’Éducation 100). 
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after having concluded his work on Madame Bovary, Flaubert tried to create a féerie of his 

own.4 Le Château des cœurs, the only one he ever completed, was written in 1863 as a 

collaborative effort between Flaubert and fellow writers Louis Bouilhet and Charles 

d’Osmoy. Set in Second Empire Paris as well as several magical and exotic lands, this 

ten-act féerie offers a biting critique of the bourgeoisie that includes elaborate, almost 

cinematic landscape transformations, especially in the play’s fifth act entirely set in the 

“île de la toilette.” Initially a sartorial wonderland, the “île” transforms into a 

dressmaker’s court and then into a Parisian department store. Through these 

changements à vue, or landscape changes, Flaubert folds into the text different modern 

sartorial spaces. While a handful of scholars have examined the play, Le Château’s 

treatment of fashion has yet to receive any critical attention.5 Drafted at a time when 

sophisticated methods of clothing production, consumption, and diffusion were 

emerging, Le Château directly addresses three sartorial innovations—haute couture, 

confection, and the mannequin. The first two occupied seemingly opposing positions, 

with haute couture engaged in high-end, small-scale custom garment production and 

                                                        

4 In the early 1860s, Flaubert had sketched out several plans for a féerie. Although some of these were only 
fragments of ideas, Flaubert had drafted the preliminary plot for a féerie entitled Le Rêve et la vie. See 
Katherine Singer Kovacs’ article “Gustave Flaubert and Le Rêve et la vie.”  
5 To date, only a handful of publications have examined the play in detail. Within this group, the work of 
two scholars in particular stand out in their sustained examination of the play and its manuscripts: Marshall 
Olds in his text Au Pays des perroquets (2001). Caminiti Pennarola’s article “Le genre de la féerie dans le 
théâtre de Flaubert” in Flaubert et la théorie littéraire (2005) traces a history of the play and argues that it 
should not be seen as a peripheral work in Flaubert’s œuvre. Jean-Paul Sartre in L’Idiot de la famille and 
Michel Butor in Improvisations sur Flaubert both make references to the play, but only in passing. See also 
Kayoko Kashiwagi’s article “Flaubert et le japonisme: une étude sur Le Château des cœurs.” 
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confection involved in mass production and consumption. I argue that the play casts 

these two fashion sites as interchangeable, fluid spaces, implying a lack of hierarchy 

between haute couture and confection. Similarly, the inclusion of robotic fashion models 

in the play blurs the line between machine and body. Le Château’s treatment of sartorial 

space is not only revelatory of mid-nineteenth-century fashion production, but it is also 

inextricably tied to Flaubert’s aesthetics. Following Jacques Rancière’s argument that 

Flaubert’s writing dissolves the boundaries between art and everyday life, I demonstrate 

that the “île de la toilette” reflects Flaubert’s own aesthetics. The porous boundaries of 

fashion production and consumption shed light onto Flaubert’s writing where 

distinctions between “sujets nobles” and “sujets vils” are no longer upheld (Rancière 

239).  

4.1 Fashioning the modern féerie 

The conceit of Le Château des cœurs is simple: an evil gnome and his minions have 

stolen the hearts of humans and hidden them in a “Castle of Hearts.” These hearts can 

only be returned to their owners if the Queen of the Fairies finds a couple who embody 

pure love, in this case Paul and Jeanne who both hail from the countryside. The play pits 

these naïve but pure paysans against the corrupting powers of Paris with its temptations 

of money, power, and luxury. The King of Gnomes, who takes on different disguises in 

the play, tries to keep Paul and Jeanne apart by turning them into members of the 

Parisian bourgeoisie. When Paul leaves the outskirts of Paris to pursue a career in 
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banking in the capital city, the King introduces him to the corrupt financier Kloehker, 

who bears a striking resemblance to Dambreuse in L’Éducation.6 When Jeanne travels to 

Paris to find Paul, the King tries to turn her into a “Parisienne” in the “île de la Toilette.” 

Failing to attract Paul as a fashionable Parisienne, Jeanne decides to dress as a “simple 

bourgeois,” a decision that succeeds in momentarily attracting Paul’s attention before he 

is apprehended for throwing away his own bourgeois clothing. In the final acts, Jeanne 

embodies an exotic empress of the “États de Pipempohé” and eventually secures Paul’s 

release. The play concludes with Jeanne and Paul reuniting and liberating the trapped 

hearts from the castle back to the bourgeoisie.  

Flaubert cultivated a life-long fascination with theater, in particular with the 

genre of the féerie. Emerging after the French Revolution, the féerie explored a Manichean 

view of human nature using elements of magic and the fantastic.7 With productions in 

the nineteenth century using more elaborate optical illusions, changement à vue, and 

lavish costumes on stage, the féerie became wildly popular and part of what Vanessa 

Schwartz calls the “spectacularization” of nineteenth-century visual culture (44). By the 

1870s, the genre was no longer popular but it did see a resurgence in popularity at the 

                                                        

6 Marshall Olds points out this resemblance between Kloehker and Dambreuse in L’Éducation sentimentale 
and even proposes that the similarities between Paul’s experience in Paris and Frédéric Moreau’s make Le 
Château des cœurs an “avant-texte” to L’Éducation sentimentale (32).  
7 For a detailed history on the nineteenth-century féerie see Katherine Singer Kovács’ article “A History of 
the Féerie in France” and, more recently, Pennarola’s article “Le genre de la féerie dans le théâtre de 
Flaubert.” 
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end of the century when directors of early cinema, most notably Georges Méliès, 

adapted the genre to the screen (Kovacs 1). During the height of their popularity in the 

Second Empire, féeries were primarily seen as commercial endeavors with captivating 

visuals but little literary merit. It was around this same time, in 1858, when Théophile 

Gauthier famously pronounced, “le temps des spectacles purement oculaires est arrivé” 

(Gautier 175). Flaubert, however, held a different understanding of the possibilities the 

féerie offered. In the midst of drafting Le Château in 1863, he expressed his fascination 

with the genre in a letter to fellow writer Marie-Louise de Chantepie: “Je veux seulement 

attirer  l’attention publique sur une forme dramatique splendide et large, et qui ne sert 

jusqu’à présent que de cadre à des choses fort médiocres.”8 His interest, or rather, his 

obsession with the genre is important for understanding his tortured twenty-year 

relationship with Le Château des cœurs.  

Starting in the late 1850s and early 1860s, Flaubert embarked on an exhaustive 

research project into the féerie. He asked friend Jules Duplan to send him dozens of 

“féeries modernes” and he voraciously read the works of some of the most popular féerie 

writers of the period, including “tout le répertoire Dennery, Clairville, Anicet 

Bourgeois” (Corr 3: 230). His research also included reading a féerie by Hippolyte 

                                                        

8 (Corr 3:352). Flaubert was not the only novelist to harbor a fondness for the féerie. In his 1881 article “La 
Féerie et l’opérette,” Émile Zola discusses the féerie’s banal and formulaic narratives while at the same time 
describing his appreciation of the genre’s escapist possibilities: “J’avoue donc ma tendresse pour la féerie. 
C’est, je le répète, le seul cadre où j’admets, au théâtre, le dédain du vrai. On est là en pleine convention, en 
pleine fantaisie, et le charme est d’y mentir, d’y èchapper à toutes les réalités de ce bas monde” (356).  
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Coignard, La Reine Crinoline ou le royaume des femmes, to see if there were any similarities 

between Coignard’s féerie and Le Château’s “île de la toilette” (he concluded there were 

none). According to Katherine Singer Kovacs, around this time Flaubert had developed 

the idea for another féerie called Le Rêve et la vie. Ultimately abandoned and unfinished, 

Le Rêve et la vie influenced some of the scenes in Le Château, namely that of the 

“Royaume Pot-au-feu” tableau (Kovacs, “Gustave Flaubert” 47).  After having read 

several of these popular fairy plays, Flaubert found them to be quite dreadful. 

Expressing his discontent to Jules Duplan in 1862, Flaubert exclaimed, “J’ai lu, grâce à 

toi[Duplan], quatorze féeries; jamais plus lourd pensum ne m’a pesé! Nom d’un nom! 

Est-ce bête!” (Corr 3: 224).  

Although fully ensconced in research on the féerie in the early 1860s, Flaubert was 

also in the middle of finishing Salammbô as well as drafting preliminary outlines for both 

L’Éducation sentimentale and Bouvard et Pécuchet. His divided attention between these 

projects elicited the following gentle admonishment from Bouilhet, “Pense à la féerie. 

Laisse un moment les romans” (Bouilhet 445). As this comment would suggest, Bouilhet 

was the initial overseer of Le Château des cœurs. While the exact division of labor between 

Flaubert, Bouilhet, and d’Osmoy is unclear, scholars have been able to piece together the 

critical junctures in the drafting of Le Château through epistolary exchanges between 
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Bouilhet and Flaubert and to a lesser extent, with d’Osmoy.9 We know that Bouilhet 

drafted the first version of the play and Flaubert heavily edited the entire play and even 

rewrote certain acts. In his short analysis of Le Château des cœurs, Michel Butor surmises 

that all parts of the play must be read with Flaubert in mind since “il est certain qu’il 

[Flaubert] a tout révisé, réécrit, assume.”10 It is interesting to note that when Flaubert 

received the final version of the féerie to edit on September 4, he called the play “notre 

féerie” but by September 20, he referred to it as “ma féerie” (Olds 30). Although he 

initially expressed despair and shame over the final product, Flaubert adopted a more 

positive attitude towards the play later in his life, even describing it as “bonne” and 

“très remarquable” (Corr 5: 469, 473). 

As with any collaborative project, differences of opinion were inevitable.11 For 

example, in the fifth act of Le Château des cœurs, Flaubert replaced Bouilhet’s pastoral 

ballet with a Parisian department store (Olds 33). But one of the more critical points of 

contention during this process came down to Flaubert’s and Bouilhet’s differing visions 

on the supernatural. Marshall Olds notes that Flaubert, perhaps influenced by 

mesmerism, had insisted on eliminating the gnomes in the play and replacing them with 

                                                        

9 For an overview of the division of labor of scenes and acts in the play see ‘Appendice V’ in Olds’ Au Pays 
des perroquets. 
10 182. For this reason, I refer to Flaubert as the primary author of the play throughout this chapter.  
11 Flaubert, however, was no stranger to collaborative work. He worked with other writers on numerous 
occasions, which included several plays with Bouilhet. Olds suggests that Flaubert’s collaborations, 
especially in the theatrical realm, question the perceived notion of Flaubert as a solitary writer (16).  
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more scientifically-based supernatural elements (70-71). Scholar Juliette Azoulai adds 

that the supernatural elements in Flaubert’s writing can be traced to the “théorie de 

l’odique” developed by Baron Reichenbach regarding magnetic forces emanating from 

the body (510). At one point, when Flaubert and Bouilhet were discussing the 

supernatural dimension of the play, Bouilhet clarified the play’s plot to Flaubert using a 

curious analogy to describe the heart-stealing narrative: “Le but ambulatoire de la féerie 

sera donc, non la recherche d’un talisman, mais la recherche de l’endroit où les gnomes 

gardent, comme en magasin, les cœurs des homme” (546). Privileging the role of space 

as a narrative motor for the play, Bouilhet equates the task of recuperating the hearts to 

a shopping trip, “comme en magasin.” Although Bouilhet admitted Flaubert’s 

alternative plot for the play was interesting, in the end the plot of Le Château followed 

the one set out by Bouilhet.  

“Le théâtre est la proie des médiocrités,” wrote Théophile Gautier, “il faut plus 

de patience et de résignation que de talent pour y arriver” (Histoire de l’art 83). Gautier’s 

cynical statement on the world of theater certainly rang true for Flaubert. After 

completing a draft in 1863, Flaubert and company shopped their play around to theaters 

all over Paris. Although newspapers announced the premiere of the féerie at the Théâtre 

du Châtelet in 1863, the production never made it to the stage. For decades Flaubert 

tried to convince theater directors in Paris to showcase the play, but he was met with 
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refusal each time. Not even George Sand’s intervention in 1866 to help stage the féerie at 

the Odéon proved successful.12  

Perhaps one reason for the repeated rejections stemmed from the play’s virulent 

critique of the bourgeoisie. In the early days of sending the play out to different theatres, 

Flaubert expressed trepidation over the play’s caustic and satiric treatment of the 

bourgeoisie: “Je doute qu’aucun directeur en veuille et que la censure la laisse jouer. On 

trouvera certains tableaux d’une satire sociale trop directe” (Corr 3: 352). Olds posits, 

however, that the play’s quality is to blame, citing its “incohérence de l’ensemble” and 

the “visions contradictoires et irréconciliables des auteurs quant à la nature et aux 

objects de leur ouvrage” (25). Indeed, Jules Noriac, one of the directors of the Théâtre 

des Variétés, voiced a similar concern in an article written shortly after Flaubert’s death 

in Le Monde illustré where he recalls a discussion he had with his business partner on the 

impossibility of producing Le Château: “Eh bien, elle est injouable; elle dure sept heures à 

la lecture. En supposant seulement deux heures d’entr’actes, ça ferait neuf. Il faudrait 

lever la toile à trois heures de l’après-midi et écouter tout ça sans dîner” (Noriac 298). 

But one wonders if Flaubert’s aesthetics had a hand in the play’s repeated 

rejection. Writing to Jules Duplan, Flaubert remarked that Hippolyte Hostein, the 

manager of Théâtre du Châtelet, “‘ne jouera pas Le Château des cœurs à cause de son 

                                                        

12 Sand wrote enthusiastically to Flaubert in 1866, “J’ai dans l’idée que ce serait le vrai théâtre pour une 
chose de ce genre. L’administration Chilly et Duquesnel veut faire du décor et des trucs en restant littéraire” 
(Corr 3:526).   
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originalité et il doute qu’aucun directeur ait l’audace de la jouer’” (Corr 3: 369). Why did 

Flaubert consider his play so inventive and unique? His close friend Maxime du Camp 

articulated the groundbreaking aesthetics at work in Flaubert’s féerie while also 

presaging the failure of the play: 

il avait imaginé d’écrire une féerie: le Château des cœurs, qui est une assez étrange 
conception, où il croyait avoir déployé un comique inconnu jusqu’ici. Cette idée s’était 
emparée de lui tout entier. Il ne me parlait que de la Féerie, m’en racontait les scènes, 
m’en expliquait le mécanisme, et n’arrivait pas à me convaincre qu’il ne perdît pas son 
temps. Au lieu des vieux trucs des théâtres, au lieu des tables qui deviennent des 
fauteuils et des lits qui se changent en nacelles, il avait inventé un nouveau système qui 
seul condamnait sa pièce n’être jamais représentée, car la mise en scène eût ruiné la 
direction. C’était l’image même contenue dans le dialogue qui devenait visible et se 
formulait matériellement aux yeux des spectateurs. Ainsi, un père cherche son fils, le 
trouve dans un café, buvant et fumant; il s’irrite et lui dit: “Tu n’es qu’un pilier 
d’estaminet;” à l’instant le jeune homme devient un pilier et forme un des linteaux de la 
porte. L’idée en elle-même était ingénieuse, mais elle bouleverserait tellement les 
habitudes théâtrales qui, en pareille matière, tiennent médiocre compte du dialogue et le 
subordonnent aux effets de mise en scène, qu’elle devait être considérée comme une 
innovation trop coûteuse et par conséquent inadmissible. (569-70)  
 

Putting his skepticism about the play aside, du Camp acknowledges the aesthetic 

inventiveness of the féerie’s “nouveau système” in which description and action are 

simultaneous. This lack of division between action, dialogue, and stage direction 

resonates with Rancière’s claim that Flaubert’s writing erased boundaries between 

subject matter. While we may most readily think of Flaubert’s innovative aesthetics in 

his novels, du Camp’s assessment draws attention to Flaubert’s literary innovation in 

other generic spaces as well. When Flaubert initially set out researching the féerie, he 

expressed a desire to innovate the genre. During the initial drafting stages of the play, 
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Flaubert complained that extant féeries were outdated and that the genre desperately 

needed to be reevaluated: 

Mais ce n’est pas une féerie que je veux faire. Non! Non! Je rêvasse une pièce passionnée 
où le fantastique soit au bout; il faut sortir des vieux cadres et des vieilles rengaines et 
commencer par mettre dehors la lâche venette dont sont imbibés tous ceux qui font ou 
veulent faire du théâtre. Le domaine de la fantaisie est assez large pour qu’on y trouve 
une place propre. (Corr 3: 224) 
 

Flaubert saw potential in the genre, one that offered possibility for more daring writing. 

Did theater directors feel threatened by the play’s aesthetics or were they simply 

overwhelmed by the play’s stage production? Flaubert seemed to believe that the former 

was to blame. After receiving another rejection in 1866, this time from the director of the 

Gaîté, an exasperated Flaubert wrote to his niece Caroline that the rejection stemmed 

from the intimidating nature of his writing, “j’ai parfaitement vu qu’il avait peur de ma 

littérature et ne se souciait guère de l’entendre” (Corr 3:528). Flaubert’s correspondence 

illustrates that Le Château’s literary aesthetics were clearly on his mind. 

With hopes for a theatrical staging dwindling, the féerie was shopped around at 

various newspapers. In the 1870s, Guy de Maupassant tried to find a newspaper home 

for the play before he eventually passed the manuscript on to the editor Charpentier in 

1879 (Olds 30). Never performed on stage, Le Château was eventually published in 1880 

in feuilleton form in La Vie moderne after the editor of the journal convinced Flaubert to 

publish the play alongside ten illustrations drawn by Parisian theater decorators, an idea 

Flaubert surprisingly agreed to despite his aversion to illustrations. In the end, the 
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drawings that accompanied the text of the play were not approved by Flaubert who 

described them as “absolument contraires à l’esprit du texte” (Corr 5:832).  

One of Flaubert’s lesser-known works, Le Château des cœurs has benefited from 

critical attention from a small but significant handful of scholars who have shed much-

needed light on the play and its relationship to Flaubert’s œuvre. Marshall Olds in his 

work Au pays des perroquets (2001) was the first to trace the points of convergence 

between Flaubert’s novelistic writing and his theatrical writings from the early 1860s. 

Although Le Château des cœurs, Le Sexe faible, and Le Candidat are the only plays Flaubert 

completed, he drew up plans for dozens of unfinished plays. Recuperating these works 

from their “oubli critique quasi-total,” Olds in Au pays des perroquets situates them within 

Flaubert’s novelistic writings.13 But one aspect of the play that remains unexplored is its 

treatment of fashion. The narratological role of clothing in Flaubert’s more famous texts 

like L’Éducation sentimentale, Madame Bovary, and Salammbô  has been the subject of some 

critical study. Evelyne Woestelandt’s Barthian reading of fashion in L’Éducation 

sentimentale and Susan Hiner’s chapter on Marie Arnoux’s cashmere shawl are 

important scholarly works that scrutinize Flaubert’s approach to fashion in L’Éducation. 

Salammbô’s costumes have attracted the attention of several scholars including Anne 

                                                        

13 Olds 10. In his article on the féerie, Pennarola makes a similar claim that the féeries written by Flaubert 
should not be considered peripheral works (291). Both Pennarola and Olds show how vestiges of Flaubert’s 
theatrical writings, sandwiched between his novelistic endeavors, bled into his novels. Both scholars note 
that L’Éducation sentimentale and Bouvard et Pécuchet mention the féerie.  
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Green and Mary Orr who has written several times on costume, veils, and masculine 

fashion in the novel. Emma’s masculine sartorial tendencies have also been at the center 

of several critical debates.14  

While his novels indicate a writer in tune with sartorial matters, Flaubert’s 

relationship to fashion is difficult to distill.15 On the one hand, he despised fashion as the 

material incarnation of moral vacuity of the bourgeoisie. We might think of Emma 

Bovary, the most famous literary fashion victim, who succumbs to the frills of fashion. 

On the other hand, Flaubert’s works demonstrate a fascination with the poetic and 

aesthetic potential fashion affords—as with Madame Arnoux’s pink polka-dotted dress 

that besots Frédéric, or the opulent and mesmerizing outfits of Salammbô. Several years 

before Flaubert and his collaborators finished Le Château, Flaubert discussed his 

ambiguous relationship to modern fashion in a letter written to his friend Louise Colet 

in 1854. While working for the journal Les Modes parisiennes, Colet wrote to Flaubert to 

see if he would contribute an article to the fashion journal. Although Flaubert refused, 

                                                        

14 See Mario Vargas Llosa in L’Orgie perpétuelle. Flaubert et Madame Bovary; Naomi Schor in “Pour une 
thématique restreinte. Écriture, parole, et différence dans Madame Bovary ;” and Jean Bellemin-Noël’s “Le 
Sexe d’Emma” in Emma Bovary. Liana Nissim’s article, however, takes issue with these critics and argues 
that Emma’s masculine vestimentary stylings are not an indication of her virile nature, but rather of 
Flaubert’s keen attentiveness to sartorial accuracy. See Nissim, “Les vêtements d’Emma: Sexe ambigu ou 
frénésie des modes?” 
15 Susan Hiner’s Accessories to Modernity (2010), Ann Green’s article “Flaubert costumier: le rôle du 
vêtement,” in Salammbô de Flaubert: Histoire, fiction (1999), as well as Evelyne Woestelandt’s Barthian reading 
of fashion in “Système de la mode dans L’Éducation sentimentale.” For more on costume and Salammbô see 
Mary Orr’s article “The Cloaks of Power: Custom and Costume in Flaubert’s Salammbô” and “Costumes of 
the Flesh: The Male Body on Display in Flaubert’s Salammbô.” 
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claiming he wished to retain the “pucelage” of his name by not signing it to any article, 

he did provide Colet with a suggestion for an article on a subject that he described as 

“toute nouvelle et charmante” and “presque une création littéraire” (emphasis original).16 

This topic, he revealed, was fashion. In his subsequent letter, Flaubert elaborated on his 

ideas for this potential article in the form of a two-page tirade on the state of the modern 

fashion system in France. Written at a time of dramatic change in the production and 

consumption of clothing in France, Flaubert’s letter equates the gross uniformity and 

mediocrity of the bourgeois class with modern fashion. He connects sartorial 

innovations like “les gants de beurre de soie” and “le mackintosh” to what he sees as 

society’s degrading mœurs (Corr 2:518). Folded into these vestimentary observations are 

Flaubert’s political and aesthetic grievances against the bourgeoisie. Railing against the 

industrialized and standardized nature of the clothing and luxury industries, Flaubert 

exclaims he is “contre les fausses étoffes, contre le faux luxe, contre le faux orgueil!” We 

see here Flaubert’s concern with what Rancière called the “esthétisation de la vie 

quotidienne” (Rancière 68).  The industrialization of the textile industry, coupled with 

the rise of sites of mass consumption like the department store, partially explains the 

outraged tone of Flaubert’s missive. In the same letter, however, he counters this bleak 

vision of modern fashion with ways in which clothing can still produce beauty. He 

                                                        

16 Corr 2:515. Despite his aversion to journalism, Flaubert contributed articles to journals but would not sign 
his name to them. For more on Flaubert and journalism see Anne Herschberg Pierrot’s article “Flaubert 
journaliste: presentation.” 
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elaborates on his philosophy of sartorial harmony, one that examines “quelle forme, 

quelle couleur convient à telle personne, dans telle circonstance donnée” (Corr 2:519). 

 This letter provides critical insight into Flaubert’s awareness of the changing 

nineteenth-century sartorial landscape as well as his understanding of the dialectical 

nature of fashion as both an industrial and aesthetic phenomenon. Although his letter 

predates the emergence of haute couture, Flaubert would continue to explore the 

ramifications of mass consumption in Le Château. Indeed, much of the play’s critique on 

Second Empire Parisian society is constructed through fashion. When Paul is almost 

fully transformed into “un homme bourgeois,” for example, he rejects the “tromblon du 

bourgeois” and the redingote, which he claims are “couvre-idots,” and “inâmes 

symboles.”17 Clothing as a signifier for class and status finds an explicit echo in 

L’Éducation when Deslauriers tells Frédéric his clothing will bring him one step closer to 

social success: “Puisque tu as un habit noir et des gants blancs, profites-en!” (49). A 

common theme that reappears in Flaubert’s novels is fashion as a signifier of social class. 

Scholars who have written on Flaubert’s use of fashion have drawn attention to the way 

clothing is used as a type of decryption mechanism. According to Claudine Gothot-

Mersch, Flaubert’s novels manifest a desire to “faire découvrir l’âme dans le vêtement” 

(111). While the harmony between a character and his or her clothing was certainly a 

                                                        

17 CC 348. Since Le Château des cœurs does not feature in the Pléiade edition, all references to the play come 
from Seuil’s L’Intégrale edition and will be referenced as ‘CC’ followed by the page number 
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preoccupation for Flaubert, this only provides a partial picture of his approach to 

fashion. As we saw in Madame Bovary and L’Éducation sentimentale, urban space plays a 

significant role in Flaubert’s sartorial aesthetics. Le Château des cœurs, however, offers his 

most explicit reflection on fashion as a form of space. 

4.2 From the maison de couture to the Department Store 

In the scene directly preceding the “île de la toilette,” Jeanne tracks Paul down to 

his apartment in Paris where she tries to share her feelings for him, only to be rejected 

yet again. In despair and alone in the apartment, she repeatedly wishes she were a 

Parisienne with “une belle toilette” (CC 340). Unbeknownst to her, the gnome king hears 

her request and transforms the Parisian apartment into the “île de la toilette,” an idyllic 

countryside. Except it is anything but a typical countryside: 

Les collines du fond, figurant des carrés de culture différente, sont couvertes par de 
longues bandes d’étoffes. A droite, au bord d’un ruisseau de lait d’amandes, poussent 
comme des roseaux, des bâtons de cosmétique. Un peu plus en avant, une fontaine d’eau 
de Cologne sort d’un gros rocher de fard rouge […] A gauche, un arbre, semblable à un 
tamaris, porte des marabouts, et un autre, pareil à un palmier, offre des éventails […] et 
des costumes bariolés pendent à des grands champignons. (340) 
 

Instead of hills made of soil and grass, they are made of “longues bandes d’étoffes,” and 

instead of water, almond milk flows through the creeks from which grow “comme des 

roseaux, des batons de cosmétique.” Fans, mirrors, wigs, and dresses populate the 

idyllic landscape where word play abounds lending a comedic element to the scene like 

the dresses hanging from “de grands champignons” and “des mouches” that fly in the 

air and stick to women’s faces (340). The textile-clad countryside renders apparent the 
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materiality of space. By clothing the natural landscape of “l’île de la Toilette,” fashion 

literally folds itself into the countryside. In L’Éducation sentimentale, we also see sartorial 

elements folded into natural (urban) settings, albeit in a figurative sense. The Seine’s 

banks, for example, “filèrent comme deux larges rubans qu’on déroule” and clouds 

appear as scarves, “des nuages roses, en forme d’écharpe, s’allongeaient au delà des 

toits” (119-120). In another passage in the text, the Seine appears clothed in moiré, a 

fabric with a watery-sheen used for dresses: “[la Seine] verdâtre dans tout son étendue, 

se déchirait en moires d’argent” (55).  

Le Château, however, takes this fusion of fashion into the natural landscape a step 

further by blurring spatial boundaries. In the “île,” objects and accessories usually found 

inside closed interior spaces like closets and drawers find themselves on the outside, in 

the open air. When Jeanne exclaims, “tous ces vêtements par terre, comme des feuilles 

mortes!” she hints at the fusing of the inorganic and organic (CC 340). The porous 

division between the living and the material brings to mind Walter Benjamin’s 

observation in The Arcades Project that the organic and inorganic collide in the realm of 

fashion: “Every fashion stands in opposition to the organic. Every fashion couples the 

living body to the inorganic world” (Benjamin 79). Le Château obfuscates this 

relationship even further by having inanimate objects in the “île” take on human 

characteristics when they dress Jeanne: “une des bandes d’étoffe, posées sur les collines 

du fond, arrive en ondoyant comme une rivière, et, se drapant autour d’elle, lui fait une 
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sorte de tunique.”18 In this sartorial wonderland, Nature occupies the role of 

dressmaker. Clothed by these various elements of the landscape, Jeanne appears 

outdated in her ensemble comprised of “gants vert Empire qui lui montent jusqu’aux 

coudes, et faisant beaucoup de plis sur les bras; une coiffure à la giraffe, un châle jaune 

par-dessus sa tunique et un ridicule à la main” (CC 341). Here, the “plis” of Jeanne’s 

gloves and tunic materially evoke the past and place Jeanne firmly out of fashion. Her 

Empire-style gloves harken back to the early nineteenth-century, and her giraffe 

hairstyle references a particular style popular during the late 1820s (Rifelj 60). In other 

words, Nature’s methods of dressmaking entail a recycling of past styles with no 

apparent codes or rules. In this idyllic land, the boundaries between what is natural, 

human, and inorganic are blurred. The way in which the physical, outdoor world of 

Nature takes on sartorial characteristics echoes the “esthétisation de la vie quotidienne” 

embodied by Flaubert’s writing (Rancière 68).  Throughout Le Château’s fifth act, fashion 

takes on a porous, fluid dimension. Even in the kingdom of Couturin, where Fashion is a 

tyrannical regime, clothing production takes on a permeable dimension. 

At the moment when she is clothed by the natural landscape Jeanne encounters 

the leader of this sartorial oasis, Couturin.19 The King of Gnomes, disguised as ‘roi 

                                                        

18 (CC 340). The anthropomorphic elements of nature in this scene recall J.J. Grandville’s 1847 illustrations in 
Les Fleurs animées of women dressed as flora and fauna. For an analysis of the satire in these illustrations see 
Susan Hiner’s article “From pudeur to plaisir: Grandville’s Flowers in the Kingdom of Fashion.”  
19 In the initial drafting of the play, Bouilhet refers to Couturin as Pomadin (Bouilhet 464).  
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Couturin,’ and his wife Couturine, dressed “à la dernière mode du jour,” hold court 

with a bevy of attendants including “l’archi-tailleur, l’archi-bottier […] et le duc du 

Caoutchouc” (CC 341). When the court catches a glimpse of Jeanne, they recoil in horror 

and call her a “monstre” et “un être vert et démodé” (341). Horrified by Jeanne’s 

outdated outfit, Couturin denounces her and lectures her on the omnipresence of 

fashion in society, “il n’est rien qu’elle [la Mode] ne gouverne, ne produise, et ne 

renverse” (342). Echoing Baudelaire’s formulation of modernity as both permanent and 

fugitive, Couturin defines fashion as an inherently contradictory phenomenon: “car la 

Mode, sais-tu bien, c’est la loi, la fantaisie, la tradition et le progrès” (CC 342). For her 

transgression of dressing in outdated clothes “qui fait remonter l’imagination jusqu’au 

temps de Corinne,” Couturin condemns Jeanne to “des bottines trop étroites, à des 

peignes trop durs, à des corsets indélaçables!” Despite her punishment to dress 

according to contemporary trends, Jeanne convinces Couturin to instruct her on how to 

dress properly. He acquiesces, but not before he elaborates at length on his misogynistic 

vision of fashion. He excoriates women as “naturellement hideuses” and valorizes the 

materiality of fashion:  

Couturin: Vous ne mettrez pas en doute, j’imagine, la supériorité du factice sur le réel? 
C’est l’Art seul, déesses, qui vous fournit tous vos charmes […] Mais vous conviendrez 
que l’on est amoureux de la robe et non de la femme, de la bottine et non du pied. (342) 
 

Couturin’s attitude in this passage shares several striking similarities to Charles 

Baudelaire’s 1863 essay “Éloge du maquillage.” Praising fashion and make-up for 
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covering up Nature, Baudelaire argues for enhancing one’s appearance through artifice, 

“elle [femme] doit se dorer pour être adorée.”20 In the kingdom of fashion, surface and 

artifice are all that matter.  

Marshall Olds singles out the “île de la toilette” tableau as an example of the 

absence of “spécificité ou de cohérence” in Le Château (41). Although at first blush the act 

may be read as an excessive, overblown, and jumbled satire of the bourgeoisie, I argue 

that the tableau illuminates the dynamic emerging spaces of modern fashion. The 

character of Couturin, for example, satirizes the haute couture industry. The writers of Le 

Château most likely modeled Couturin on the preeminent dressmaker of the period, 

Charles Frederick Worth. Considered the father of haute couture and known during his 

time as “le tyran de la mode,” Worth set up the first maison de couture in 1858 at 7 rue de 

la Paix (Olian 4). Couturin’s monarchical status, an indication of his sartorial authority, 

may allude to Worth since many of his clients were members of royalty including the 

Empress Eugénie. Like Worth, Couturin adopts a despotic stance towards the newly-

dressed women in his store: “Couturin, un lorgnon dans l’œil, passe toutes les femmes 

en revue et les rajuste, abaisse ou rehausse leur décolletage d’un geste brusque, puis lève 

les épaules et crie: ‘Non, pas ça, c’est vieux; autre chose!’” Olds reads Couturin’s gaze in 

this passage as possessing a certain “exotisme érotisé” reminiscent of the harems 

                                                        

20 (Baudelaire 811). In fact, the similarities between these two passages are so striking that one wonders if the 
writers of the play were not influenced or inspired in some manner by Baudelaire’s essay. 
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Flaubert described in Pierrot au śerail and in L’Éducation (33). I would add that Couturin’s 

domineering male gaze plays on the reputation Worth had built as a male couturier.21  

The first to cultivate the image of the couturier as artist, Worth famously printed 

his signature on his garments’ labels, thereby making explicit the connection between 

haute couture and art (Steele 118). Worth served as the inspiration for several literary 

dressmakers including most famously as Worms in Émile Zola’s La Curée where he is 

referred to as “le tailleur de génie.” In the novel, Worms is also mocked for his artistic 

aspirations: “le maître, comme pris et secoué par l’inspiration, peignait à grands traits 

saccadés le chef-d’œuvre qu’il venait de concevoir” (412-413). Similarly, when Couturin 

sets out to design Jeanne’s new fashionable outfit, we find him “étalé, seul, sur une 

petite causeuse dans une pose meditative et en train de prendre des notes” (CC 342). The 

image of the couturier as artist was satirized not only in Zola’s novel and Flaubert’s 

play, but also in Hippolyte Taine’s 1857 Notes sur Paris. Taine furnishes the following 

mordant portrait of a successful couturier, ostensibly Worth: 

les femmes font des bassesses pour être habillées par lui. Ce petit être sec, noir, nerveux, 
qui a l’air d’un avorton roussi au feu, les reçoit en vareuse de velours, superbement étalé 
sur un divan, le cigare aux lèvres. Il leur dit: “Marchez, tournez-vous; bien; revenez dans 
huit jours, je vous composerai la toilette qui vous convient.” Ce n’est pas elles qui 
choisissent, c’est lui…Aux gens qui s’étonnent il répond: “Je suis un grand artiste, j’ai la 
couleur de Delacroix, et je compose. Une toilette vaut un tableau.” (144-45)  
 

                                                        

21 Caricatures and newspaper articles would often make light of Worth’s role as male dressmaker to female 
clients (Brevik-Zender, Fashioning 334; Steele 121).  
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The verb “composer” is also used by Couturin when he thinks of Jeanne’s outfits, 

“Laissez-moi! Je compose!” Once he is sufficiently artistically inspired and ready to 

compose his outfit, Couturin starts to materialize his creations. If Couturin is indeed 

modeled after Worth, then his kingdom is the equivalent of the maison de haute couture. 

One might assume, then, that he would stay in his maison de couture or atelier to create 

Jeanne’s outfit. However, as he starts to “compose,” his court/atelier transforms into a 

department store, “du haut en bas les rayons d’un gigantesque magasin de nouveautés, 

plein de garçons servant des dames.”22 To dress Jeanne, Couturin merges two seemingly 

opposing spaces—the maison de haute couture and the grand magasin. 

In his Arcades Project, Benjamin poses the question, “Arcades as origin of 

department stores?” (37). Later in the same chapter, he affirms the place of the 

department store as the heir apparent to the arcades, “Evolution of the department store 

from the shop that was housed in arcades. Principle of a department store: The floors 

form a single space. They can be taken in, so to speak, ‘at a glance’” (40). Drawing 

attention to the way sites of consumption unfold temporally and spatially, Benjamin 

underscores their evolving nature. Flaubert was in the process of editing Le Château des 

cœurs when the magasins de nouveautés of the Restoration Period were morphing into the 

mass commercialized grand magasin that would come to dominate the city. In the 1850s, 

                                                        

22 (CC 342). The fusion of courtly setting and atelier occurs in Georges Feydeau’s 1886 play Tailleur pour 
dames where a comedic situational irony leads an atelier to be figuratively framed as a “cour.” For an 
analysis of Le Tailleur see Heidi Brevik Zender’s Fashioning Spaces, page 190. 
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the rise of department stores like the Magasins du Louvre, which opened in 1854, and 

the Bon Marché, established in 1852, altered the paradigm of mass consumption.23 

Writing on the history of commerce, French historian Ernest Levasseur described this 

shift to the department store: “Il s’était fondé sous la Restauration et sous le règne de 

Louis-Philippe quelques grands magasins de nouveautés, comme le Diable boîteux, les 

Deux Magots, le Petit Matelot, Pygmalion mais ces magasins étaient des établissements 

d'ordre tout à fait inférieur, quand on les compare aux établissements actuels. L’ère des 

grands magasins ne date en réalité que du second Empire” (449). These shopping 

meccas were synonymous with surplus inventory as well as spacious interiors. But as 

writer Paul de Kock keenly observed in the 1840s, the magasins de nouveauté already 

manifested these qualities. In his text La Grande ville, de Kock traces the evolution of the 

magasin de nouveauté from its predecessor, the boutique, and likens the experience of 

shopping in these mid-nineteenth-century magasins to “une ville que vous avez à 

parcourir” (241). For de Kock, these shopping spaces were already brimming to the 

ceiling with a surplus of goods: 

Au rez-de-chaussée des salles spacieuses, décorées avec luxe, avec élégance; des 
comptoirs dans le goût de la renaissance, des glaces partout; un parquet mis en couleur, 
cire, forte, et des tapis étendus sur les chemins que vous devez parcourir. […]vous 
n’oseriez plus entrer dans ce palais pour y acheter un gilet de flanelle ou de quoi vous 

                                                        

23 Perrot 96, 111. The development of department stores and their representation in novels in the nineteenth-
century has been well-documented. See Michael B. Miller’s The Bon Marché (1981) and Rachel Bowlby’s Just 
Looking (1985). It is also worth noting that Flaubert had experience purchasing feminine clothing from at 
least one grand magasin. In a letter to his niece Caroline, he mentions buying a dress for her from the 
Magasins du Louvre (Corr 4: 688). 
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faire une camisole, si vous n’aperceviez un monde de commis, d’employés, allant, 
venant, pliant, dépliant, mesurant, empilant des étoffes, des châles, des écharpes, des 
robes, des foulards, des fichus, des cravates! Et une foule de gens de toutes les classes, 
regardant, admirant, et achetant de tout cela. (241-243) 
 

Paul de Kock’s asyndetic description emphasizes the accumulation of goods in these 

spaces and bears striking similarities to Flaubert’s description of Couturin’s 

“gigantesque” department store, stocked from floor to ceiling with fabrics and 

accessories.  

How exactly does the “île de la toilette” department store differ from that of the 

most famous literary nineteenth-century department store, Au Bonheur des dames? 

While Le Château by no means rivals the breadth and depth of Zola’s novel Au Bonheur 

des dames (1883), it does tackle a relationship that is skipped over in the novel, that of the 

proximate relations between the two emerging modes of clothing consumption—haute 

couture and the department store.24 Still an inchoate industry in the 1860s, haute couture 

offered, at least on the surface, a business paradigm at odds with the mass consumption 

of the department stores. Today’s haute couture industry depends on strict adherence to 

codified rules about its production in order to differentiate itself from prêt-à-porter and 

other modes of mass consumption, but in the early days of the industry these barriers 

were less rigid. Couturin’s fluid displacement from one space to another gestures 

towards the evolving nature of nineteenth-century production and consumption of 

                                                        

24 The term “haute couture” was not used until the twentieth century. In the last decades of the nineteenth 
century, what we would call “haute couture” was referred to as “grande couture” (Milleret 32).   
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clothing. Mary Lynn Stewart notes the interconnected nature of these two systems, 

pointing out that Worth’s first store was called “Special House of Confections,” a label 

that blurs haute couture with confection (106). This porous boundary is further evident in 

the creation in 1868 of the Chambre Syndicale de la Couture, des Confectionneurs et des 

Tailleurs pour Dame that included both couture and confection in its organization.25 

That Couturin has a foot in each industry further links him to Worth, who started out as 

a salesman at Gagelin, a magasin de nouveauté, before opening the first maison de haute 

couture. 

Taking a step back, we can see how space in the “île” is not comprised of distinct 

sites, but rather is part of the same spatial fabric. The sartorial wonderland of the “île de 

la toilette,” which is grafted onto Paul’s Paris apartment, becomes in turn both atelier 

and department store. In folding the dressmaker’s atelier into the department store, 

Flaubert pits confection, large-scale reproduction, alongside haute couture, custom-made 

garments. But the fact that the two spaces transform into each other suggests a fluidity, 

not a separation, between these two modes of consumption. The department store is not 

an outside space imposed on Couturin’s court/atelier, but rather it is folded into the 

court. This melding of spaces reflects the actual porous boundaries within the emerging 

                                                        

25 Stewart argues that haute couture and confection visibly diverged in the twentieth century when haute 
couture designers started to put into place sophisticated licensing mechanisms that allowed for international 
export (106). The Chambre Syndicale would also separate into a separate syndicate for haute couture in 
1911. 
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modern fashion system. While dressmakers were associated with the production of 

custom-made garments for individual clients, establishments like Worth’s applied some 

of the business practices of confection, or ready-to-wear, to haute couture. By hosting 

seasonal collection shows, producing multiple models of a gown or garment, and 

directly stocking his maison with fabrics, Worth lent a “une dimension presque 

industrielle” to his shop (Perrot 325). The fluid boundaries between these two spaces of 

consumption are readily apparent in advertising literature. Department stores, for 

instance, tried to mimic the exclusivity for which the maisons de couture were known. In 

an 1883 supplement to the newspaper Le Figaro dedicated to the unveiling of the newly 

renovated Grands Magasins du Printemps, the article describes the department store as 

if it were a maison de couture, informing the reader that in the new department store, “le 

rayon de robes a disparu pour faire place à la maison de couture, installée et comprise 

comme les plus confortables d’entre elles” (D’Ajac 2). While the Le Figaro article plays up 

the exclusivity of the grand magasin to attract shoppers, its rhetoric nevertheless attests to 

the increasing porosity between these two emerging sartorial spaces.26 

The tension Le Château highlights between haute couture and confection also bears 

implications for Flaubert’s aesthetics and his critique of the bourgeoisie. Originally, 

Bouilhet had drafted a pastoral ballet in the “île de la toilette” but it was Flaubert who 

                                                        

26 In the twentieth century, department stores would continue to overtly draw their inspiration from haute 
couture in their publicity campaigns. For more see Mary Lynn Stewart Dressing Modern Frenchwomen: 
Marketing Haute Couture, 1919-1939.   
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intervened and replaced it with the Parisian department store (Olds 33). Given 

Flaubert’s strong feelings towards what he perceived to be the industrialized nature of 

art, it is perhaps unsurprising that he would devote almost an entire act to the 

production of fashionable clothing. In Politique de la littérature, Rancière claims that 

Flaubert’s writing embodies the democratization of literature in which “rien ne sépare ce 

qui appartient à l’art de ce qui appartient à la vie prosaïque” (65). Flaubert’s writing 

embraces the quotidian in a radical break with past aesthetic regimes in which art and 

non-art were divided across clear lines. The porosity between “sujets nobles et sujets 

vils” that Flaubert’s writing foregrounds echoes the nonhierarchical vision of modern 

fashion described in Le Château. In his letter to Colet from 1854, the same one in which 

he articulates his ambivalent attitude towards fashion, he states, “Eh bien, je crois que 

partout, et à propos de tout, on peut faire de l’Art. Qui s’est jusqu’à présent mêlé des 

articles modes? Des couturières!” (Corr 2: 517). In other words, every subject was fair 

game for Flaubert, including dressmakers. This erasure of hierarchies that Flaubert 

evokes in his letters and in his texts is reflected in Le Château’s treatment of fashion, 

which extends beyond physical spaces to include the body as well. The inclusion of 

robotic “mannequins” in the “île de la toilette” continues to mine questions of permeable 

boundaries but this time in relation to animate and inanimate bodies. 
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4.3 Constructing the Fashioned Body 

The transformation of Jeanne’s body parallels her spatial displacement in the 

narrative, from bucolic countryside of sartorial freedom to the industrial department 

store of strict Parisian vestimentary codes. Jeanne appropriately ends her sojourn in the 

“île” at a department store, a site of clothing consumption, but also of sartorial 

dissemination. In his study on the Bon Marché, Michael B. Miller notes the didactic role 

of the department store as an “instrument of social homogenization, a means of 

disseminating the values and life style of the Parisian upper middle-class” (183). The 

importance of disseminating the latest trends brings us to the final sartorial innovation 

referenced in Le Château—the mannequin. Immediately after Jeanne is clothed in the 

latest fashion, Couturin tells her that in order to materially and gesturally embody the 

Parisienne, Jeanne must attain “la moderne dignité” by mastering the right gestures. The 

emphasis on dress as all-encompassing (clothing, speech, mannerisms, movement, etc.) 

is a holistic view of fashion that Balzac identified and discussed thirty years earlier in Le 

Traité de la vie élégante: “L’homme s’habille avant d’agir, de parler, de marcher, de 

manger; les actions qui appartiennent à la mode, le maintien, la conversation, etc., ne 

sont jamais que les consequences de notre toilette” (252). To this end, Couturin 

introduces two mannequins, “deux honnêtes mannequins qui ressemblent à des 

humains” who model the correct bourgeois gestures for Jeanne. The female mannequin, 

dressed “à la dernière mode,” is accompanied by an equally fashionable male 
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mannequin who sports “chic anglais.” In order for the mannequins to speak or move, 

Couturin must use a key to wind them up “comme on fait à une pendula dont le 

balancier est arrêté” (343). These robot mannequins evidence the nineteenth-century 

fascination with the relationship between machine and body. In the play, these two 

models are referred to interchangeably as “mannequins,” a term used to designate both 

animate and inanimate fashion models in the nineteenth-century, and “automates,” 

machines designed to mimic and resemble humans.27 By incorporating robot bodies, 

instead of live models, Le Château questions the corporeality of the fashioned body and 

foregrounds the mimetic nature of fashion. 

In the introduction to their report on the mannequins presented at the Exposition 

Universelle of 1900 in Paris, the jurists note how nineteenth-century technology paved 

the way for more realistic and mobile mannequins capable of mimicking human 

movements (Stasse 329). These mannequins had come a long way from the seventeenth-

century wooden or wax dummies used as substitutes for the human form for 

dressmakers and window displays.28 In his preface to Léon Riotor’s richly illustrated text 

Le Mannequin (1900), the first history published on the fashion model, Octave Uzanne 

defines the mannequin as “la configuration plastique de l’être humain proportionnée au 

                                                        

27 The use of robots here calls to mind the android body at the center of Auguste Villiers de l’Isle-Adam’s 
1886 novel L’Ève future.  
28 The fashion mannequin is a variation of the live or inanimate models, known as lay figures, that were 
used by artists for centuries (David 58-59). 
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type moyen ou à l’individu pour l’exacte adaptation des costumes” (x). Uzanne’s 

definition underscores the fundamental function of the mannequin: to serve as an 

ostensible double of the human body in order to display clothing. Straddling the line 

between inanimate and animate object, the mannequin has often been cast as an 

uncanny or haunting figure by writers.29 In Anatole France’s 1897 novel Le Mannequin 

d’osier in which a beleaguered professor learns that his wife has been unfaithful to him 

and in a fit of rage violently destroys his wife’s mannequin, a wicker dress form serves 

as a reminder of conjugal betrayal. These wax or wooden mannequins can be traced 

back to the eighteenth century when doll-sized “pouppées” were produced dressed in 

the latest fashion. In the 1820s, however, live mannequins were increasingly used to 

model clothing from select tailors. Alison Matthews David convincingly argues that the 

first fashion mannequins were in fact male (David 81). In the 1830s and 1840s, 

dressmakers would hire men to parade through fashionable parts of Paris displaying the 

shop’s wares. In the 1825 vaudeville play Le Tailleur des bossus, a mannequin named 

Hector is hired by a dressmaker to display his outfits. The doltish Hector describes his 

job as a propagator of fashion: 

Brillant modèle, Miroir fidèle, 
 Moi j’étincelle  
De feux et de clartés!  
Partout je vogue,  

                                                        

29 Perhaps most famously, Sigmund Freud in his 1919 essay “The Uncanny” analyzed the doll, a type of 
mannequin, in E.T.A. Hoffmann’s 1818 story The Sandman. The mannequin was also a point of fascination 
for the Surrealist movement in the 1920s and 1930s (Kachur 38).  
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Donnant la vogue  
Au catalogue  
Des nouveautés. (6) 
 

Highlighting his mobility with the phrase “partout je vogue,” Hector is a walking 

advertisement. With the rise of Worth and haute couture, the live female mannequin 

emerged and would dominate the cultural imaginary. Gaston Worth, the son of Charles 

Frederick Worth, wrote in his memoir that his father’s maison de couture included “jeunes 

femmes dont l’emploi consiste à revêtir les modèles sur lesquels se fixera le choix de 

l’acheteur” (89). According to early accounts of Worth’s rise to fame, he used his wife, 

Marie Vernet, whom he had met while working as a salesman at the magasin de 

nouveauté Gagelin, as a live model (Milleret 31). As Worth became more successful, he 

would send his wife out to model his latest creations in different sites of sartorial display 

in the city, like the Longchamp racetrack, the Bois de Boulogne, or the boulevards.30 We 

see an example of these animate models in the first chapter where the couture house 

Margaine-Lacroix sent a group of three women to the Longchamps horse races in 1908 to 

model the new “Sylphide” dress.  

Whether the mannequin was inanimate or animate, cultural discourses often 

imparted robotic qualities to these models. In his 1830 caricature entitled “Les 

                                                        

30 Alison Matthews David notes that in the mid-nineteenth century the mannequin started to become more 
readily associated with women, rather than men: “The sex change of the mannequin relates to the increasing 
importance of confection for women and situates the mannequin in a larger narrative in which women were 
considered both active consumers of fashion and objects of consumption” (58).  
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Fashionables,” illustrator and editor of La Silhouette Charles Philipon depicted two 

Parisians who are in fact mannequins. Philipon’s caption describes these live 

mannequins as if they were robotic dolls: 

Les fashionables, poupées à ressort, qui boivent, mangent et agissent comme des 
personnes naturelles. Ces petites machines, modelées sur le type de la beauté idéale, sont 
d’une perfection surprenante; leurs yeux sont prodigieusement grands, leur nez est petit 
et leur bouche imperceptible; quant aux genoux et aux pieds, on ne les verrait pas même 
si l’énorme beauté du mollet et des cuisses n’en faisait pas davantage remarquer la 
petitesse. On peut les voir tous les jours, sans rétribution, de trois à quatre heures, au 
jardin des Tuileries… Les fashionables se transportent dans les salons où il sont désirés. 
(quoted in David 68) 
 

Real life models used in couture ateliers in the late nineteenth century were sometimes 

compared to automatons for their rehearsed and inorganic movements. In his 1888 text 

on the various places and spaces of fashion Les coulisses de la mode, Coffignon describes a 

mannequin or “poseuse” as having “allures d’automate” (142). 

If in the 1830s the mannequin dominated the salon and Tuileries gardens, by the 

end of the nineteenth century, the fashion mannequin would become virtually 

synonymous with the urban cityscape. Writing in 1888, Alexandre Hepp, novelist and 

friend of Émile Zola, describes the spatially monopolizing presence of the fashion 

mannequin: “Le Mannequin, cette hideuse machine à forme humaine, qui se dresse le 

long des salles du Louvre, du Bon Marché, du Printemps, aux devantures au coin des 

rues, sur les trottoirs, avec sa carcasse grise bouffie de son, avec un numéro gribouillé à 

l’encre, à la place du cœur” (231). Hepp’s description touches on two important 

characteristics of the mannequin: ubiquitous presence and anthropomorphism. The 
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anxiety Hepp expresses stems from the threat of the commodification of modern life. 

The mannequin symbolizes the serialization of not only the fashion industry but also of 

the body, “Ainsi le Mannequin prend possession de la Parisienne, l’écrase, l’annihile; 

grâce à lui, elle devient la femme quelconque qui passe” (232). For Hepp, the mannequin 

detracted from the sartorial originality that had been the Parisienne’s trademark: “Elle 

[la Parisienne] a sur le dos un luxe que chacun peut estimer; cette élégance que vous 

croyiez unique et d’un tour que vous disiez n’appartenir qu’à “Elle” est tiré à cent mille 

exemplaires, cataloguée, expédiée jusqu’au fond de l’étranger, franco!” (233).  

Blurring the ontological divide between the original and copy, the fashion model 

occupies an ambiguous position situated at the intersection of sartorial embodiment and 

mechanical reproduction. The fashion model was a visual reminder of the serialized 

nature of fashion production. This association between the commodified object and the 

mannequin echoes throughout Au Bonheur des dames where mannequins adorn the 

store’s window display:  

La gorge ronde des mannequins gonflait l’étoffe, les hanches fortes exagéraient la finesse 
de la taille, la tête absente était remplacée par une grande étiquette, piquée avec une 
épingle dans le molleton rouge du col; tandis que les glaces, aux deux côtés de la vitrine, 
par un jeu calculé, les reflétaient et les multipliaient sans fin, peuplaient la rue de ces 
belles femmes à vendre, et qui portaient des prix en gros chiffres, à la place des têtes. 
(392) 
 

Zola’s description of the store’s mannequins presents the fashioned body in all its 

commodified glory. As a good to be sold with a price for a head, the mannequin is 

dehumanized into a packaged and priced commodity ready to be replicated. Using 
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special mirror effects, the mannequins “mulipliaient sans fin,” suggesting the serialized 

nature of modern fashion production. Throughout the novel, Zola repeatedly associates 

the mannequin with serialized production by comparing them to soldiers.31 Zola’s 

comparisons shed light on the standardized nature of modern fashion. The “one size fits 

all” principle that mass consumption facilitated was the subject of Flaubert’s ire in his 

letter to Colet. Exclaiming that “l’industrialisme a développé le laid dans des 

proportions gigantesques,” Flaubert blamed modern industry for the fact that “la 

médiocrité s’infiltre partout” (Corr 2: 518). Indeed, the mannequins that appear as robots 

in Le Château underscore the mechanical reproduction that defined the modern the 

fashion system. With their simulated gestures and conversations, these mannequins are 

the very embodiment of the vacuity and “médiocrité” of the bourgeoisie. While 

conversing on the landscape of the “île de la toilette,” which the male mannequin 

describes as “bête,” the female mannequin responds with an outrageous suggestion, “si 

l’on taillait ces arbres […] si l’on reculait ces massifs, en faisant avancer le vieux chêne, 

avec quelques ruines, des paysans bien habillés et un chemin de fer pour être à 

proximité, on aurait là, avouez-le, un beau sujet artistique” (343). The mannequin carves 

                                                        

31 On two separate occasions the mannequins are compared to soldiers in Au Bonheur des dames. Mouret’s 
department store includes “une armée de mannequins sans tête et sans jambes” and another time they stand 
watch over the store’s steps, “À chaque marche, un mannequin, solidement fixé, plantait un vêtement 
immobile, costumes, paletots, robes de chambre; et l’on eût dit une double haie de soldats pour quelque 
défilé triomphal, avec le petit manche de bois pareil au manche d’un poignard, enfoncé dans le molleton 
rouge, qui saignait à la section fraîche du cou” (631, 780).  
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out the surrounding landscape to her liking, a landscape replete with well-dressed locals 

and train tracks. Using the verb “tailler,” the mannequin takes on the role of dressmaker, 

tailoring the surrounding space as if it were a pliable pieces of textile.  

The vacuity displayed by the mannequins harkens back to Flaubert’s critique of 

the bourgeoisie. When writing to Louise Colet in 1854, he railed against the mediocrity 

of the modern era: “Nous sommes tous des farceurs et des charlatans. Pose, pose et 

blague partout!” (Corr 2: 519). That the mannequins are actual robots emphasizes the 

vacuous and conditioned nature of bourgeois mores. While it may be easy to interpret 

the mannequins’ function in the play as purely satirical, their inclusion in the “île de la 

toilette” points to the importance of the embodiment of clothing. Fashion is not simply 

the fabrics draped over a human form, it is also the movements of the body. In the initial 

drafts of the play, Bouilhet shared a specific criticism of the “île de la toilette” tableau in 

that it was not as didactic as it should have been, “le tableau de la toilette me paraît 

agréablement mouvementé, seulement l’éducation s’y fait trop vite. Il faudra nuancer 

davantage” (Bouilhet 453). Perhaps added to rectify this pedagogical inconsistency, the 

mannequins, coupled with Couturin’s fashion manifesto, provide Jeanne with a crash 

course in Parisian fashion.  

The aesthetic resonances I have discussed in the play’s treatment of fashion and 

Flaubert’s own aesthetics are in part possible by the democratizing nature of fashion in 

the nineteenth century. As Couturin shows, the “right” garments and the mastery of 
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certain social codes are all Jeanne, a peasant from the country, needs in order to become 

a “Parisienne.” Once Jeanne embodies the Parisienne through her clothes and gestures, 

the play shifts to the Royaume Pot-au-Feu, a suburb of Paris where the bourgeois, who 

have had their hearts taken, worship a gigantic bowl of stew. Clothed by the dictates of 

Parisian fashion, Jeanne scares Paul away only to attract his attention in simpler 

clothing. It is only when Jeanne reverts back to her peasant dress at the end of the play 

that Paul recognizes her. The play’s ending posits Parisian fashion in direct opposition 

to the natural and uncorrupted clothing of the countryside, equating Jeanne’s provincial 

garb with a return to true and uncorrupted morals. This pedestrian message is belied by 

Le Château’s complex depiction of the spatial mechanics of fashion and its production.32 

These sartorial spaces fold and fuse forming a textile-like narrative that replicates the 

multiplicity and dynamism of the modern fashion system it depicts. From the porous 

modern spaces of the pseudo atelier de couture and department store to the fused 

machine body of the mannequin, Le Château draws attention to a sartorial world in flux 

where the primacy of hierarchy is questioned.  

                                                        

32 A year after Le Château appeared in La Vie moderne, a fairytale written by Claude Berton appeared in an 
1884 issue of the newspaper Le Matin. The fairytale describes the travails of a young couturière named 
Cousette who labors over dresses at work that she cannot afford wear. She is greeted one day by Couturin, a 
prince-like character, who whisks her away to the “Château de la mode,” where she sees dressmakers use 
pieces of clouds to fashion gauzy dresses. Whether or not Berton was directly referencing Couturin from 
Flaubert’s play is hard to say but this banal play points to the late nineteenth-century fascination with 
fashion, the féerie, and the supernatural.   
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We might wonder why Flaubert’s most direct portrait of modern fashion appears 

in a féerie. If we circle back yet again to Flaubert’s 1854 letter to Louise Colet, we see how 

fashion was tethered to aesthetic vision: 

De même que les tapissiers n’entendent rien à l’ameublement, les cuisiniers peu de chose 
à la cuisine et les tailleurs rien au costume, les couturières non plus n’entendent rien à 
l’Art. La raison est la même qui fait que les peintres de portraits font de mauvais portraits 
(les bons sont peints par des penseurs, par des créateurs, les seuls qui sachent reproduire). 
L’étroite spécialité dans laquelle ils vivent, leur enlève le sens même de cette spécialité, et 
ils confondent toujours l’accessoire et le principal, le galon avec la coupe. Un grand 
tailleur serait un artiste, comme au XVIe siècle les orfèvres étaient artistes. (Corr 2: 517) 
 

Describing the work of “les tailleurs,” Flaubert places fashion on the same level as art. 

While Kovacs argues that the fantastical elements of the féerie, its transformations and 

metamorphoses, lend themselves to Flaubert’s exploration of heightened mental states 

including hallucination and dreams, I would add that the féerie offers an ideal generic 

space in which to explore fashion’s fantastical and transformative dimensions (“Gustave 

Flaubert” 46-47).  

While I would not argue that Le Château merits inclusion on the same literary 

pedestal as Flaubert’s more canonical works like Madame Bovary or L’Éducation 

sentimentale, it does warrant closer scholarly attention. The play contains a saccharine 

and wildly outlandish plot, but it is an important text for understanding the production, 

consumption, and diffusion of late nineteenth-century fashion. But reading the maison de 

haute couture and the department store as connected sites in this play not only leads us to 

reevaluate our understanding of the organization of sartorial space in nineteenth-

century Paris, but it also demonstrates that Flaubert’s vision of fashion is inextricably 
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tethered to his writing. In Le Château, fashion transcends materiality to become an 

interpretive reflection of Flaubert’s own aesthetics.  
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5. “L’invention d’un corps nouveau:” Clothing and 
Embodied Movement in Mallarmé’s La Dernière mode 
and Loïe Fuller’s “Serpentine Dance” 

In his 1896 essay on Impressionist painter Berthe Morisot, Stéphane Mallarmé 

describes how deftly Morisot conveys the Parisienne through painting:  

notre contemporaine [Morisot] aborde sa semblable comme il ne faut l’omettre, la 
créature de gala, agencée en vue d’usages étrangers, galbeuse ou fignolée relevant du 
calligraphe à moins que le genre n’induise, littérairement, le romancier; à miracle, elle la 
restitue, par quelle clairvoyance, le satin se vivifiant à un contact de peau, l’orient des 
perles, à l’atmosphère; ou, dévêt, en négligé idéal, la mondanité fermée au style, pour 
que jaillisse l’intention de la toilette dans un rapport avec les jardins et la plage, une 
serre, la galerie. Le tour classique renoué et ces fluidité, nitidité. (537) 
 

In this passage, Mallarmé draws attention to two key sartorial relationships in Morisot’s 

paintings: the interplay between textile and flesh and the interaction between the 

clothed body and surrounding environment. According to the poet, Morisot’s female 

subjects, who partake in the spectacle of the city (“la créature de gala”), are depicted as 

either “galbeuse” or “fignolée,” adjectives that evoke their sartorial silhouette. For 

Mallarmé, the fabrics worn by Morisot’s subjects take on a life-like power, with the satin 

“se vivifiant à un contact de peau,” a phrase that inverses the typical relationship 

between flesh and clothing. It is not the live, organic flesh of skin, but a textile that lends 

animacy to the body. Mallarmé seizes on Morisot’s ability, through the stroke of a brush, 

to reveal “l’intention de la toilette” by foregrounding the spatial relationship between 

the garments worn by her subjects and their surrounding spaces. The greenhouses, 

gardens, and art salons that Mallarmé lists are not overtly urban spaces, but are all 
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integral aspects of the city. These sartorial details are indicative of a Baudelairean 

formulation of modernity, which Mallarmé underscores by using words with sartorial 

resonances like “renoué” to describe Morisot’s “tour classique.” 

The relationships between textile, skin, and space highlighted in this passage are 

indicative of Mallarmé’s vision of fashion. Twenty years before writing his essay on 

Morisot, Mallarmé produced an entire text dedicated to the study of fashion, La Dernière 

mode.1 Over the course of the eight issues published from September 1874 to December 

1874, under the editor “Marasquin,” a Mallarmé persona, the journal reported on all 

aspects of Parisian life, from fashion to theater to literature to society events. This text 

has puzzled critics since its publication. Barbara Bohac points out that scholars have 

found it difficult to reconcile Mallarmé’s decision to dedicate himself to something 

seemingly so frivolous as fashion (129). In his text Un fantôme dans le kiosque, Roger 

                                                        

1 An ever-growing corpus of scholarship on La Dernière mode includes: Ulrich Lehmann’s chapter “Mallarmé 
and the Elegance of Fashion in Modernity” in Tigersprung; Gayle Zachmann’s article “La Décoration! 
Figuring the Feminine and the Writing of Mallarmé;” Peter’s Brown’s chapter “Le Mineur à la mode: La 
Dernière mode” in Mallarmé et l’écriture en mode mineur; Judy Kravis’ chapter “La Dernière mode” in The Prose 
of Mallarmé; Heidi Brevik-Zender’s chapter “S’il est vrai, comme le dissent les poëtes, qu’une robe veuille 
dire quelque chose: Fashion, Women, and Authorial Drag in Stéphane Mallarmé’s La Dernière mode” in her 
dissertation “From Fashion Writing to Writing Fashion: Modernity, Gender, and La Mode in the Literature of 
Fin-de-Siècle Paris;” Lucienne Frappier-Mazur, “Narcisse travesti: Poétique et idéologie dans La Dernière 
mode de Mallarmé;” Annemarie Kleinert’s article “La Dernière mode: Une tentative de Mallarmé dans la 
presse féminine;” Rhonda Garelick’s chapter “Mallarmé: Crowds, Performance, and the Fashionable 
Woman” in Rising Star; Mary Lydon’s chapter “Skirting the Issue: Mallarmé, Proust, and Symbolism” in 
Skirting the Issue; Rachel Bowlby’s “Modes of Modern Shopping: Mallarmé at the Bon Marché; Hélène 
Stafford’s article “Mallarmé et La Dernière mode: the Fascination of  the Feminine;” Ellen Wayland-Smith’s 
article “Passing Fashion: Mallarmé and the Future of Poetry in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction;” Claire 
Lyu’s article “Stéphane Mallarmé as Miss Satin: The Texture of Fashion and Poetry.” Book-length analyses 
of La Dernière mode include Roger Dragonetti’s Un fantôme dans le kiosque, Jean-Pierre Lecercle’s Mallarmé et la 
mode, and the 2004 English translation of La Dernière mode by P.N. Furbank and A.M. Cain. 
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Dragonetti sets forth the provocative argument that La Dernière mode was in fact the 

elusive Livre and that the fashion journal was never published, but instead circulated 

among Mallarmé’s coterie of literary friends.2 Others have also tied La Dernière mode to 

Mallarmé’s over-arching quest for his “Great Work,” the Livre.3 Mallarmé himself 

acknowledged the proximity of these two projects. In a letter to fellow poet Paul 

Verlaine from 1886, Mallarmé shares his frustration over his ideal book project and 

acknowledges that in moments of exasperation, he takes refuge in rereading La Dernière 

mode: 

Si à un moment, pourtant, désespérant du despotique bouquin lâché de Moi-même, j’ai 
après quelques articles colportés d’ici et de là, tenté de rédiger tout seul, toilettes, bijoux, 
mobilier, et jusqu’aux théâtres et aux menus de dîner, un journal de dîner, un journal La 
Dernière mode, dont les huit ou dix numéros parus servent encore quand je les dévêts de 
leur poussière à me faire longtemps rêver. (663) 
 

Mallarmé’s use of the verb “dévêtir” underscores the sartorial aspects of the journal. As 

opposed to his “despotique bouquin,” La Dernière mode remained a source of pleasure 

for the poet, even a decade after its publication. While situating the fashion journal 

within Mallarmé’s œuvre is certainly helpful, the constant recourse to connect La 

Dernière mode to Mallarmé’s loftier, more abstract aesthetics obscures critical aspects of 

                                                        

2 Several scholars have come out with definitive proof that La Dernière mode was indeed published, including 
Lecercle who found police documents proving that the journal did indeed exist (153-161).  
3 Mallarmé never published a work with the title of Livre, but some scholars identify his 1897 poem “Un 
coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard” as this ideal book project. While Mallarmé ordered his notes on his 
elusive Livre to be destroyed, one notebook with notes survived, which was published in 1957. For more on 
the relationship between La Dernière mode and the Livre, see Peter Brown’s text Mallarmé et l’écriture en mode 
mineur in which he questions the arbitrary demarcation between “minor” and “major” works in Mallarmé’s 
œuvre. See also Jacques Scherer (18) and David Mendelson (157).  
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the actual text. Fashion in this journal serves not only as a reservoir for poetic ideas, but 

also as a reminder of the corporeal reality of clothing.  

Yet this sartorial aspect of La Dernière mode, its repeated mentions of the forms 

and lines clothing produces on the body, has escaped sustained critical attention. 

Throughout the pages of the journal’s eight issues, Mallarmé, principally through the 

voice of fashion chronicler Marguerite de Ponty, develops an understanding of fashion 

as a bodily form and practice. Mallarmé’s fascination with fashion as a dynamic 

producer of forms and shapes finds its most direct expression in fin de siècle dancer Loïe 

Fuller who was the subject of Mallarmé’s 1893 essay, “Autre étude de danse. Les Fonds 

dans le ballet, d’après une indication récente.” The American dancer who catapulted to 

Parisian stardom in 1892 with her “serpentine dance” developed what Jacques Rancière 

calls “l’invention d’un corps nouveau” (122). This “new body,” created through Fuller’s 

deft use of bodily gestures and textiles, inspired not only clothing trends, but also 

prompted new approaches to producing and wearing color in the 1890s.  

Fuller’s influence on fashion is perhaps best understood through Mallarmé’s 

concept of “écriture corporelle” or bodily writing, an idea he developed while 

osbserving ballet performances in the 1890s. Fuller’s innovative use of textile and bodily 

movement can be understood as this instantaneous form of “écriture” or writing. I 

propose that traces of the relationship between clothing, the body, and movement that 

Mallarmé examines in Fuller’s dance can be found in his 1874 fashion journal. In many 
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ways, his vision of fashion in La Dernière mode anticipates the way Fuller would reframe 

the relationship between bodily movement and clothing twenty years later. Fashion 

emerges as a visual, urban form of embodied movement in Mallarmé’s writings and 

Fuller’s performances.  

5.1 Embodiment and the Silhouette in La Dernière mode 

In 1872, in an oft quoted passage from his correspondence, Mallarmé informs 

Parnassian poet José-Maria de Heredia that he is in the midst of working on a special 

kind of journal, “Je recueille maintenant dans les divers coins de Paris la souscription 

qu’il faut pour commencer une belle et luxueuse revue dont la pensée me domine: L’Art 

décoratif” (quoted in Benoît 127). That same year, Mallarmé edited a journal entitled, 

L’Art décoratif, with Charles Wendelen, who was also head of the journal Modes de la 

saison (Lehmann 72). In the end, the “belle et luxueuse revue” Mallarmé ultimately 

dreamt of would go by the title of La Dernière mode. Although the title was not 

Mallarmé’s invention, having already existed in 1873 as the title of a journal that 

Wendelen edited, the expression “la dernière mode” or “the latest fashion” nevertheless 

captured the journal’s preoccupation with the unstable temporalities of fashion and 

Parisian urban life.4 The contents of the eight issues follow more or less the same 

organization: a compte rendu of Parisian fashion written by Marguerite de Ponty 

                                                        

4 In 1978, the publisher Ramsey produced the only complete facsimile of La Dernière mode. Its pages, 
however, did not feature the bluish tint that Mallarmé’s original journal contained.  
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accompanied by descriptions of fashion plates illustrated by Edmond Morin, a “gazette 

de fashion” written by the English contributor “Miss Satin,” a chronicle on Paris by “Ix,” 

a literary section of either poems or short stories, an update on the cultural events for the 

upcoming week (“gazette de la semaine”), a correspondence section with the journal’s 

readers, a cartes de visite page, and finally, an advice section on education. Mallarmé 

hired his literary friends including François Coppée, Alphonse Daudet, and Léon 

Cladel, to contribute short literary pieces to the journal. With the exception of these 

literary pieces, all parts of the journal were written by Mallarmé. 5   

Critics have tended to focus on two elements in particular in La Dernière mode, 

which are perhaps best described by David Mendelson as “le mouvement des tissus” 

and “le mouvement et les effets de style de l’écriture” (160). The first “mouvement” of 

textiles and fabrics refers to the ethereal evocations of fabric and their metaphorical 

significance. Ulrich Lehmann focuses on Mallarmé’s fascination with diaphanous fabrics 

like gauze and lace while Hélène Stafford sees the metaphorical play of light and fabrics 

in the journal as evidence of Mallarmé’s propensity for the “métaphorisation de 

l’ordinaire” (Lehmann 98; Stafford 151). Jean-Pierre Lecercle argues in a similar vein that 

La Dernière mode belongs to a constellation of texts in which Mallarmé experiments with 

banal forms and subject matter, like his “Vers des circonstances,” envelopes with 

                                                        

5 While the literary portions of the journal were written by his writer friends, Mallarmé’s sole literary 
contribution was a translation of Alfred Tennyson’s poem “Mariana” in the October 18 issue.  
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quatrains scrawled on them, or his articles on the Exposition Universelle in London (40-

55).  The second “mouvement” that Mendelson identifies encompasses the figurative 

language in the journal as well as its multiple authorial voices. Mallarmé uses a diverse 

array of voices of different genders and nationalities, from the French woman 

Marguerite de Ponty to the English “Miss Satin” to more colorful voices that include 

“une dame Créole,” “Zizi, bonne mulâtre de Surate,” and the interior decorator 

“Marliani, tapisseur décorateur.” Through these feminine voices, Heidi Brevik-Zender 

argues, Mallarmé performs a literary “cross-dressing” (“From Fashion Writing” 33-35). 

The panoply of pseudonyms in La Dernière mode has a historical antecedent that can be 

traced back to July Monarchy journalists like Delphine de Girardin (“Vicomte de 

Launay”) and Léo Lespès (“Timothée Trimm”) who used pen names in columns in 

Parisian newspapers (Thérenty 244-46). Mallarmé, with his alter egos of Marguerite de 

Ponty and Miss Satin, inscribes himself within this journalistic tradition.  

Mallarmé specialist Éric Benoît describes La Dernière mode as a “laboratoire 

poétique où rêver le sens poétique des objets” (129). Jonathon Crary underscores this 

kaleidoscopic quality of the journal, describing it as a “mobile system of deflections in 

which the luminosity of any single object is lost amidst its indefinite reflections on the 

multiplied and fractured surfaces adjacent to it” (120-121). The journal’s kaleidoscopic 

aura is evident from the visual layout of the very front page (Figure 16). The frontispiece 
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of the journal offers an almost cinematic vision of the movement of fashion and its 

embodiment. 

 

Figure 16: Frontispiece in La Dernière mode illustrated by Edmond Morin 

 These images of women engaged in various activities were illustrated by Edmond 

Morin (1824-1882), a lithographer and engraver who worked in England for several 

years before returning to Paris to work for the journal La Vie parisienne on costume 
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design illustrations.6 La Dernière mode’s frontispiece demonstrates Morin’s keen eye for 

light and color gradients of white and black that achieve different effects of illumination. 

The depiction of women swimming, horseback riding, going to the theater, coupled with 

more domestic scenes of table setting, communicates the diversity of activities of the 

fashionable reader. These vignettes appear as if they were a montage, with the variation 

of fonts and colors lending a vivid and dynamic energy to the page. 

At several points in La Dernière mode, the fashion chronicler Marguerite de Ponty 

reminds the journal’s readers that her purpose as “historiographe des Toilettes” is to 

provide an “étude lente et voilée d’une evolution actuelle du Costume” (780, 830). 

Qualifying her study of Parisian fashion in these terms, de Ponty lends an academic air 

to her duties as fashion reporter, a job she takes seriously by paying detailed attention 

not only to trends, but also to the way these trends transform the body. The focus on 

embodied clothing manifests in the first issue when de Ponty describes the aim of the 

journal: “nous voulons, à cette heure de renouvellement, habiller, tout entière, notre 

lectrice” (727). Although the word “body” is absent here, the focus on the act of dressing 

in the sentence evokes the image of the body. With its repeated emphases on the way 

                                                        

6 Morin had collaborated with friend of Mallarmé’s and poet Théodore Banville on his book Sonnet et Eaux-
Fortes five years earlier and it was largely thanks to Mallarmé’s friendship with Banville and the publisher 
Alphonse Lemerre that he hired Morin to illustrate La Dernière mode (Lehmann 72). Heidi Brevik-Zender 
points out the similarities between the graphic design of La Dernière mode and another fashion-based 
periodical of the time La Vie parisienne (“From Fashion Writing” 50-51)  
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bodily shapes are outlined by garments, Mallarmé’s fashion journal draws attention to 

the relationship between fabric and body.  

In the chronicles written by Marguerite de Ponty, she repeatedly draws attention 

to one garment in particular: the tunic. Worn during the first half of the 1870s, the tunic 

functioned essentially as a second skirt that draped over the lower half of the body. It 

could be tucked up to create a more voluminous shape or draped and fastened in 

different positions. In the first fashion chronicle from October, de Ponty underscores the 

architectural dimensions of the “tunique:”  

on la[tunique] fait ronde ou pointue, ou coulissée ou bouillonnée ou plissée, soit même 
en forme d’écharpe, soit encore carrée derrière, celle-là se relevant en un retroussis et ses 
deux pans rattachés ensemble par un très-beau nœud de faille. Mais le point capital, c’est 
que toutes les Tuniques, quelles qu’en soit la façon, doivent se tendre excessivement par 
devant, et jouir de beaucoup d’ampleur par derrière; cela est aussi inévitable, 
aujourd’hui, que le Corsage fermé ou plutôt lacé dans le dos. Les basques, n’est-ce pas? 
colleront bien sur les hanches: il devient même avantageux, pour les diminuer, de monter 
la jupe du Costume sur une pièce plate, et devant et de côté. (747) 
 

De Ponty emphasizes the sculptural, almost geometric forms the tunic creates, its 

“carré,” “ronde ou pointue” shapes. But more importantly, the passage offers advice on 

how to better adapt garments to the physical body. The tunic must not only mold to the 

front of the body, but it should also “se tendre excessivement” so that the fabrics on the 

wearer’s backside appear more voluminous, thus creating a fashionable silhouette of the 

time. De Ponty’s fascination with the tunic stems from its liminal position; it is not quite 

an accessory and not quite an article of clothing. As this passage suggests, she is also 

intrigued by the seemingly infinite arrangements of shapes the tunic can produce. In the 
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October 4 issue of La Dernière mode, a fashion engraving (Figure 17) features a tunic worn 

by the figure on the right in which “le retroussis de la tunique se trouve très en arrière 

retenu par un nœud en velours.”  

 

Figure 17: "Toilettes de promenades," La Dernière mode, October 4, 1874. 

 An 1874 issue of the popular fashion journal Le Moniteur de la mode, published half a 

year before Mallarmé’s illustration of the tunic skirt, also depicts a tunic worn by the 
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figure of the woman with binoculars: “Tunique arrondie devant en tablier, drapée de 

chaque côté avec pouff derrière tombant en carré, deux biais de faille de couleur 

terminés par des nœuds à boucles tombent de chaque côté et sont retenus sur le premier 

volant.” 

 

Figure 18: Le Moniteur de la mode, April 3, 1874. 

 While Le Moniteur de la mode focuses on the details of the tunic’s construction, de Ponty, 

uses verbs like “se tendre” and body parts like “les hanches” to emphasize the tunic’s 

body-contouring capabilities. In the November 15 issue of La Dernière mode, de Ponty 
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revisits the tunic, this time a “tunique jais acier,” and reiterates once more its body-

molding properties, “[t]ricot élastique moulant parfaitement le buste” (728).  

The journal focuses on other body-contouring garments such as the bodice. De 

Ponty draws particular attention to the way the “basque,” a bodiced jacket, delineates 

the body by molding to the wearer’s hips, “colleront bien sur les hanches.” For de Ponty, 

the bodice is instrumental in the architecture of the fashioned body, “corsage ajusté de 

haut en bas, prenant les hanches et jupe plate devant, celui-ci venant brider celle-là à mi-

corps” (797-98). To assure her readers that these silhouettes are indeed accurate, de 

Ponty suggests they observe these trends on the street:  

Que reste-t-il à dire pour ne pas éviter tout à fait les redites? ceci, que la tunique écharpe, 
est toujours très-collante, le pouff très-bas, la taille très-longue; mais ces deux derniers 
détails, terminant la Causerie du commencement de ce mois, appartiennent maintenant à 
la rue, où l’œil du passant les vérifie à tout moment. (729) 
 

Fashion passes from the pages of the journal to the street. De Ponty assures her readers 

that the same garments can be seen in the city and suggests the importance of fashion as 

an urban spectacle.  

In the last issue of La Dernière mode, de Ponty returns to the sartorial silhouette, 

only to report that a new shape has arrived. Bidding farewell to bustles and tunics, “Que 

la tournure s’en va, et que la pouff disparaît,” de Ponty describes the “lente élimination 

de tout aboutissant au COSTUME COLLANT, lequel triomphe et fera de vous, 

Mesdames, plus ou moins des nymphes élancées de Jean Goujon” (831-32). The 
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“costume collant” references the more streamlined shape of late 1870s. De Ponty 

reiterates the change in silhouette: 

Non: pas de pouff, c’est dire que s’évanouit tout ce qui fut seulement le retroussis, et la 
tunique enfin ; et qu’au tablier tout uni, tout tendu qu’il demeure et tout sobre sauf un 
seul nœud en bas, succéderont, en effet, des ceintures nouées très-bas de même, deux à 
chaque hanche moulées, dont la fonction est de porter le devant de la robe. 
 

In lieu of padded contraptions like the pouff, de Ponty notes the emergence of belts that 

adhere to the body that provide a different visuality to the clothed body. De Ponty 

emphasizes the utilitarian nature of these belted outfits that serve to “porter” the skirt.   

De Ponty comments on this new trend while acknowledging the importance of 

the sartorial silhouette, “plus qu’à aucune époque va transparaître la Femme, visible, 

dessinée, elle-même, avec la grâce entière de son contour ou les principales lignes de sa 

personne (alors que, par derrière, magnificence vaste de la traîne attire tous les plis et 

l’ampleur massive de l’étoffe)” (833). The contours and lines of the body are rendered 

through the materiality and temporality of fashion. While the front of the body 

showcases its natural lines, the back provides a tumult of fabrics, supplying a different 

silhouette altogether.  

De Ponty also conveys her focus on embodiment in terms of the fusion of fabric 

and skin. If we recall Mallarmé’s vivid description of textiles reacting to skin in 

Morisot’s painting (“le satin se vivifiant à un contact de peau,”) we see that the 

Symbolist poet was acutely tuned into the somatic aspects of clothing, including the 

protean edges of skin and fabric. In Stéphane Mallarmé: l’encre et le ciel, literary critic 
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Roger Bellet highlights this intentional confusion of skin and fabric in La Dernière mode, 

noting that “l’étoffe est un second épiderme” (110). He connects this relationship to 

Mallarmé’s over-arching aesthetic:  

Mallarmé – c’est encore un aspect de cet érotisme - met en rapport vital l’étoffe et la peau: la 
première mime la seconde emprunte à la vie de la seconde; on ne saurait plus dire laquelle 
- quelle peau - est la plus profonde ou la plus “réelle:” grand leçon ésthetique. (110) 
 

While Bellet reads this blurring of textile and flesh as erotic, I would add that this 

deliberate confusion between skin and clothing points to the concept of bodily writing, 

an idea that Mallarmé developed in his writings on dance, as we will see later. Fashion 

produces a bodily language in which textiles fuse with the body to create unique lines 

and forms of the body. We see this tension between skin/fabric and fabric/body when de 

Ponty describes the construction of ball gowns:  

Si les tissus classiques de bal se plaisent à nous envelopper comme d’une brume envolée 
et faite de toutes les blancheurs, la robe elle-même, au contraire, corsage et jupe, moule 
plus que jamais la personne: opposition délicieuse et savante entre le vague et ce qui doit 
s’accuser. (797) 
 

De Ponty stresses the double silhouette of the ball gown, its enveloping fabrics that 

swallow the wearer’s body contrasts with the form-fitting dress. The way that fashion 

manipulates the body’s lines informs not only de Ponty’s reports, but also Mallarmé’s 

fascination with Loïe Fuller twenty years later.  

5.2 Loïe Fuller’s Sartorial “Écriture Corporelle” 

In one of La Dernière mode’s more arresting passages, de Ponty describes a gown 

designed by Charles Frederick Worth with zoomorphic dimensions:  
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L’annonce d’un emblêmatique Papillon qui, vaste, superbe, taillé dans les tissus légers et 
délicieux, élèvera son vol immobile à hauteur, Mesdames, de l’une ou de l’autre de vos 
joues, remplaçant par son caprice la fraise historique de ces dernières années. Vos 
frisures feront tomber dans leurs anneaux dans l’intervalle des deux ailes. Brillante 
imagination, n’est-ce pas? qui rappelle les métamorphoses mêlant des gazes d’insectes un 
visage de femme dans les albums anciens de Grandville: non, elle appartient au génie de 
ce magicien extraordinaire, lui aussi, mais autrement qu’en des vignettes, ordonnateur de 
la fête sublime et quotidienne de Paris, de Vienne, de Londres et de Pétersbourg, le grand 
Worth. (764) 
 

By attributing this anthropomorphic gown to “le grand Worth,” the same Charles 

Frederick Worth we encountered in the previous chapter, de Ponty firmly situates this 

sartorial creation within the Parisian fashion industry. Zeroing in on the fairy-like 

qualities of fashion, the description emphasizes the fantastical dimension of sartorial 

creativity. In mentioning Grandville’s famous Les Fleurs animées, a collection of 

illustrations of women and animals from 1848, de Ponty equates Worth the couturier 

with Grandville the illustrator. But perhaps the most striking element of this passage is 

how it seems to foreshadow the butterfly-like movements and clothing of fin de siècle 

dancer Loïe Fuller. With her choreography and specifically-designed clothing that 

involved swirling vast “wings” of fabric in the air, the American dancer’s motions were 

famously compared to the form and movements of a butterfly and even earned her the 

nickname “femme-papillon.” Not only did Fuller’s movements and clothing evoke the 

butterfly, but she also emphasized this zoomorphism in certain performances, by 

designing dresses with large butterflies emblazoned on them. Mallarmé’s passage in La 

Dernière mode poeticizes the transformative power of the sartorial silhouette, which 

Fuller manipulated to the extreme twenty years later. Indeed, the same concerns over 
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the manipulation of the lines and form of the body through clothing that de 

Ponty/Mallarmé highlight would echo throughout Fuller’s writings and her actual 

performances. Before delving into Mallarmé’s text on the dancer, however, I will first 

situate Fuller’s serpentine dance within her own retelling of its origin story as well as the 

cross-cultural currents that informed it.  

Along with Isadora Duncan and Ruth St. Denis, Loïe Fuller is considered a 

pioneering figure in modern dance (Fraleigh 143). Before becoming a household name in 

fin de siècle Paris and the object of fascination for Symbolists and Art nouveau artists, 

Fuller had achieved middling success as an actress in vaudeville shows in her native 

United States with brief stints in Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show and a tour in the 

Caribbean in 1889 with her own troupe (Garelick 27). In the 1880s, a decade before she 

became a sensation in Paris, Fuller performed the “skirt dance,” a precursor to the 

serpentine dance in London’s Gaiety Theater (27). Later, Fuller returned to the United 

States when she landed the main role in a production of the play Quack, M.D. In her 

memoir Fifteen Years of a Dancer’s Life, originally written in English but first published in 

French with a preface from Anatole France, Fuller recounts in detail how she created the 

famous serpentine dance while preparing for the role. Concerned that she had no 

appropriate dress for the play’s hypnosis scene, Fuller looked to her own personal 

wardrobe and found “a light silk material, comparable to a spider’s web. It was a skirt, 

very full and very broad at the bottom” (26). In her memoirs, she emphasizes her haptic 
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encounter with the garment, “I let the skirt dangle in my fingers, and before this little 

heap of fragile texture I lingered in reverie for some time.” Donning the skirt, she 

describes the adjustments she makes to the garment:   

My robe, which was destined to become a triumphal robe, was at least half a yard too 
long. Thereupon I raised the girdle and so shaped for myself a sort of empire robe, 
pinning the skirt to a décolleté bodice. The robe looked thoroughly original, perhaps 
even a little ridiculous. (28) 
 

Fuller no doubt heightens the drama in the passage, with words like “destined” and 

“triumphal,” but in her recounting, she becomes a couturier in her own right. 

Manipulating the “natural” waistline of the skirt, Fuller altered the skirt’s silhouette to 

accommodate its surplus of fabric. Fuller recalls wearing the skirt in the premiere of 

Quack, M.D. during which she became hyper aware of a new way of carrying her dress 

and body:  

My robe was so long that I was continually stepping upon it, and mechanically I held it 
up with both hands and raised my arms aloft, all the while that I continued to flit around 
the stage like a winged spirit. There was a sudden exclamation from the house: ‘It’s a 
butterfly! A butterfly!’ I turned on my steps, running from one end of the stage to the 
other, and a second exclamation followed: ‘It’s an orchid!’ To my great astonishment 
sustained applause burst forth. (31)  
 

Fuller’s description of the origin of the serpentine dance reveals the centrality of clothing 

and embodied movement in her artistic process. After the premiere, Fuller returned 

home and developed this new choreography by mending her gown and this time, 

incorporating experiments with light:  

The mirror was placed just opposite the windows. The long yellow curtains were drawn 
and through them the sun shed into the room an amber light, which enveloped me 
completely and illuminated my gown, giving a translucent effect. Golden reflections 
played in the folds of the sparkling silk, and in this light my body was vaguely revealed 
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in shadowy contour. This was a moment of intense emotion. Unconsciously I realized 
that I was in the presence of a great discovery, one which was destined to open the path 
which I have since followed. (33) 
 

Fuller employs the entire space around her to “clothe” herself, including the curtains in 

the room that create “golden reflections” on her silk skirt. Thus, Fuller incorporates not 

only the materiality of her own dress, but also the space and structures around her to 

“design” her dress. Fuller describes how the long skirt led to her new corporeal 

discovery of the serpentine dance: “Gently, almost religiously, I set the silk in motion, 

and I saw that I had obtained undulations of a character heretofore unknown. I had 

created a new dance. Why had I never thought of it before?” (33). Over the next several 

days, she would model poses and motions for acquaintances until she “reached a point 

where each movement of the body was expressed in the folds of silk, in a play of colors 

in the draperies that could be mathematically and systematically calculated” (33-34). For 

Fuller, bodily gestures are reflected through the materiality of her clothing, which acts as 

an extension of the body. In using the term “calculating,” she frames her gestural 

motions as a studied arrangement of embodied movements and not as a mix of 

haphazard movements.  

Fuller’s description of her dances demonstrates what dancer-turned-philosopher 

Maxine Sheets-Johnstone terms the “kinetic dimensions of our animate nature” (118). In 

Sheets-Johnstone’s The Primacy of Movement, she proposes that kinesthesia lies at the 

heart of embodied cognition and describes the primacy of movement as the process in 
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which “[w]e literally discover ourselves in movement. We grow kinetically into our 

bodies” (117). When Fuller dons her skirt and starts to move in its plentiful folds, she 

“grows” into her clothed body. While Sheets-Johnstone focuses on the first time we 

acquaint ourselves with our bodies, Fuller describes a second discovery, one that 

involved a sartorial awakening of the body’s movements. Through the folds of her dress, 

she discovers what Sheets-Johnstone describes as the corporeal understanding of 

movement: “In our spontaneity of movement, we discover arms that extend, spines that 

bend, knees that flex, mouths that shut, and so on. We make sense of ourselves in the 

course of moving (117). Sheets-Johnstone’s focus rests on the anatomical discovery of 

embodied thinking, yet with Fuller we see the fusion of clothing and skin. Thus, when 

Fuller “discovers” her serpentine dance, it is an embodied kinetic discovery. Sheets-

Johnstone writes, “In sum, we learn our bodies by moving and in moving both create 

and constitute our movement as a spatial-temporal dynamic” (139). Fuller draws 

repeated attention to the concept of movement in her memoirs and argues that it is not 

fully appreciated, “Our knowledge of motion is nearly as primitive as our knowledge of 

light” (67). She offers examples of phrases and expressions where the verb or idea of 

motion contained in the phrase is routinely ignored:  

We say “prostrated by grief,” but in reality, we pay attention only to the grief; 
“transported with joy,” but we observe only the joy; “weighed down by chagrin,” but we 
consider only the chagrin. Throughout we place no value on the movement that 
expresses the thought. Who of us has not been pained by a movement of impatience, a 
lifting of the eyebrows, a shaking of the head, the sudden withdrawal of a hand? […] We 
do not grasp the facts of motion. (67) 
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Fuller sees gesture as central to daily life and expresses her frustration that it is routinely 

ignored in common parlance. Movement is also, she argues, at the heart of dance. In her 

memoirs, she poses the question “What is dance?” to which she replies that the answer 

is simply “motion,” which is itself “the expression of a sensation” (71).   

In studying the relationship between movement, textiles, and body, Fuller 

arrived at a kinetic understanding of performance that echoes Sheets-Johnstone’s 

description of embodied movement: “What is already there is movement, movement in 

and through which the perceptible world and acting subject come to be constituted, 

which is to say movement in and through which we make sense of both the world and 

ourselves” (119). Fuller’s corporeal awakening occurs when she is in motion, when she is 

posing in front of the mirror or moving across the stage. When recounting the hypnosis 

scene during the initial run of Quack, M.D., Fuller emphasizes the corporeal discovery 

that moving her dress enabled:  

The length and size of my silk shirt would constrain me to repeat the same motion 
several times as a means of giving this motion its special and distinctive aim. I obtained a 
spiral effect by holding my arms aloft while I kept whirling, to right and then to let, and I 
continued this movement until the spiral design was established. Head, hands and feet 
followed the evolutions of the body and the robe. It is very difficult, however, to describe 
this part of my dance. You have to see it and feel it. It is too complicated for realization in 
words. (34) 
 

Fuller’s description of these novel interactions between body, cloth, and movement 

echoes Sheets-Johnstone’s description of kinesthesia: “In making sense of the dynamic 

interplay of forces and configurations inherent in our on-going spontaneity of 

movement, we arrive at corporeal concepts” (118). Through her studied movements of 
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her clothed body, Fuller arrives at her corporeal concept in the form of the serpentine 

dance.  

After toying with her choreography after the play’s premiere, Fuller settled on 

twelve “characteristic motions” and choreographed these gestures into dance numbers, 

each synchronized with specific light colors that would be shone through a lantern with 

lenses of multi-colored glass slides. The first dance was performed under a blue light, 

the second under a red light and the third under a yellow light, with the last one 

performed in the dark with “a single ray of yellow light crossing the stage” (Fuller 34). 

After being rejected by numerous managers in New York, she finally secured 

management and a performance deal when she performed the dance on stage in front of 

a manager and developed the visual form that would become synonymous with her 

name, “I continued to dance, disappearing in the darkness at the rear of the stage, then 

returning toward the gas jet. Finally I lifted a part of my robe over my shoulders, made a 

kind of cloud which enveloped me completely and then fell, a wavering mass of fluffy 

silk, at the manager’s feet” (37-38). Securing a deal with the Madison Square Theater, 

Fuller started creating buzz around her “serpentine” performances. Craving an audience 

that was more appreciate of her artistry, Fuller set out for Europe by way of Germany 

where she was swindled by her manager, which prompted her to try her luck in Paris. 

Once in Paris, Fuller demanded to speak with the manager of the Folies-Bergère only to 
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find that they already had a dancer performing a “serpentine dance.”7 As she recalls in 

her memoirs, this “copying” upset her greatly, but she was soon relieved when she 

found her imitator lacking talent. After Fuller performed for the Folies-Bergère manager, 

she secured a nightly engagement with the theater in 1892. This series of performances 

catapulted Fuller into Parisian stardom and attracted the attention of artists and writers 

like Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec and Mallarmé.  

Fuller’s dance deviated from traditional nineteenth-century dance performances 

like ballet in which dancers used mimetic forms to convey a narrative (Jones 88). With 

the rise of venues like music halls and cabarets in late nineteenth-century cities, new 

forms of dance emerged that loosened these narrative strictures. While Fuller describes 

her discovery of the serpentine dance as a moment of personal intuition, the dance she 

“created” was informed by several artistic techniques and dances that had already 

existed, including the Indian “nautch” dance, performed by vaudeville dancers in the 

1880s. Garelick notes that Fuller performed one such “nautch” dance when she splayed 

Aladdin in the pantomime Aladdin’s Wonderful Lamp at the Standard Theater in New 

York in 1887 (25). Fuller never acknowledged these sources, especially the skirt dance, as 

inspirations for her serpentine dance because she preferred to curate a narrative of 

artistic creativity (28). The skirt dance, however, was the most important inspiration for 

                                                        

7 Imitators of the serpentine dance plagued Fuller throughout the 1890s in both New York and Paris. After 
failing to secure copyright on her dance, Fuller pursued patents in multiple countries, as we will see later in 
this chapter.   
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Fuller’s serpentine dance. English performer Kate Vaughn popularized the dance in the 

1870s in London’s music halls where she would raise her skirt to reveal her ankles while 

dancing to colored lights (Lista 73). The skirt dance, whose use of clothing is reflected in 

its name, necessitated swift bodily movements on stage while lifting the edges of 

petticoats. Rhonda Garelick surmises that Fuller must have encountered the dance when 

she performed at the Gaiety Theater where skirt dances were a frequent spectacle 

(Garelick 27). This dance announced a shift in dance history. Edwardian dance writer 

John Ernest Crawford Flitch in his text Modern Dancing and Dancers, written a little over 

two decades after Fuller’s debut, states that the serpentine dance was a “derivation” of 

the skirt dance (91). He argues that the invention of the skirt dance signaled a pivotal 

moment in the history of choreography and performance:  

Skirt dance broadened the scope of dancing. In itself never a performance of very great 
artistic merit, it had all the value of a revolt. It broke down the dominion of a tradition 
which had become too narrow. It opened up new vistas. It contained the seeds of future 
movements. In particular it recalled the forgotten dances of antiquity. Though essentially 
modern, and notably so in its lapses into vulgarity, it nevertheless suggested new 
possibilities in the grace of flowing drapery, the value of line, the simplicity and 
naturalness that were characteristic of Greek Dance. (Flitch 72) 
 

The skirt dance thus straddled multiple temporalities and occupied a liminal position 

between modernity. Although Fuller was certainly inspired by this dance, she 

intensified the dance’s interplay of bodily movement and clothing.  

There is yet another cultural current coursing through Fuller’s dance. Like many 

artists and writers of late nineteenth-century Paris, including Mallarmé, Fuller 

developed a keen affinity for Japanese culture. “Everything that comes from Japan,” she 
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professed in her memoirs, “has always interested me intensely” (207). As Loïe Fuller 

biographer Giovanni Lista points out, the potential for movement that the lines and 

forms of Japanese art conveyed appealed to artists like Fuller who admired “la 

puissance répétitive et germinative, proliférante, de la nature” that Japanese art 

exhibited (372). Fuller’s use of large swaths of fabric and the poles that she manipulated 

to create forms drew from the kabuki tradition in Japan. Fuller’s aesthetic affinities for 

Japanese culture took on a commercial nature when she organized a tour in Europe of 

performers from East Asia from 1898-1902 (Banham 49). Two of these dancers included 

Sada Yacco, a trained geisha dancer, and her husband, Kawakami Otojiro, who 

performed in Fuller’s theater at the Exposition Universelle in 1900 in a production of The 

Geisha and the Samurai (Banham 49; Garelick 103).  

In Fuller’s origin story of the serpentine dance, she emphasizes the role clothing 

and bodily movements play in her innovative silhouettes. Mallarmé observed this 

interplay of textiles and bodily movement in his essays on dance in “Crayonné au 

théâtre” where he introduces the idea of “écriture corporelle” after watching the ballet 

dancer Elena Cornalba perform in 1886 at the Éden-Théâtre in Paris (Jones 15). Mallarmé 

describes the creative potentiality of the dancer in terms of her poetic prowess:  

[…] et qu’elle [the dancer] ne danse pas, suggérant, par le prodige de raccourcis ou 
d’élans, avec une écriture corporelle ce qu’il faudrait des paragraphes en prose dialoguée 
autant que descriptive, pour exprimer, dans la rédaction: poème dégagé de tout appareil 
du scribe. (304) 
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Mallarmé does more than simply equate dance with choreography, which is the literal 

writing of dance. In this first introduction to the concept of “écriture corporelle,” 

Mallarmé zeroes in on the simultaneity of the dancer’s performance. More succinct and 

more instantaneous than pen and paper, the dancer needs no writerly apparatus for she 

is “dégagé de tout appareil du scribe.” While this concept first occurs during Mallarmé’s 

discussion of the ballet dancer La Cornalba, “écriture corporelle” would guide his 

thoughts on Loïe Fuller in “Autre étude de danse. Les Fonds dans le ballet, d’après une 

indication récente.” This essay, initially published in a longer format in the British 

newspaper The National Observer on May 13, 1893, under the title “Considérations sur 

l’art du ballet et la Loïe Fuller,” was later shortened for publication in the Revue franco-

américaine in 1895 and then later included in Divigations (Johnson 13). Mallarmé’s 

writings on dance are limited to a few essays that appear in “Crayonné au théâtre,” but 

these texts are nevertheless considered foundational writings on dance (Reynolds 33).  

 In the very beginning of his study on Fuller, Mallarmé describes in detail the 

visuality and effect of Fuller’s “envolée de vêtements:”  

Au bain terrible des étoffes se pâme, radieuse, froide la figurante qui illustre maint thème 
giratoire ou tend une trame loin épanouie, pétale et papillon géants, déferlement, tout 
d’ordre net et élémentaire. Sa fusion aux nuances véloces muant leur fantasmagorie 
oxyhydrique de crépuscule et de grotte, telles rapidités de passions délice, deuil, colère: il 
faut pour les mouvoir, prismatiques, avec violence ou diluées, le vertige d’une âme 
comme mise à l’air par un artifice. (308) 
 

With its surfeit of words related to movement, “se pâme,” “giratoire,” “véloces,” 

“muant,” “mouvoir,” “vertige,” the passage also pays draws attention to the visuality of 
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the display of cloth, especially its “radieuse” and “prismatique” qualities. Mallarmé 

homes in on the way the manipulation of fabric, with its rapid movements, elicits an 

instantaneous visual effect. This simultaneity is first described visually but also sonically 

when Mallarmé evokes the “transition de sonorités aux tissus (y a-t-il, mieux, à une gaze 

ressemblant que la Musique!) est, uniquement, le sortilège qu’opère la Loïe Fuller” (308-

309). She weaves the “ambiance” of the performance through her body (“soi”) and 

clothing (“crêpes de Chine”). 

Surprisingly, few scholars have focused on the importance of both clothing and 

the body in Mallarmé’s reading of Fuller’s dance. Rancière, however, comes closest to 

recuperating not just the corporeal, but also the sartorial elements in the serpentine 

dance. In his text Aisthesis, he devotes an essay to Fuller entitled “Folies-Bergère 1892.” 

The title of the essay, rather than reference the dancer, locates the serpentine dance 

firmly in its fin de siècle urban context. Rancière echoes Mallarmé’s notion of “écriture 

corporelle” when he states that “the dancer and the veil is at once the pen that writes” 

(99). Throughout the text, Rancière reinforces this notion of sartorial bodily writing. 

With her “longue robe,” he notes, Fuller “peut y dessiner la forme d’un papillon, d’un 

lys, d’une corbeille de fleurs, d’une vague soulevée par la houle ou d’une rose qui 

s’effeuille” (121). These “dessins,” Rancière is quick to point out, are “des spirales ou des 

volutes dont son corps est le centre et le guide” (121). In other words, these sartorial 

forms are anchored in her corporeality. Rancière reinforces this idea when he discusses 
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Fuller’s mobile silhouette, the “danse serpentine illustre d’abord une certaine idée du 

corps et de ce qui en fait la puissance esthétique: la ligne courbe” (121). Created by the 

sartorial silhouette, these sinuous, curved forms that Fuller produced belong to a 

vocabulary of Art Nouveau aesthetics typical of the fin de siècle period. Artists like 

Hector Guimard and Émile Gallé explored the generative potential for expression in 

these natural forms and shapes of curves and spirals. The famous actress Sarah 

Bernhardt, another fin de siècle performer known for her use of clothing, was described 

in ways similar to Fuller. Reynaldo Hahn, composer and music critic as well as friend of 

Bernhardt, noted the visual effect of the movement of forms created by her clothing and 

gestures. For Hahn, Bernhardt’s movements were characterized by a measured yet 

sinuous flurry of forms and lines: “Dans tous ses gestes, on retrouve toujours 

un principe de spirale. Voilà qu’elle s’assied et elle s’assied en spirale; sa robe tourne 

autour d’elle, l’embrasse d’un tendre mouvement de spirale, et la traîne achève sur le sol 

le dessin de spirale” (Guerrand 167). Art Nouveau images saturate the description, with 

the repetition of words like “spirale” and “mouvement.” Emphasizing movement and 

bodily form, this description focuses on the silhouette in a way that could be easily 

mistaken for a description of Fuller’s dance. Furthermore, Hahn’s description of the way 

the train of Bernhardt’s dress partakes in an act of drawing or tracing echoes Mallarmé’s 

notion of “écriture corporelle.”  
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While Rancière rightly points out the importance of textiles in Fuller’s dance, he 

uses the word “veil” to describe Fuller’s dress, which suggests that her clothing is an 

accessory, a fabric that merely drapes over the face and body. Fuller’s “veil” however, 

was a carefully designed set of dresses. In her interviews, her memoirs, and in her 

patents, Fuller emphasizes the intricate design and construction work that went into her 

dresses. These garments were much more than veils. In an interview given to The New 

York Times in 1896, Fuller describes how she procures and creates her costumes:   

My gowns, or skirts, are made after my own models, and generally of fine gossamer silk. 
No, they don’t come all right at once. A good deal of tinkering is necessary to get quite 
the right thing. Why, for the lily dance I had 500 yards of dress stuff. In the making up it 
all disappeared somehow. The dress is twenty feet high, and I fancy something like 100 
yards around the skirt. It is made loose from the neck. (“La Loïe” 10) 
 

In using the term “tinkering,” Fuller lends a scientific aura to her design process. 

Descriptions in the press of Fuller’s dance in the 1890s privilege clothing. The November 

6, 1897 issue of Le Monde illustré focuses on the textile nature of the dance: 

Le tissu en était merveilleusement fin et éclatant, et dans les longs plis de l’étoffe dont un 
rayon de soleil accusait à ce moment la transparence, l’artiste s’amusa à prendre 
quelques poses en se drapant puis en se jouant avec cette gaze féerique. On connaît le 
résultat surprenant de l’ensemble de gestes, de mouvements et d’attitudes qui, réglés 
d’après une norme ingénieuse, osant devenus la Danse Serpentine, et les danses 
nouvelles qui tiennent aujourd’hui tout Paris sous le charme. (A.B. 364) 
 

In this description, the textile takes center stage as Fuller threads it through her many 

gestures. But rather than focus on how the body manipulates the dress, the journalist 

instead describes Fuller’s textiles as if they had a life of their own, interrupted at times 

by “quelques poses.” Fuller’s robes fascinated the Symbolists who regularly came to see 
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her perform. Belgian poet Georges Rodenbach, author of the archetypal Symbolist novel 

Bruges-la-Morte (1892), was particularly entranced by Fuller and her garments. In a poem 

entitled “La Loïe Fuller” published in 1896 in Le Figaro, Rodenbach inscribes Fuller 

within his Symbolist vision of woman as both goddess, “reine des Valkyries,” and 

temptress, “charmeresse.” But his poem also homes in on the textiles of her 

performance: “Sa robe tout à coup est un pays de brume/ Est de l’alcool qui flambe et de 

l’encens qui fume/Sa robe est un bûcher de lys qui sont en feu.” In comparing Fuller’s 

dress to “un pays,” Rodenbach underscores the spatializing effects of her dressed body. 

He also underlines the intensity of colors and forms in her performance by describing 

her dress as consumed by flames and fire (“fume,” “en feu”). Towards the end of the 

poem, Rodenbach combines both sets of visual imagery, space and fire, when he 

describes Fuller’s dress as “un océan de feu.”    

But these descriptions privilege clothing in Fuller’s performance by 

disassociating the corporeal elements from the sartorial. Mallarmé and Rancière both see 

the body and clothing as not only inseparable elements, but also as producers of space. 

Mallarmé observes Fuller’s deployment of her dress, her “crêpes de Chine,” as 

“instituant un lieu” (308-309). In this description, Mallarmé points to the spatial 

dimension of Fuller’s embodied movements. Fuller does not merely produce space, but 

creates or sews it: “l’enchanteresse fait l’ambiance, la tire de soi et l’y rentre, par un 

silence palpité de crêpes de Chine.” For Mallarmé, clothing is central to the way the 
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dancer creates and inhabits space, “Qu’une femme associe l’envolée de vêtements à la 

danse serpentine ou vaste au point de les soutenir, à l’infini, comme son expansion” 

(309).  

Rancière’s essay underscores these twin elements of the sartorial silhouette and 

space that are central to Mallarmé’s description of Fuller’s dance. Fuller’s spatial 

innovations attracted the attention of cultural observers during her time. A journalist 

writing for the newspaper Gil Blas wrote declared Loïe Fuller “la maîtresse de l’espace” 

(Nozière). This description, though accurate, could be modified by pluralizing the word 

“espace.” Indeed, Fuller was not only revolutionizing dance performances through her 

manipulation of fabric, but also by clothing the space around her. Fuller’s use of stage 

space broke with classical ballet’s more geometric use of space. As we saw in Fuller’s 

memoirs, she used the space around her including the light from the windows and the 

fabric of the curtains to “create” the garments on her body. Later on, Fuller would 

replace these yellow curtains with different light projections that would shine multi-

colored lenses that would transform the colors of her gowns.8 As she developed her 

dances, Fuller also evolved her sartorial style, from embroidered skirts featuring 

butterflies to white silks “embroidered” by stage lanterns. In some dances, her gowns 

underwent multiple “wardrobe changes” because of the way Fuller integrated theatrical 

                                                        

8 In 1906 Fuller ventured into the budding medium of cinema and produced her own film, Fire Dance. 
Unable to use the same technologies she employed in her dances to create the illusion that she was dancing 
in fire, Fuller resorted to painting all the frames for the film red (Coffman 76).  
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technology into her costume design. Georges Montorgeuil in his 1896 text on Parisian 

theater, L’Année féminine: Les Déshabillés au théâtre, describes a performance by Fuller in 

which “un appareil électrique brodait cette robe de fleurs instantées (77). In using the 

verb “broder” meaning “to embroider,” Montorgeuil aligns the role of the lighting and 

electric devices on stage with a couturier who creates new “costumes” on Fuller’s dress, 

which acted as a type of projection screen. The serpentine dance exemplified an 

embodied form of moving images.9 It is not surprising that one of the first films 

recorded in the 1890s was that of a serpentine dancer. In 1894 (and also in 1897) Edison 

filmed the serpentine dance as it was performed by Fuller imitators (Lista 248). The 

hypnotic motions of the dance lent themselves to this new medium of film that has been 

linked to hypnotic practices since its emergence.10 We might recall that it was a hypnosis 

scene in the American play where Fuller “created” her serpentine dance. When Rancière 

refers to the way “elle [Fuller] produit par ses évolutions la scène de ses évolutions,” he 

draws attention to the writing Fuller performs through her spatial understanding of 

clothing (124). This technique of dress “creation” was so successful that it revolutionized 

the fashion industry, as we will see later.  

                                                        

9 Fuller’s use of projection and (dress) screens was informed by nineteenth-century dioramas. Magic lantern 
shows, for example, used a type of lantern or projection to diffuse images on backdrops of fabric, typically 
gauze (Garelick 25). 
10 See Raymond Bellour’s Le Corps du cinéma in which he explores traces of the hypnotic in cinema.  
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Rather than use scenery or colorful backdrops, Fuller also “dressed” her stage by 

covering it in swaths of black velvet (Garelick 35). Mallarmé seizes on this particular 

aspect of Fuller’s performance, noting its superiority to the drab and predictable stage 

sceneries of traditional ballet performances: 

Tout à l’heure va disparaître comme dans ce cas une imbécillité, la traditionnelle 
plantation de décors permanents ou stables en opposition avec la mobilité 
chorégraphique. Châssis opaques, carton cette intrusion, au rancart! voici rendue au 
Ballet l’atmosphère ou rien, visions sitôt éparses que sues, leur évocation limpide. (309)  
 

For Mallarmé, Fuller’s dance erases the need for cumbersome decorations. Instead, she is 

liberated from these contrivances to and able to produce pure movement through 

clothing, “la scène libre, au gré de fictions, exhale du jeu d’un voile avec attitudes et 

gestes, devient le très pur résultat” (309). In other words, the absence of scenery in 

Fuller’s dance creates “l’écart entre la volonté et sa réalisation, l’artiste et l’œuvre, 

l’œuvre et l’espace où elle se produit” (Rancière 125). Fuller’s dance also creates a spatial 

relationship with the audience. The synesthetic elements of Fuller’s performance 

produces “une esthétique de l’empathie à distance” that borrows from the nineteenth-

century fascination with hypnotic practices and electromagnetism (Rousseau 99). 

Mallarmé describes how Fuller’s dance implicates the viewing public, “Toute émotion 

sort de vous, élargit un milieu; ou sur vous fond et l’incorpore” (309). The audience is 

incorporated into the performance, thus collapsing temporal and spatial boundaries 

between spectator and performer.  
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The serpentine dance, “ce pur déploiement d’un jeu de formes,” is a departure 

from traditional narrative strictures and represents “la fiction nouvelle” (Rancière 127).  

Fuller’s dance offers a new approach to embodying fiction in the way “celle-ci substitue 

à l’histoire la construction d’un jeu d’aspects, de formes élémentaires qui analogise le jeu 

de monde” (127). For Rancière, Fuller’s dance illustrates the transformative potential of 

sartorial forms, “[e]lles réinventent par artifice les formes mêmes dans lesquelles les 

événements sensibles se donnent à nous et s’assemblent pour faire monde” (127). Thus, 

when Fuller’s movements and clothing create the shape of an image of a butterfly, it is 

not a butterfly, but rather an image of “le rapport d’un battement et d’une irisation” 

(127). In La Dernière mode, de Ponty provides descriptions of clothing that not only seem 

to foreshadow Fuller’s performance, but they also demonstrate aspects of Rancière’s 

articulation of appearances and form:  

Le génie qui métamorphosa des tissus en papillons et en fleurs, le cède encore devant la 
splendeur pure et simple des tissus eux-mêmes, tulle blanc lamé d’argent à côté de 
bandes de satin blanc, ou poudré d’or ainsi que de la poussière de gemmes multicolores. 
Pas d’ornementation inutile dans ce cas, ni de surcharges vaines, autres que les mille 
complications tirées de la façon seule de la jupe, volants, bouillonnés, placés comme ceci, 
comme cela, hauts, bas : rien de plus que ce prestige éparpillé et lumineux. (799) 
 

De Ponty articulates the transformative potential that the color, textures, and movement 

of textiles provide. The sartorial silhouette produces the “écriture corporelle.” Here, de 

Ponty suggests that it is the simplicity of materials (“pas d’ornementation inutile”) that 

elicits the greatest effect, like Fuller and the absence of elaborate staging. Citing 

Rodenbach’s poem on Fuller, Mallarmé evokes the corporeality of the dancer as a play 
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between veiling and unveiling, “leurs corps n’apparaît que comme le rythme d’où tout 

dépend mais qui se cache” (311). Rancière links this tension between appearing and 

disappearing to Mallarmé’s notion of bodily wiring. He notes that Fuller embodies a 

new fiction in “le déploiement des apparences comme écriture des formes” (127).   

Through the manipulation of her silhouette, Fuller was able to “write” a new 

visual paradigm. Mallarmé describes Fuller’s dance or “l’exercice” as simultaneously an 

art and “un accomplissement industriel,” a relationship that is perhaps most evident in 

her scientific and aesthetic use of clothing (307). She would go to great lengths to create 

innovative clothing in her performances. In 1896, she visited Thomas Edison in his 

Menlo Park laboratory where she became fascinated with his X-ray machine as well as 

with his experiments with phosphorescent salts and their glowing effect.11 She even 

pondered whether to use this material in her dresses: “It suddenly occurred to me that if 

I could have a dress permeated with that substance it would be wonderful. I asked Mr. 

Edison if the salts would retain the luminousness when the lamp was gone. He hadn’t 

thought of that so we tried it and lo and behold the light remained” (quoted in Garelick 

39). In the end, Fuller did indeed use the salts on her dresses, albeit not as 

                                                        

11 Fuller made a number of acquaintances in the scientific field that included the astronomer Camille 
Flammarion with whom she shared a long friendship. She also befriended Marie and Pierre Curie in 1905 
after asking Marie Curie if a costume made out of radium would be possible (the answer was, of course, no). 
Despite not having a radium costume, Fuller would go on to choreograph a “Radium Dance.” She also 
continued experimenting with radium for decades, even setting her house on fire at one point (Albright 
193). 
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comprehensively as she had planned, resorting to small dots of salts throughout her 

dress (39).  

While tracing the origins of the body’s relationship to movement, Maxine Sheets-

Johnstone remarks:  

In making kinetic sense of ourselves, we progressively attain complex conceptual 
understandings having to do with containment, with consequential relationships, with 
weight, with effort, and with myriad other bodily-anchored happenings and phenomena 
that in turn anchor our sense of the world and its happenings and phenomena. (118) 
 

Indeed, Fuller would hone her bodily techniques to such a level that she developed 

technologies that would better fuse her body to textile, developing a better 

understanding of the “weight” and “effort” of her dances. In her “Lily dance,” for 

example, Fuller elongated both her gown and the wands she used, which required a 

certain athleticism in order to gracefully maneuver the wands and yards of fabric 

(Albright 108). As Fuller refined her clothing and lighting techniques, so too did she 

develop more sophisticated bodily movements. Albright describes the athletic 

techniques of Fuller’s dance and notes that Fuller would have had to activate central 

torque techniques due to the physicality required for the dance (81). Albright suggests 

that Fuller’s gestures introduced a new way of seeing movement: “Fuller’s sequential 

expanding and contracting in space taught the audience to see movement not as a 

connected series of poses, but as a rhythmic transition that spun out from center to 

periphery and back again, teaching her viewers how to read motion beyond the face at 

the center of the spotlight” (188). 
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As she became better acquainted with her sartorial movements, she developed 

patentable technologies and inventions.12 In the 1894 patent application filed in the 

United States seen here in Figure 19, Fuller included four figures: Figure A referred to 

the “skirt” that the dancer would have worn around the head that would drape the 

body, Figure B and C referred to two different types of sticks, one non-curved and one 

curved, which served as artificial arm extensions that were sewn into the skirt in Figure 

A.  

 

                                                        

12 Fuller tried to assert copyright over her serpentine dance in the legal suit Fuller v. Bemis, which she lost, 
thus pushing her to secure individual patents on her inventions. The court case loss had long-lasting 
repercussions for copyright in dance choreography until the 1976 Federal Copyright Law, which extended 
copyright to dance productions (Albright 16). 
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Figure 19: Patent filed by Loïe Fuller for a “Garment for Dancers,” Patent No. 
518.347. Washington, DC. 

 

Figure 4 on the diagram is a nearly half-page size illustration of a dancer clothed 

in the “skirt” with the curved wands with swirls of fabric circulating around her body, 

suggesting the movement of the fabric. Even her patents highlight the role of embodied 

sartorial space in her performance. We see a pliability and plasticity of material that is 
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directly correlated and calibrated to accommodate bodily movements. In her patent 

application, Fuller draws specific attention to the bodily movements her sartorial 

creation enables “in causing, by movements of the body, the folds of the garment to 

assume variegated and fanciful waves of great beauty and grace.” Fuller also stresses 

that the invention was designed for freedom of movement, “the folds of the garment 

almost constantly entirely envelop the figure during the dance and the manipulation of 

the skirt, although the said garment may be free to open entirely in front” (“Dress for 

Garments”). Although her patents for clothing and theater staging were granted in 

France, this costume patent was rejected. Rancière, in his essay on Fuller, argues that the 

rejection stemmed from the lack of narrative in Fuller’s performance (128-29). 

Nevertheless, these innovations and patents demonstrate the extent to which Fuller 

manipulated her silhouette by “writing” a new fiction and they also show how Fuller 

embodied the fin de siècle porosity between visuality, science, dance, and fashion. 

5.3 The “Fuller” Fashion Effect  

The stimuli Fuller’s dance produced paralleled the experience of circulating 

around the fin de siècle city. Georg Simmel, in his essay “The Metropolis and the Mental 

Life,” advanced the argument that there were “psychological conditions which the 

metropolis creates” (48). The inundation of mental stimuli or “impressions” that 

accompany living in the city, that comes “[w]ith each crossing of the street,” could be 

found in modified format in Fuller’s electric dances. While it is tempting to think of 
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Fuller’s dance as a purely theatrical act, taking place within the intimate spaces of the 

stage, her dance was as much a part of Parisian theater as it was of the city.13 Fuller’s 

“bodily writing,” her instantaneous manipulation of the body through textiles, would 

become one of the most prevalent and defining images of fin de siècle Paris. Her image 

permeated the city in the form of posters, flyers, paintings, sculptures, and even in the 

way people dressed. In the late 1890s, newspapers like Le Monde illustré reported on a 

new visual phenomenon taking over, in a literal sense, the Parisian cityscape, “sur tous 

les murs et sur toutes les voitures-réclames qui s’en vont roulant par les rues de Paris, on 

put lire ces mots en lettres énormes: LOÏE MYSTÉRIEUSE” (A.B. 364). Fuller’s spectacle 

became synonymous with not only urban nightlife, but also the landscape of Paris itself. 

A report in Le Petit Parisien describes the way the “serpentine dance” had fused with the 

space of the city, “C’est à croire que Paris s’est laissé hypnotiser par la danse serpentine. 

On ne voit qu’elle. On la retrouve partout” (“La Danse serpentine”). For this reporter, 

Fuller’s dance has become omnipresent in the capital city. The same journalist 

humorously reports that her image influenced politics, “Il y a même sur les murs des 

affiches politiques qui la rappellent et semblent calquées sur son image désormais 

célèbre. Oui, ici et là, se rencontre, collée aux édifices publics, la prose serpentine du 

                                                        

13 Fuller would fuse the space of the stage and of the city in a literal sense with her 1925 production of 
Claude Debussy’s La Mer where she transformed part of the city into a textile-clad space. She had the entire 
front steps of the Grand Palais draped in 4,000 square meters of silk taffeta that had been specially made by 
the Kahn and Kahn of Bombay textile firm (Garelick 182-83).  
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candidat universel, l’émule de feu Gagne ou Bertron.” In suggesting that political 

candidates have borrowed from Fuller’s dance aesthetic, the journalist conveys the 

extent to which the visuality of Fuller’s silhouette saturated daily urban life.  

Fuller became an integral part of the “spectacular realities,” to borrow Vanessa 

Schwartz’s phrase, of fin de siècle Paris. Through her choreography, staging, and 

clothing, Fuller created a new visual aesthetic that galvanized the capital as well as the 

imaginations of artists and writers. Even Mallarmé noted the preponderance of poetic 

treatment Fuller received, noting that “tout a été dit, dans des articles quelques-uns des 

poëmes” (OC 307). Jean Lorrain dedicated several poems to the American dancer and 

Pierre Roche produced his famous sculpture of Fuller, one that was featured in the 

Universal Exhibition of 1900.  

Fuller’s clothing influenced various other realms of cultural life. A journalist in 

Le Petit Parisien, described how Fuller’s clothing influenced sartorial styling in artistic 

productions. In the Salon de Champs-de-Mars, an annual art exhibition organized by the 

Société nationale des beaux-arts, he writes: “Vous verrez que là aussi, comme chez les 

grands couturiers, comme chez les fabricants d’articles de Paris, triomphera la pyrrhique 

échevelée, fleur d’exotisme” (“La Danse serpentine”). He cites a portrait by the painter 

Besnard as an example of the way Loïe Fuller’s sartorial creations influenced Besnard’s 

potrait, “zébrait de reflets rouges une robe jaune inondée de clarté. Toujours la Loïe 

Fuller!” The portrait, most likely the Portrait de Madame Bardet, features a woman clothed 
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in a yellow dress whose folds take on hues of yellow, gold, and orange. Whether or not 

Besnard was indeed inspired by Fuller is not certain, but it is clear that chroniclers and 

cultural observers made this connection between Fuller’s sartorial style and that of 

fashion and art. 

The interplay of color and movement of moving textiles that were a hallmark of 

Fuller’s dance resonated in the fashion industry. Both Fuller’s dance and women’s 

fashion during this time brought a renewed attention to the gestural nature of fashion, 

bringing attention to the body and its relationship to surrounding space. We have seen 

how Fuller adopted an almost scientific eye to her staging and costumes. In her 

memoirs, she traces her long-standing fascination with color as a visual form and as a 

science. “I am astounded,” she writes, “when I see the relations that form and color 

assume” (36). In a chapter that opens with a “theoretical essay” on light and movement, 

Fuller remarks that one of the most important epiphanies she experienced regarding 

light took place at the Cathédrale de Notre Dame where she was taken by the interplay 

of light and glass its architecture produced: “I took my handkerchief from my pocket, a 

white handkerchief, and I waved It in the beams of colored light, just as in the evening I 

waved my silken materials in the rays of my reflectors” (63). Fuller expounds on the 

necessities of proper lighting and emphasizes the importance of “illumination, of 

reflection, of rays of light falling upon objects” that “is so essential that [she] cannot 
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understand why so little importance has been attached to it” (64). She also offers her 

summary of color theory stating, arguing that:  

[c]olor is disintegrated light. The rays of light, disintegrated by vibrations, touch one 
object and another, and this disintegration, photographed in the retina, is always 
chemically the result of changes in matter and in beams of light. Each one of these effects 
I designated under the name of color (65). 
 
While her costumes may seem like purely theatrical garments, they influenced 

the daily, everyday fashions of the 1890s and beyond. A journalist described the 

dizzying effect of Loïe Fuller fashions in the city, “notre rétine s’habitue de plus en plus 

à ces effets fulgurants” (“La Danse serpentine”). The “effets fulgurants” the journalist 

identifies were a result of not only new color schemes of clothing, but the result of the 

way bodily movements and silhouettes engendered new visual forms to embodied 

clothing. That Fuller’s innovative silhouette and dance filtered into fashion as an 

everyday industry evidences the close relationship between dance and fashion. Indeed, 

the same Le Petit Parisien journalist noted, “[c]’est chatoyant, ondoyant, irisé, comme du 

reste la mode nouvelle, la mode Loïe Fuller, qui revêt les femmes de toutes les couleurs 

de l’arc-en-ciel” (“La Danse serpentine”). The influence of Fuller’s chromatic gowns 

heightened the visual brilliance of clothing. 

Fuller inspired a fashion craze even before she had set foot in Paris. An article on 

the department store “Maison moderne” in the 1892 issue of La Revue mondaine illustrée 

states that Loïe Fuller hats were already being sold. A saleswoman for the store is 

quoted in the article as stating that “surtout la Loïe Fuller, nous le vendons en quantité, 
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c’est la rage” (Elliam 13). The Loïe Fuller hat, a dark ruby-colored straw hat with multi-

colored tufts of flowers along its edges and a pale green velvet knot with guipures 

appliqués on top, hardly evokes Fuller’s serpentine dance. Nevertheless, this mention of 

the Fuller hat demonstrates how a certain use of color had already become associated 

with Fuller. The fashion chronicler for the Revue illustrée, writing under the unusual 

pseudonym “Le Masque de Velours,” repeatedly reported on Fuller-inspired trends in 

his column “La Vie mondaine:”  

[C]et été, nous aurons la jupe Loïe Fuller de la danse serpentine, courte et très large. Il est 
vrai que le haut reste encore ajusté aux hanches, mais la partie inférieure s’élargit 
démesurément, et atteint jusqu’à six et sept mètres de tour ! Cette ampleur forme de 
nombreux godets que l’on soutient au moyen d’un fin réseau de crin, ou d’une sorte de 
capitonnage placé à l’intérieur. (233) 
 

We return to the notion of the silhouette. This time, however, under Fuller’s influence 

the skirts have grown in volume to the point that they must be supported by layers of 

crin, or horsehair. The journalist notes that the silhouettes of the day that take inspiration 

from Loïe Fuller threaten the return of the lambasted silhouette of the Second Empire, 

“la crinoline nous guette de près.” Despite the “ampleur menaçante” of skirts, Worth 

has alleviated these burgeoning garments “en les garnissant d’un léger capitonnage à 

l’intérieur de volants et de doubles jupes superposées, leur donne une allure nouvelle si 

gracieuse que les plus.” In another article, the Masque de Velours describes how 

virtually all components of dress have been “inspiré de la danse serpentine:”  

[N]os costumes, notre lingerie même, mouchoirs, corsets, vêtements intimes eurent des 
tons d’aurore et d’arc-en-ciel; toutes les étoffes, lainages ou soieries, rappelaient la 
tunique lumineuse de la Loïe Fuller. Aujourd’hui le couturier, habitué à donner le ton, 
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laisse à d’autres ces tissus, plus excentriques que jolis, pour revenir aux coquets taffetas 
glacés, imprimés de larges fleurs, aux foulards souples, ondoyants, qui composent de si 
gracieuses toilettes. (“Le Masque de velours” 331) 
 

The chronicler harps on the visual brilliancy of Fuller’s “tunique lumineuse” that has 

inspired changes in the texture of fashions. Scarves, for instance, are described as 

“souples” and “ondoyants,” suggesting the notion of movement and buoyancy and 

movement. 

The fashion developments chronicled in these journals were also observed by 

Gaston Worth, the son of the famous Charles Frederick Worth, father of haute couture 

and founder of one of the most prestigious couture houses in late nineteenth-century 

Paris. After he took over the business after his father’s passing, Gaston Worth wrote his 

1895 text, La Couture et la confection des vêtements de femme, on the state of the Parisian 

fashion industry. He devotes a special section to Loïe Fuller and her influence on the 

conception and production of fashion:  

Le mérite de la Loïe Fuller fut de trouver un procédé inédit et habile de faire passer, 
successivement ou simultanément, sur des vêtements blancs, des faisceaux lumineux soit 
d’une couleur uniforme, soit de couleurs diverses heureusement combinées et 
harmonieusement variées. Sa gracieuseté de danseuse et la nouveauté de ses exercices 
ont très heureusement complété l’idée première qui, sans cet attrait plastique, eut peut-
être donné des résultats négatifs. (36) 
 

Worth homes in on the artistic and technical merits of Fuller’s clothing. He sees her 

white garments as a type of canvas upon which she imprinted a kaleidoscope of colors 

and shapes, which were, according to Worth, enhanced by her corporeal movements 
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“gracieuseté de danseuse,” “ses exercises.” He continues to analyze the way Fuller’s 

clothing influenced the production of clothing:  

Ces chatoiements de nuances, ces successions et juxtapositions de teintes vives et 
brillantes avaient charmé les yeux; il en avait été fait mention partout comme d’une idée 
neuve et originale, de sorte que, lorsque les fabricants influencés eux-mêmes par les 
considérations qui précèdent, mirent sur le marché des étoffes rappelant ces jeux de 
lumière si séduisants, ils trouvèrent un public tout disposé à les adopter comme une très 
grande nouveauté. (Worth 36) 
 

The visual panoply of colors, “chatoiements de nuances,” “juxtapositions de teintes 

vives et brillantes” that Fuller’s clothing exhibited were replicated by clothing 

manufacturers who saw Fuller’s style as “neuve” and “originale.” In the same Revue 

illustrée previously cited, Fuller is used in reference to color and cuts of clothing, “La 

vogue est aux étoffes glacées et changeantes; lainages caméléon, foulards et soieries Loïe 

Fuller, tel est le mot d’ordre de mode” (“Le Masque de velours”).  Fuller’s hold on 

fashion extended into millinary where hats made by the milliner Mme Julia, for 

example, were influenced by the American dancer, “un ravissant chapeau rond, le Loïe 

Fuller, en dentelle de paille bise, aux bords légèrement mouvementés, rehaussé de 

touffes de roses aux nuances changeantes, avec choux de velours glace de tons assortis; 

deux coques de ruban orchidée s’élèvent en aigrettes” (“Le Masque de velours” 295). 

The kaleidoscope of colors of the hat, its “tons assortis” and “nuances changeantes” 

relate it to the serpentine dancer. The mercurial nature of textiles and colors is 

consistantly associated with Loïe: “Le costume, genre Loïe Fuller, a beaucoup de succès 

cette année, on l’exécute avec ces ravissantes soies Liberty si souples, si vaporeuses, c’est 
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le succès de la saison.” Gaston Worth’s claim that Fuller influenced the colors and cuts 

of fashion comes into full view.  

In 1923, dance critic André Levinson, one of the first scholars to recognize 

Mallarmé’s significance for the study of dance, published an essay entitled, “Mallarmé, 

métaphysicien du ballet” (21). Levinson could have easily added fashion to the moniker. 

Mallarmé’s La Dernière mode demonstrates the poet’s insight into the Parisian fashion 

industry and into the aesthetic lines and forms its creations produced on the bodies of its 

wearers. Mallarmé’s foray into the fashion industry, however, ended abruptly. The 

details remain murky, but in 1875, Mallarmé wrote to his friends that he was being 

blackmailed by a “baronne de Lomaria” who was about to take control of La Dernière 

mode. Although Mallarmé’s La Dernière mode survived only for eight issues, his 

fascination with fashion as a form of bodily expression would resurface in his writings 

on Loïe Fuller.  

In the previous chapters, we have seen how developments in both the fashion 

industry and in the modernization of the city led writers and artists to reexamine the 

relationship between body, clothing, and urban space in the last half of the nineteenth 

century. Mallarmé explores these issues in his texts on fashion and dance with an eye 

towards the visuality and movement of embodied clothing and writing. Not only do 

Fuller and Mallarmé draw attention to the ways that clothing was inextricably tied to the 

performance of the body and urban spectacle, but they also reveal how dance and 
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clothing were intrinsically linked. Dance and clothing center on the interaction between 

the body and cloth and the expressive possibilities that these two can create.  

 Fuller’s dance prompted a new engagement with the visuality of clothing and 

bodily movement. The folds of her engineered dress activated more than just a visual 

spectacle, but a new aesthetic model that collapsed boundaries between dance, art, 

fashion, science and technology. Her dance embodied a new aesthetic paradigm in 

which multiple artistic and scientific modes of thought intersected, from Art nouveau to 

hypnotic phenomena to new science discoveries like X-rays and phosphorescence. She 

was also at the forefront of sartorial innovation. With her skirt and wands, Fuller 

reinvented the nineteenth-century silhouette. The connections between fashion and 

dance resurface in the early 1900s with the “Sylphide” silhouette, a streamlined shape, 

examined earlier in Chapter One, that was inspired by the Marie Taglioni’s July 

Monarchy-era ballet. I would argue, however, that this shape might also have been 

inspired by the subtle transformation Fuller ushered in through her serpentine dance. 

While it is hard, and nearly impossible, to pinpoint causalities in fashion trends, the 

trends toward streamlined and sleeker sartorial silhouettes in the early twentieth 

century might very likely have been a result of the changes in how people experience 

fashion both as a material reality, but also in relation to a form of life that was 

increasingly predicated on movement, mobility, and circulation. 
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6. Conclusion 
Among the patents filed with the Office national de la propriété industrielle in 

Paris on November 4, 1909 was an application for a “Genre de Vêtement pour femmes.” 

The patent outlined the design of a new dress, called the Delphos, that signaled a shift in 

fashion history. Inspired by the clothing depicted on ancient Greek sculptures, the dress 

consisted of fine imported silk that was carefully pleated by a technique that remains a 

mystery to this day.1  

 

Figure 20: Delphos dress by Mariano Fortuny, circa 1912. Rhode Island School 
of Design Museum 

                                                        

1 Fortuny’s pleating system remains a closely guarded secret. While he patented the design of the Delphos 
dress and its undulating device (for the already pleated garment), he did not leave a record of how he 
derived the pleats in the gown. Some have surmised that the garment was made damp or wet and then set 
into pleats based on a Japanese pole wrapping technique known as shiburi (Kearney 87). 
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The patent was filed by Mariano Fortuny y Madrazo Fortuny, a Spanish-born artist who 

worked across multiple modes of art and design, from photography to textile 

production to clothing and lighting design. His most enduring creations, however, have 

been his sartorial designs, in particular his pleated “Delphos” gown.  

Created a few years after the streamlined Tanagra dress of the turn of the 

twentieth century, the Delphos gown also transformed the sartorial silhouette. With its 

silk drapery, the dress followed the contours of the body, unencumbered by bustle or 

corset supports. Fortuny’s Delphos dress was the subject of several key passages in 

Marcel Proust’s A la recherche du temps perdu. 2 Mentioned no less than a dozen times 

throughout the novel, Fortuny has the distinction of being the only living artist included 

in the novel. That the artist should also be a couturier evidences the centrality of fashion. 

Throughout the novel, Marcel, the narrator, is enamored with the Duchesse de 

Guermantes, a character based on the real-life fashionable Countess de Greffulhe, who 

embodies inimitable sartorial style. His fascination reaches new heights, however, when 

he sees the Duchess in her Fortuny gowns: “De toutes les robes ou robes de chambre que 

portait Mme de Guermantes, celles qui semblaient le plus répondre à une intention 

déterminée, être pourvues d’une signification spéciale, c’étaient ces robes que Fortuny a 

faites d’après d’antiques dessins de Venise” (543). Proust’s Madame de Guermantes 

                                                        

2 First mentioned in passing by Elstir in Balbec earlier in the novel, Fortuny emerges no less than a dozen 
times in La Prisonnière. See Festa-McCormick’s Proustian Optics for more on the role of Fortuny in the 
narrative, especially with regard to Marcel’s psychology, pp. 74-85. 
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would have most likely worn a version of the Delphos gown. These dresses take on a 

unique dimension, notes Marcel, when worn on the body, “chacune est unique qui lui 

donne un caractère si particulier que la pose de la femme qui les porte en vous 

attendant, en causant avec vous, prend une importance exceptionnelle.” Marcel 

foregrounds the embodiment of the garment, noting how the “pose” of the wearer lends 

the garment a new layer of signification.  

Fortuny dresses, both in their material form and in Proust’s literary rendering, 

point to many of the themes discussed in this project. The lines the Fortuny garments 

create on the body that fascinated Proust’s narrator refer to the sartorial silhouette, a 

notion that was explored in Chapter Two. We saw how clothing intervenes not only in 

the visual form of the body, but also in its movement. If we recall Théophile de Gautier’s 

description of modern man as being fused with his clothing, as if it were “une sorte de 

peau” that resembles “le pelage à l’animal,” he could have easily described this body-

hugging Delphos garment (“De la mode” 169). Its innovative pleating helped lend 

plasticity to the garment, creating sinuous visual lines on the wearer.3 Unencumbered by 

petticoats or steel hoops, the Fortuny creations heralded a new silhouette, a new 

spatiality in fashion. 

                                                        

3 Wearers of the gown were instructed to maintain the pleats by wrapping the dress into a ball and storing 
them in a small box (Kearney 87). Fortuny’s innovative pleating techniques would find its late twentieth-
century equivalent in Japanese designer Issey Miyake’s clothing. His 1993 collection “Pleats, please!” 
focused on the potential of the fold as an aesthetic and architectural principle in clothing. 
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Marcel’s fascination with the Fortuny dress stems not only from the silhouette it 

creates, but also from the garment as a form of space. His descriptions of these dresses 

are inherently spatial in nature:  

À la façon des décors de Sert, de Bakst et de Benoist, qui, à ce moment, évoquaient dans 
les ballets russes les époques d’art les plus aimées — à l’aide d’œuvres d’art imprégnées 
de leur esprit et pourtant originales — ces robes de Fortuny, fidèlement antiques mais 
puissamment originales, faisaient apparaître comme un décor, avec une plus grande 
force d’évocation même qu’un décor, puisque le décor restait à imaginer, la Venise tout 
encombrée d’Orient. (871) 
 

When he describes the dresses as “fidèlement antiques mais puissamment originales,” 

Marcel frames these gowns as material palimpsests. Referencing past styles but in new 

inventive forms, Fortuny dresses embody a Baudelairean sense of modernity. Marcel 

compares the dresses to the set design of “Sert, Bakst and Benoist,” a reference to José 

Maria Sert, Léon Bakst, and Alexander Benoist, three key artistic figures of the Ballets 

russes. A series of ballet and dance performances organized by Sergei Diaghilev starting 

in 1909, the Ballets russes pioneered modern dance and design.4 Proust is right to connect 

Fortuny’s dresses implicitly to these ballet productions since Fortuny’s dresses did 

indeed presage the freedom of movement and sinuous lines that the choreography and 

                                                        

4 Earlier in La Prisonnière, Proust references the Ballets russes when he describes the lighting effects in his 
bathroom that resemble the minimalist aesthetic of the Russian ballets: “Jadis, un director de théâtre 
dépensait des centaines de mille francs pour consteller de vraies émeraudes le trône où la diva jouait un rôle 
d’impératrice. Les ballets russes nous ont appris que de simples jeux de lumières prodiguent, dirigés là où il 
faut, des joyaux aussi somptueux et plus variés” (520).  
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costumes of the Ballets russes exhibited. In likening the gown to the stage of a ballet, 

Marcel situates the dress as another form of space of movement.  

We find one of the more arresting images in Proust’s A la recherche when Marcel 

describes Fortuny’s dresses as evoking an urban environment. Not of Paris, however, 

but of Venice. When Albertine dons her newly-arrived blue Fortuny dress, its creases 

and colors summon an entire urban environment for Marcel: “La robe de Fortuny que 

portait ce soir-là Albertine me semblait comme l’ombre tentatrice de cette invisible 

Venise” (895). Her dress conjures up the architecture of an entire city, its “ombre.” But 

her dress also evokes specific architectural features of the city, including the “palais de 

Venise,” “les colonnes,” and the “grand canal.” As Proust’s narrator makes abundantly 

clear, these Fortuny garments drip with architectural resonances. We saw in the second 

chapter how clothing and its representations could viscerally project the orientation of a 

city in a historical moment. In the nineteenth century, this reciprocal relationship 

between clothing and architecture became readily apparent in garments like Worth’s 

“iron” dresses that featured intricate jet patterns on flowing silks that explicitly evoked 

the wrought iron railings and balconies of late nineteenth-century Paris. The inverse was 

also true. Loïe Fuller’s 1900 theater and Frantz Jourdain’s La Samaritaine department 

store demonstrate how sartorial motifs nourished the fin de siècle architectural 

imaginary. 
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The exact methods of production of the Fortuny dress were shrouded in mystery, 

lending it an artisanal air, the dress was nevertheless the product of mechanical 

production. As the Delphos dress quickly became popular in Paris, Fortuny had set up 

his own shop at 2 rue de Marignan by 1914. The blurred line that Fortuny occupied 

between one-of-a-kind dresses and serial production was reflected in the space of his 

shop in Paris. Featured in Les Modes in 1914, the Fortuny store cultivated the look of an 

atelier with dresses, tapestries, and curtains draped chaotically in the studio. But this 

textile-draped atelier was, nevertheless, a commercial space. The line between couture 

production and confection that Fortuny straddled echoes the Flaubert’s depiction of the 

blurred lines between these two modes of production in his neglected 1863 féerie Le 

Château des cœurs, where the department store and Couturin’s atelier coalesce into one 

space.  

Poet Marie de Régnier, writing under her pen name of Gérard d’Houville, 

described Fortuny’s “féerique” dresses in a front page article entitled “Magicien” for Le 

Figaro in 1911. An acquaintance of Fortuny, Régnier visited his Venetian studio in 1906 

(Osma 80). In her article, she observes the inherent architectural elements of Fortuny’s 

creations, like his famed “Knossos” scarf that she describes as “étroite et sinueuse 

comme un canal,” evoking the Venetian canals. Like Proust, Régnier captures the oneiric 

qualities of Fortuny’s clothing, which she describes as “robes ondoyantes, les écharpes 

impalpables, les étoffes lumineuses.” The color changes described in the latter 
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paragraph recall the kaleidoscopic change of colors of Loïe Fuller’s performances. One 

might also wonder if the Delphos dress, with its radiant colors and body-contouring 

qualities, would have attracted the exacting sartorial eye of Marguerite de Ponty in La 

Dernière mode. 

Proust’s comparison of Fortuny’s dresses to theater “décor” is especially fitting 

given Fortuny’s innovations in this domain. Like Fuller, Fortuny sought ways of 

improving light projections on stage. He made waves in the theater world at the end of 

the nineteenth century with a device, sometimes referred to as the “cyclorama,” a 

collapsible quarter globe structure of cloth held by wires. The device simplified the 

projection of colors and settings. Fortuny premiered this technology at a ballet 

production hosted by the wealthy Comtesse de Béarn in her rue Saint Dominique 

Parisian residence.5 Well-known organist and music critic Charles-Marie Widor devoted 

a front-page column in the music-focused newspaper Le Ménestrel in 1906 to Fortuny’s 

innovative lighting technology, describing the innovative nature of this textile-based 

lighting system: “En scène, au-dessus du rideau, un double foyer voltaïque éclairant le 

décor; pas de toile de fond, mais une vaste couple en étoffe blanche […] suivant que 

passent devant ce foyer des soies teintées ou des verres sur lesquels sont peints des 

nuages, la couple se colore ou s’anime.” With its “étoffe blanche” and “soie teintées,” the 

                                                        

5 The Countess was so taken with the lighting that she later asked Fortuny to install his lighting system in 
her own private theater. The cloth-based device would later be installed in several European theaters 
include the Theater Kroll in Berlin (Osma 78).  
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system was textile-based. Widor considered this lighting technique the future of theater 

design. Régnier attended the same performance at the Comtesse de Béarn’s residence 

where she witnessed Fortuny’s innovative staging and lighting designs: “L’atmosphère 

même d’une journée, ses transparences, des changements imperceptibles, tout 

contribuait à l’illusion la plus étonnamment naturelle; le crépuscule vint et ses ombres 

violettes, après les roses et les ors du matin […].” Fortuny’s lighting invention clothed 

the performance space in a panoply of changing colors. 

Régnier makes the direct connection between Fortuny’s stage lighting and his 

textile creations, “Pour ses belles étoffes il a ainsi capté les nuances de la lumière: matin, 

soleil, nuit, aube et clair de lune se reflètent dans ses gazes, dans ses soies” (D’Houville). 

Both Fortuny’s lighting and his dresses, with their emphasis on a kaleidoscopic 

assortment of colors and textures, echo Fuller’s aesthetic. Fuller and Fortuny both 

explored sartorial design as a form of movement and dynamism. The Fortuny garments, 

like Fuller’s clothing, blend technology with artistry. Both Fuller’s and Fortuny’s 

inventions explored the permeability of science, technology, design, and fashion.  

Situating fashion and urban life in the literary, historical, phenomenological, 

architectural, and industrial discourses of nineteenth-century Paris challenges the view 

of fashion as solely a trope for an increasingly commodified and materialist society. 

From Baudelaire’s poetry to fashion columns in Le Moniteur de la mode, from Viollet-le-

duc’s architectural treatises to Loïe Fuller’s memoirs, traces of an embodied 
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understanding of fashion lurk in a diverse assortment of cultural productions. The 

body’s coverings play a central role in how one navigates one’s environment. The 

textual and visual productions highlighted here demonstrate that clothing is an essential 

element of how urban space is experienced. By examining fashion as form of embodied 

movement and bringing together the “débris” of nineteenth-century Paris—its texts, 

drawings, garments, and dances—we can nuance our understanding of the relationship 

between the body, textiles, and habitat.
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